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THE NEW MARS 
The Martian map f rming the front endpaper is an 
example of one& best representations of the sur- 
face of Mars sh 
4 
ore the Mariner 9 mission. I t  
. , . ~ S ~ O W S  th'e dar t markings due to regions of 
different albedo, or reflectivity. These regions have 
long been visible from Earth. The classical names given 
by 19th- and 20th-century astronomers are shown on 
the map. The map shows no geologic structure because 
none could be detected from Earth. 
The Martian map forming the rear endpaper is the 
product of the Mariner 9 mission and shows the abun- 
dant, varied geologic structures of the planet, including 
craters, volcanoes, and riverlike channels. Selected ex- 
amples illustrate the names assigned to these structures 
in 1973 by the International Astronomical Union. These 
names do not replace the classical names, but refer to 
structures instead of the albedo features indicated on 
earlier maps. In coming years the International Astro- 
nomical Union will make further selections and possible 
modifications of names for the newly revealed Martian 
features. 
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Foreword 
Mars, our planetary neighbor that gleams redly in the night sky, has 
intrigued man ever since he first began to study the heavens. The first 
telescopes brought exciting images of white polar caps that expanded and 
contracted with the seasons. In the 19th century, telescopes employed at 
the limits of useful resolution introduced the controversial "canals," with 
their radical implication, at least to Percival Lowell, of an advanced civili- 
zation struggling to survive in an increasingly arid world. In 19G5 Mariner 
4, the first flyby spacecraft, returned 22 images that in their limited field 
of view suggested that Mars might be a cratered, moonlike, dead planet. 
The 19169 flyby missions added rich detail and complexity. Then the 11- 
month scrutiny of Mars by Mariner 9-by all odds the most productive 
planetary mission that has ever been flown-provided us with a revolutionary 
new coincept of the red planet. 
We now perceive that Mars is an active, evolving planet. In some areas 
it is characterized by gigantic volcanoes, bigger than any on Earth, and in 
other areas by immense canyons of totally unprecedented length and depth. 
It is a world etched by wind erosion and patterned by eolian deposits in 
some places it seems to have been dissected by a fluid erosion of undeter- 
mined nature. The scientific achievements of the Mariner 9 mission have 
been enormous, establishing new benchmarks in our understanding of the 
solar system. 
It  would be shortsighted to think of this voyage of planetary exploration, 
for all its productivity, as providing no more than additional data about 
one distant world. litre are discovering that knowing more about Mars gives 
us insight about more than Mars. T o  learn about neighboring planets 
leads to improved understanding of the entire solar system, including the 
planet Earth. This is because planetary exploration provides a vast new 
laboratory in which scientists in many disciplines can create and test con- 
ceptions of the origin and evolution of the solar system and the dynamic 
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processes that have affected all planets. Theories can be derived, compared 
with known effects of known processes, modified, verified, or discarded. 
From distant planets we are gaining significant new understanding of such 
down-to-earth subjects as volcanism, plate tectonics, seismic instability, 
magnetic-field generation, and the dynamics of planetary atmosphere. From 
these studies and from the future exploration of Mars and other planets 
will come the answers that our children and grandchildren will need to 
keep Earth a comfortable abode in space for man. 
JOHN E. NAUGLE 
Associate Administrator for Space Science 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
JANUARY 14, 1974 
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CHAPTER I 
Mars Before Mariner 
Ir questions of science the authority of a thou- raphy, early observers could record the appear- 
sand is not worth the humble reasoning of a single ance of the Martian surface only by carefully 
individual. made sketches. The  first of these was produced 
-ATTRIB~TED GALILEO by the Italian scholar Francisco Fontana in 1636. 
One is permitte& to say mazy things at least two Unfortunatel~j  Fontana's was poor 
times a year. to show true details of the surface although he, 
- s ~ H ~ ~ ~ ~ R ~ ~ L ~ ,  QUOTED BY FLAMMARION too, recorded the phases. It  was not until Octo- 
ber 13, 1659, that the Dutch physicist Christiaan 
Those of us who grew up reading Wells or 
Burroughs or Bradbury or Clarke-or other writ- 
ers of sufficient imagination to allow their char- 
acters to travel to or from Mars-have always 
known that Mars was a special target. Mars was 
said to be the planet where we might find life. 
Yet as we studied the concrete observational data 
in the last few decades, the supporting evidence 
Eor life on Mars seemed ever more elusive. By the 
mid-sixties the prospects seemed dim indeed. 
Telescopic observations showed the present state 
of Mars to be drier and more severe than the 
optimistic estimates of the early writers, who in 
turn based their settings on the estimates of still 
earlier scientists. 
In 1971 and 1972, Mariner 9 revolutionized 
our conceptions. Before we can see how this 
came about, we have to understand how, through 
continually refined limits imposed by observa- 
tions, we reached the pre-Mariner conception of 
Mars. 
The first telescopic observations of Mars are 
believed to be those of Galileo, who, in 1610, 
wrote that he had detected the disk and phases 
of Mars, showing that it was a sensibly spherical 
body illuminated by the Sun. Lacking photog- 
Huygens produced what ~e ic iva l  Lowell later 
called "the first drawing of Mars worthy of the 
name ever made by man." For the first time this 
showed one of Mars' characteristic dusky mark- 
ings, probably the dark triangular region now 
known as Syrtis Major. The early ohservers as- 
wmed that the dark markings on Mars (and 
even on the Moon) were bodies of water and 
referred to them as "marin" (the Latin word for 
"seas") . 
During the rest of the 1600's, Renaissance 
scientists such as Cassini, Hooke, and others 
from all over Europe produced numerous ob- 
servations of Mars. By 1666 Cassini and others 
deduced a rotation period of close to 24 hours 
-the same as Earth's-by following the motion 
of the spots and other markings. It was found 
that bright white caps marked the two poles 
and that the caps alternated in ,gro.tving to a 
maximum size, depending on which hemisphere 
of Mars was experiencing winter. During Mar- 
tian summer, the caps shrunk or disappeared. 
By the early 1700's the drawings of Mars he- 
gan to approach the quality of modern draw- 
ings. Finer patterns of dusky markings were re- 
corded, having shapes that can still be identified 
today. A 1719 drawing by Maraldi shows a dark 
ings such as a curving "tail" on 
ting to note the conception of Mars 
ansmitted by astronomers to other in- 
the early 1800's. Mars was a planet 
s and lakes, dry reddish land, clouds, 
a day of some 24 hours-in short, 
net much like Earth. In view of the 
import attached by us moderns to 
r life in the universe, it may come 
e surprise to realize that Herschel and 
scientists of his time almost casually as- 
d that Mars and other planetary bodies 
inhabited. This was before Darwin gave 
- 
us the idea of the long struggle toward sentient 
Mars passing near the Moon. This photograph life; thus scientists of the 19th century inherited 
trates the difficulty of observing details on Mars from 
Earth. The planet appears no larger than a modest-sized the idea of "the plurality of worlds," with a Mars 
lunar crater. (Lowell Observatorv\ already teeming with creatures and a reasonably 
d ,  
pleasant environment well suited for them. 
band that appeared to border the bright polar In 1840 the Germans Wilhelm Beer and 
cap, a phenomenon later given much attention. Johann Madler published the first global charts 
Maraldi also noted changes that he thought of Mars. Other maps followed. While many fea- 
might involve clouds. tures are easily recognizable today, some areas 
In the late 1700's, the English astronomer show systematic differences that undoubtedly re- 
William Herschel speculated that the dark band flect long-term changes. In 1863 Father Pietro 
near the polar cap, which came to be known as Angelo Secchi in Rome published the first 
the "polar melt band," was the product of melt- known color sketches. 
ing ice or snow that composed the caps. Herschel About 1867 the physicists Pierre Jules Jans- 
noted that the caps could not be too thick be- sen and Sir William Huggins made the first at- 
cause they nearly disappear in summer. Herschel tempt to detect oxygen and water vapor in the 
also observed bright, changeable patches, which Martian atmosphere by searching for telltale 
he took to be "clouds and vapors floating in the absorptions in the planet's spectrum, but the 
atmosphere of the planet." From his observa- attempt was inconclusive. 
tions of the polar caps he deduced the inclina- In 1869, Father Secchi referred to some of the 
tion of Mars' axis to its orbital plane. Finally, streaklike Martian markings as "canali," a term 
Herschel and the German observer Schroeter in probably chosen to maintain the convention that 
the 1780's and 1790's began to record narrow dark areas were named after bodies of water. 
tches Drawing of hlars by W. R. Dawes Mars as drawn by Giovanni Schia- 
stian during the 1864-65 opposition. parelli on June 4, 1888. Syrtis 
Syrtis Major extends toward the Major extends north just below 
ng marking north, and the north polar hood is and to the left of center. Schiapa- 
indicated. relli's system of "canali," including 
many double canals, can be con- 
trasted with the streaky marking 
shown by Dawes in the previous 
drawing. 
K. A. Proctor's map of Mars, published in 1871. South is at the top, a convention 
adopted by users of (inverting) astronomical telescopes. Syrtis Major is centered in 
the left hemisphere, bearing the now-discarded title "Kaiser Sea." 
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This term was later to become the key to the 
most famous astronomical controversy in history. 
By ' 1871, so many Martian surface features 
were known that the English observer Richard 
Proctor produced a map with names attached 
to them. Proctor's proposed nomenclature was 
somewhat confusing, using the names of famous 
observers for all features. "Dawes' Ocean" and 
"Kaiser Sea," for example, were designations 
covering the most famous dark marking, now 
known as Syrtis Major. 
A banner year for Martian studies was 1877. 
The confusion over nomenclature and Proctor's 
alleged bias toward English observers led Gio- 
vanni Schiaparelli, director of an observatory in 
Milan, to invent a new scheme of nomenclature. 
He applied it to his observations made during 
the unusually close approach-or opposition-of 
Mars in the summer of 1877. A classical scholar, 
Schiaparelli took names from historic and mythi- 
cal sources of the classical Mediterranean world. 
These names, if difficult to grasp readily, have 
a marvelous quality. The most prominent dark 
area became Syrtis Major, named after a Medi- 
terranean bay. Egyptian gods (Thoth, Isis, Anu- 
bis) , biblical lands (Eden, Hiddekel) , the Greek 
muses and sirens (Aonius Sinus, Mare Sire- 
num) , and hell (Styx, Hades, Trivium Charon- 
tis) all found their way onto Mars. The dark 
areas were still oceanic, while the bright areas 
were named after terrestrial lands. Curiously 
enough, because Schiaparelli chose names from 
the Mediterranean world, Martian bright re- 
gions received names such as Arabia and Libya, 
thus by chance being named for arid, wind- 
blown, volcanic terrestrial deserts; Mariner 9 
later revealed that these are among the closest 
terrestrial analogs to their Martian namesakes, 
in terms of geology. 
The second outstanding event of 1877 was 
also the first major American contribution to 
the story of Mars. At the U.S. Naval Observa- 
tory, Asaph Hall discovered that Mars had two 
satellites, which he named "Phobos" and "Dei- 
mas" (fear and terror) after the horses that 
drew the chariot of the god of war. From their 
faintness it was clear that the two moons were 
only a few miles or tens of miles across-mere 
chunks of rock. 
A third development in 1877 was the English 
observer N. Green's identification of white spots 
near the limb of Mars as morning and evening 
clouds that extended well above the Martian 
surface. 
The fourth result of the 1877 opposition of 
Mars was the popularization of the most famous 
-or notorious-bit of Martian lore. In  accounts 
of his observations published in 1878, Schiapa- 
relli casually used Father Secchi's term canale 
(singular) and cannli (plural) to refer to 
streaks that he had recorded. But Schiaparelli 
gave the idea a new character. (He is often in- 
correctly described as its originator, but Schiapa- 
relli himself pointed out that "many of these 
canali are not new and have already been seen 
by such excellent observers as Kaiser, Lockyer, 
Secchi, Green, etc. . . .") Schiaparelli saw more 
of them and talked more about them than the 
other observers had. For example, he wrote of 
" 
a gulf ending in a sharp point. . . . The canale 
which originates there . . . is not easy to see and 
some uncertainty may arise concerning it." 
What an understatement! Schiaparelli's predic- 
tion of some uncertainty was to stretch into a 
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Scl~iaparelli's map of Mars, based on observations in 1877-88. This map shows the 
nomenclature introduced by Sd~iaparelli and since adopted by other observers. Syrtis 
Major is at the extreme left; south is at the top. The map shows the system of linear 
"canali" popularized by Schiaparelli. 
60-year argument between observers who saw 
what they took to be "canals" and observers 
who could make out nothing of the sort. 
In  the following year, 1879, Mars was again 
in place for observation, and Schiaparelli, look- 
ing for one of the canals he had mapped in 1877, 
was astonished to see two parallel canals in its 
place. This doubling phenomenon came to be 
known as "gemination" in the literature of the 
late 1800's. No one else had seen any canals, let 
alone double ones. As Percival Lowell later 
wrote, 
For nine years [Schiaparelli] labored thus alone, 
having his visions all to himself. It was not until 
1886 that anyone but he saw the canals. In April of 
that year Perrotin at Nice first did so. . . . Perrotin 
was on the point of abandoning the search for good, 
when, on the 15th of the month, he suddenly de- 
tected one of the canals. the Phison. His assistant, 
N. Thillon, saw it immediately afterward. After this 
they managed to make out some others, some single, 
some double, substantially as Schiaparelli had drawn 
them. . . . 
Observers from Italy, France, England, and the 
United States also claimed to see canals in  1886. 
Here, then, was a strange new Mars, with net- 
works of fine streaks crossing the bright areas, 
which had come to be known as deserts, and 
passing also through the dark regions. It seems details where some of his canals are, but they arc not 
that the more the observers studied the canals, straight lines at all. When best seen these details are 
the narrower and straighter the canals became. very irregular and broken up-that is, some of the 
-rhe canals were supposed, then, to be barely regions of his canals; I verily believe-for all the 
within the resolving power of the best telescopes verifications-that the canals as depicted by Schiapa- 
under the best conditions; they appeared only relli are a fallacy and chat they will be so provecl before many favorable oppositions are past. during moments of superseeing. 
Once the canals were lYidely reported, they Barnard's skepticism was soon to be drowned 
quickly became the center of observers' discus- out by the flood of attention directed toward 
sions. What could be their explanation? I n  the the canals by other observers, particularly Per- 
1890's many attempts were made to answer this cival Lowell. 
question. AbbC Moreaux and a geologist associ- Percival I,ov.iell, traveler, member of a 
ate in 1890 made globes that they inflated, caus- wealthy Boston family, and writer on the Far 
ing pressure to crack the surfaces. T h e  result- East, founded an observatory in the exception- 
ing crack patterns they likened to canals. In  ally clear, high-altitude air of Flagstaff, Ariz., 
1892 appeared a mammoth work, La Planite in 1894. After a year of observing, he announced 
Mars, by Camille Flammarion, who gathered confirmation of the canals, the geminations, and 
and discussed observations spanning 3% ten- the oases7 and published a popular book, Mars. 
turies, including those of canals. In the same Lowell, an excellent writer, described both his 
year the American observer W. H. Pickering first observations and his interpretation of them 
detected and defined Martian oases, which were with an extraordinary hypothesis. As for the 
small round dark spots said to lie at the junc- he stated, 
tions of the canals. Singular as each line looks to be by itself, i t  is 
Among other observers straining to see the the systematic network of tihe whole that is most 
canals was E. E. Barnard, at Lick Observatory. amazing. Each line not only goes with wonderful 
Barnard, whom the late as t ro~~omer  G. p. Kuiper directness from one point to another, but at this 
called one of the most acute observers of all latter spot it contrives to meet, exactly, anot~her line 
time, had a telescope with about twice the aper- which has come with like directness froin quite 
ture of Schiaparelli's. On September 1 1, 1894, another direction. 
Barnard reported his efforts in a letter to Simon While most observers would question whether 
Newcomb: this is really a description of Mars, it is un- 
I have been watching and drawing the surface deniably a fine description of Lowell's draw- 
of Mars. It is wonderfully full of detail. There is ings of Mars, by the artist himself. In  a bit of in- 
certainly no question about there being mountains terobservatory one-up-manship, Lowcll claimed 
and large greatly elevated plateaus. To save my soul four times as many canals as were recorded 
I can't believe in tihe canals as Schiaparelli draws on Schiaparelli's charts, a result he attributed 
them. I see details where he has drawn none. I see to the superb Flagstaff observing conditions. 
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Lowell went on to picture the planet as a 
dying, drying world late in its evolution be- 
cause of its smaller size and faster cooling rate. 
Little water was left on the once humid surface, 
he said, and so it followed that- 
If . . . the planet possesses inhabitants, there is 
but one course open to them in order to support 
life. Irrigation, and upon as vast a scale as possible, 
must be the all-engrossing Martian pursuit. So much 
is directly deductible from what we have learned 
at Flagstaff of the physical condition of the 
planet. . . . 
T o  illustrate the way Lowell built up his argu- 
ment, it might be noted that these words ap- 
pear on the last page of the chapter before the 
discussion of canals. In succeeding chapters the 
once innocuous term cnnali becomes the physi- 
cal interpretation; the linear markings are irri- 
gation canals constructed by inteIligent beings 
to bring water from the poles to the more tem- 
perate equator. The idea was admittedly 
straightforward. Lowell ridiculed alternate ideas 
that had been put forward: 
Snow caps of solid carbonic acid gas (CO,) , a 
planet cracked in a positively monomaniacal manner 
. . . hypotheses each more astounding than its 
predecessor. . . . 
So the Victorians passed to the 20th century 
the possibility of a Mars with dwindling water 
and a civilization attempting to save itself by 
building irrigation systems. People discussed 
means of communicating with the Martians and 
began to conceive of Earth as viewed from a 
cosmic vantage point. Tennyson wrote, 
Hesper-Venus-were we native to that 
splendour or in Mars 
We should see the Globe we groan in, 
fairest of their evening stars. 
Could we dream of wars and carnage, craft 
and madness, lust and spite, 
Roaring London, raving Paris, 
in that point of peaceful light? 
While British physicist George Johnstone 
Stoney was attempting to defend the idea that 
the polar caps might be frozen CO, (dry ice) 
in 1898, British novelist H. G. Wells published 
The War of the Worlds, in which Martians 
send expeditionary forces in capsules to land on 
Earth and decimate its population. (The Mar- 
tians were finally defeated not by man's tech- 
nology but by infection with terrestrial bac- 
teria.) Thus while the most cautious scientists 
debated in the journals, the man in the street 
read of canal networks and invaders from Mars, 
and the seeds of a hundred grade B monster 
movies were sown. 
While the study of Mars in the 1890's pro- 
vides one of the best illustrations of the trans- 
mission of science to the public through various 
entertaining but rather distorting filters, this is 
not to say that there was not a legitimate sci- 
entific puzzle of great excitement. What was 
Mars like? Could it sustain life? Were the 
canals real? There was great excitement but 
there were few solid empirical facts. 
Lowell defended artificial canals in two books 
published in 1906 and 1908. In 1907, Alfred 
Russell Wallace, who had conceived of Darwin- 
ian evolution independently of Darwin, pub- 
lished a book attacking Lowell's ideas. He 
stated that cracks must form on any planet 
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with a hot, stable core and a cooling crust, thus are very difficult and one must not expect too great 
forming an apparent ''canal" network. Re- precision. . . . There are hills and valleys and con- 
marking on the very low, tempera- sequently the dark regions do not represent the 
ture expected on Mars, Wallace concluded that surface an Ocean. 
no water vapor can exist and that "Mars . . . Louis Jewel1 at Johns Hopkins reported a 
is absolutely uninhabitable." new attempt to get spectroscopic evidence for 
In 1909 ~ a m i l l e  Flammarion published the oxygen and water vapor on Mars. Jewell con- 
second voluxne of his encycloF'edia ch! Martian cluded that the upper limit that could be set 
observations, containing 426 drawings and 16 for oxygen was one-fourth that of Earth's 
maps from the period 1890 to I9O1- F1ammariOn atmosphere and for water vapor, an amount 
struggled to make sense out of the mass O$ dif- greater than that of Earth. 
ferent impressions of the planet. As for the question of life on Mars, Schia- 
Flammarion and his contributors discussed parelli himself contributed a discussion to 
all of the problems then current. For example, Flamrnarion's book. Schiaparelli and others had 
E. W. Maunder, of the Greenwich Observatory, noted that if the polar caps were frozen water, 
calculated the atmospheric StruCtLlre on the the fact that they melted in suimmer indicated 
basis of gravity and relative mass of Mars. a much warmer climate than Maunder had Ily- 
Because of the lower gravity, the Martian atmOS- p,,thesized. As Flammarion paraphrased, 
phere would be more extended and have only 
about 40 percent the surface pressure of Earth's Everything leads one to think that the climate 
atmosphere, even if it had tile same ~f the of Mars is the same as that of our high molrntains 
Martian atmosphere were less massive in propor- -very warin in the full sunlight of the day, very cold during the night. No  cloud^ in general, no rains, tion to the planetary mass it ~vould have about just some sky and some snow. 14 percent the surface pressure, resembling 
Earth's atmosphere at nearly 50 000 feet. Be- Schiaparelli took a middle road on the question 
cause of the distance of Mars from the Sun, of life: 
Maunder estimated temperatures as 1o.c~ as Geometric design rol the canals1 leadrsl one to 
-135" Celsi~ls (-211" Fahrenheit) . At best, beliere the work was done by intelligent beings . . . 
Maunder thought a day on Mars could be no [yet1 the bodies in Saturn's ring definitely wcrc not 
more attractive than a day on a 20 000-foot turned out on a lathe. . . . Geometric lorms are the 
mountain in Spitsbergen. h'la~xnder's hlars was simple and necessary consequences of the laws which 
clearly not so hospitable as Lowell's govern the physical and physiological world. 
Mi. H. Pickering, using Lowell's telescope, re- It ~uould be easier to satisEy oneself [as to the ap- 
ported that the dark areas generally appeared pearance. geminations, and variability oE the canals 
depressed when seen at the sunrise or sunset and associated features] by introducing the action 
line and concluded, of organic forces. Here the field of hypotheses <grows larger and infinite combinations present themselves. 
Perhaps we are on the eve of constructing an Changes in vegetation . . . generations 01 small ani- 
orograpllic map ol the planet, but these observations mals. . . . Let us hope and continue to study. 
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Clearly the discussion had gone as far as it 
could (or farther) without substantial new sci- 
entific information. So strongly had Lowell em- 
phasized the advantages of excellent atmospheric 
conditions and optics, that opinion was heavily 
swayed by the reports of observers with big tele- 
scopes in good locations. G. E. Hale and his as- 
sociates turned the 60-inch telescope of Mount 
Wilson toward Mars on November 3, 1909, dur- 
ing a period of excellent conditions when 800- 
power magnification could be used. They re- 
ported "not a trace of geometrical structure on 
the planet, nor any narrow straight canals." This 
observation was widely quoted by observers 
who could not confirm the straight, Lowellian 
canals. 
A similar result was later reported by the 
French observer E. M. Antoniadi, who described 
his impression at a 32%-inch telescope on Sep- 
tember 20, 1909: 
At the first glance . . . [I] thought [I] was dream- 
ing and scanning Mars from his outer satellite. The 
planet revealed a prodigious and bewildering amount 
of sharp or diffused natural, irregular, detail, all 
steadily; and it  was at once obvious that the geomet- 
rical network of single or double canals discoveretl 
by Schiaparelli was a gross illusion. Such detail could 
not be drawn; hence only its coarser markings were 
recorded in the note-book. 
Such reports marked the beginning of a reversal 
in the discussions. Nonetheless, it was later 
pointed out in rebuttal that the Hale and 
Antoniadi observations were made at a mid- 
summer season on Mars (Martian effective date 
July 23 for Hale) when canals were not usually 
prominent. Observers who detected canals re- 
ported that they were most prominent during 
late spring (Martian dates April 1 to June 15 
for the northern hemisphere) . 
In 1915, E. W. Maunder published his famous 
"Englikh schoolboy experiment" in which a 
classroom of some 200 pupils unaware of the 
elements of the controversy sketched from their 
seats at various distances a set of Martian draw- 
ings which contained no linear canals, but in 
their place "a few dots or irregular markings 
. . . here and there." The closest pupils drew 
the spots; the farthest could not see any of the 
fine markings, but the intermediate students 
made out systems of nonexistent straight lines. 
This supported a growing suspicion that Mars 
contained a variety of surface detail just on the 
limits of resolution from Earth, so that observers 
in the best moments of seeing mistakenly per- 
ceived lines instead of the actual poorly alined 
spiotches and shadings. 
During the 1924 and 1926 appearances of 
Mars, the American observer Trumpler, using 
the %-inch Lick telescope, wrote, 
[Canals] vary greatly in visibility, width, and clefi- 
nition. . . . Practically every step of transition be- 
tween . . . broad bands and the finest most difficult 
canals is represented. The canals . . . tlo not appear 
quite sharp, but rather as diffuse hazy shadings. 
This again was quite a different description than 
that given by Lowell, who had popularized the 
canals as finely etched straight lines. 
During the same years, W. H. Wright of Lick 
and E. C .  and V. R I .  Slipher of Lowell obtained 
the first good series of photog~aphs in various 
colors. These showed that just as on Earth, red 
light penetrated farthest through the atmos- 
phere, while blue light was reflected or scattered 
from the atmosphere, hazes, and clouds. Photo- 
graphs through blue filters did not show the sur- tions and reputed greenish color, the hypothesis 
face features of Mars, but rather showed a hazy of Martian vegetation remained attractive. What 
surface with occasional cloud features. Martian was needed to confirm or refute this idea was 
dark markings showed most clearly with the more discriminating observational tests. In 1938, 
reddest filters but were sometimes obscured by the Canadian astronomer Peter M. Millman be- 
yellowish clouds assumed to be blowing dust. gan a spectroscopic study of the markings by 
At the same time Nicholson and Pettit at noting, 
Mount Wilson and Coblentz and Lampland at 
. . . so much nonseuse has been written about the 
got the first good measurements of the planet in various branches of literary endeavor. that 
thermal radiation of Mars, giving the following it is easy to forget that Mars is still the object of 
temperatures: serious scientific investigation. . . . 
South polar cap . . . . . . . . . . . . . -70" Celsius Millman considered the spectrum of the light 
( -  94" Fahrenheit) reflected from the dark areas separately from 
Sunset . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - 13" Celsius that of the light reflected horn the bright re- 
Fahrenheit) gions. Just as Wright's photographs in 1924 had 
Noon . . . . . ' . . . . . . loo shown the dark markings to be most pronounced (50" Fahrenheit) in red light, Millman found that the greatest 
The mean temperature on Mars, on the basis contrast in his photographic spectra appeared 
of such measurements, was interpreted to be at red wavelengths near 6000 angstroms. On the 
-40" Celsius (-40" Fahrenheit), as opposed to other hand, he noted that all leafy vegetation 
a terrestrial mean temperature of about 15" on Earth is bright rather than dark at red wave- 
Celsius (59" Fahrenheit) . lengths because of chlorophyll's transparency in 
In 1930 the French observer E. M. Antoniadi red and resultant multiple scattering of red 
published a compendium of Martian observa- light. This difference between Earth's plants 
tional data, La Planbte Mars, which contained a and Martian dark areas was a substantial argu- 
new detailed map and stressed that in regions ment against the dark markings being vegetated 
where earlier observers had reported canals, he areas. 
himself, using the largest refracting telescope in More data came from the oppositions of 1934, 
Europe, had seen only irregular patchy arrays 1937, and 1941, during which W. S. Adams and 
of spots and splotches that merely seemed linear T. Dunham, using the 100-inch reflector on 
under poorer conditions. This became the most Mount Wilson, were able to reduce still fur- 
definitive word on canals, as far as Earth-based ther the limits for oxygen and water vapor on 
telescopic observation was concerned. Mars. After finding no O, or H,O absorptions 
There remained, of course, the question of in the best spectra yet obtained, they concluded 
the cause of the large-scale, variable dark mark- that the oxygen content was less than 1 percent 
ings on Mars. Because of their seasonal varia- the quantity above Earth's surface and that the 
water vapor cont~ent of the Martian atmosphere for example) could not easily be dismissed. 
was similarly low. Not only the temperature They changed both seasonally and sporadically. 
but also the atmiospheric conditions were more Even the "canals" were still a subject of dis- 
hostile than had once been assumed. cussion. For example, Edison Pettit of Mount 
It is interesting to note the steady drift away Wilson, who had never seen "canals" during 
from the conception of a habitable Mars. Near his observations of Mars with large telescopes, 
1800, Herschel had assumed a fertile, inhabited finally reported them during a series of observa- 
planet. By 1900 the conception was that the tions with a 6-inch retracting telescope, under- 
Martians had to struggle against arid environ- taken for his own education. One morning in 
ment for their existence, if they existed at all. 1939 a linear feature became visible, followed 
By 1940, evidence was beginning to accumulate in seconds by another. Pettit attributed the 
against vigorous plant life, not to mention intel- visibility of canals to moments of superseeing, 
Pigent creatures. which came only rarely. His report to some 
Nonetheless, the peculiarity of the markings extent reopened the debate about the canal 
on Mars (as compared with those on the Moon, question; there was the nagging suspicion that 
A proposed solution to the problem of tlie "canals." In the left drawing, E. M. Anto- 
niadi shows markings under the very best observing conditions in the region south 
of Elysium (bright oval, top). On the right, the same region is shown as drawn by 
earlier observers under poorer conditions when dark "nuclei" and color boundaries 
are seen as streaks. 
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unusual linear features or alinements did exist many soil samples, the only one that matched 
in some form on Mars, and might be variable in the color, brightness, and polarimetric qualities 
their prominence because of seasonal or non- of the bright areas on Mars was a sample of 
seasonal real changes on the surface of Mars. powdered limonite, a hydrated iron oxide 
In the 1940's, G. P. Kuiper at the McDonald formed in arid regions on Earth. A powdery or 
Observatory took advantage of newly developed dusty texture was required and was consistent. 
infrared detectors to study parts of the spec- with the yellowish hazes .said to be "dust 
trum even redder than had been studied be- storms." Other rock types such as red sandstone 
fore. In  these infrared regions, carbon dioxide, and various volcanic ashes did not match the 
water vapor, and other gases have diagnostic data as well. This observation supported the 
absorptions. In 1947, for the first time, Kuiper longstanding theory that the :reddish color of 
identified one of the Martian gases, carbon Mars was due to oxidation of ]iron-bearing sm- 
dioxide. Some other gases such as nitrogen, face minerals, as occurs in the orangish deserts 
which composes 78 percent of Earth's atmos- of Earth. 
phere (by volume), could not be ruled out be- In 1951 the French observer Gerard de 
cause they exhibit no spectral absorption bands Vaucouleurs published the most recent technical 
in the region of the spectrum studied. Oxygen book-length monograph on Mars, which was 
was virtually absent and water vapor very scarce. subsequently translated into an English edition 
In view of the uncertainty about such poten- in 1954, Physics of t h e  Planet Acfars. Th'is con- 
tially major constituents as nitrogen, it was dif- tained not only a review of observations through 
ficult to estimate the total surface pressure of 1952 but also material on the theoretical mete- 
the Martian atmosphere. orology, climatology, and internal structure of 
In 1950 the astronomer E. J. Opik reviewed Mars. 
the current observations and emphasized that In 1952, Kuiper published a summary of his 
the dark markings must be continually renewed infrared studies of the planet. He interpreted 
by some mechanism, because photographic and his spectra of the polar caps as solving the old 
visual records proved that certain dark regions problem of whether the caps were frozen water 
had disappeared only to reappear several months or frozen GO,-i.e., dry ice. Ku~iper found that 
or years later. This revived interest in the idea his spectra matched the appearance of water 
that some low form of biological activity might frost, and not dry ice. Concluding that the caps 
be involved in renewing the markings; dark contained water ice, he proposed a model of 
bare rock would not regenerate by itself if once the Martian atmosphere with floating ice crys- 
covered by light-colored dust. tals, ranging u p  to some 10 or 15 kilometers 
The search for specific rock or soil materials above the surface, responsible for the well- 
that might account for the known properties of known bluish hazes that partly obscure the 
the Martian surface was advanced in 1950 when planet. Yellowish hazes were taiken to be blow- 
the French observer A. Dollfus reported that of ing dust. Kuiper further concluded from colors 
and spectral features that "the bright regions of 
Mars are composed of igneous rock, similar to 
felsitic rhyolite," a brownish rock that matched 
the spectra better than red soils or volcanic ash 
samples. Taking into account the emphasis by 
dpik and others on the variability of the dark 
regions, Kuiper discussed the possibility that 
lichens-a symbiotic plant combining fungi and 
algae and frequently found on bare rock in a 
wide range of climates including Antarctica- 
were responsible for the dark markings. Kuiper 
proposed that lichens might account for the 
color and regenerative properties, although they 
do not display as strong a seasonal variation as 
found on Mars. 
In 1954, W. M. Sinton and J. Strong, using 
the 200-inch telescope on Mount Palomar, ob- 
tained new radiometer measurements of tem- 
peratu;es on Mars. These included- 
Sunrise on equator . . . . . . . . . . . - 60' Celsius 
( - 76" Fahrenheit) 
Noon on equator . . . . . . . . . . . . 25" Celsius 
(77" Fahrenheit) 
Yellow cloud . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - 25' Celsius 
( - 1 " Fahrenheit) 
The year 1954 also saw publication in five 
astrononomical and geological journals of a 
new theoretical interpretation of the Martian 
markings, which, in the light of Mariner 9 
knowledge, was one of the most accurate of the 
pre-Mariner general planetary models for the 
surface of Mars. Dean B. McLaughlin, of the 
University of Michigan, started by considering 
the general shape of the large dark masses. In- 
stead of being roughly circular, as are the lunar 
maria (lava flows filling circular impac3t 
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craters), the Martian markings are elongated, 
often with curving branches or streaky exten- 
sions lying at an angle to the equator. The  pat- 
tern suggested to McLaughlin the trade wind 
patterns of Earth. Perhaps the markings were 
deposits of dark windblown dust, McLaughlin 
suggested. He next considered the common 
pointed extensions of Martian dark areas named 
"carets" by Lowell. Examples are the forks of 
the "forked bay," Sinus Meridiani. The  tips of 
these, he reasoned, must be sources of dark 
powdery material that was then blown by pre- 
vailing winds and deposited in the characteristic 
funnel-shaped fans. McLaughin assumed that 
the sources were active volcanoes and that the 
dark windblown material was volcanic ash. The  
markings, then, were due to ash deposits main- 
tained in certain patterns by the stable prevail- 
ing winds. The regenerative power of the dark 
markings was attributed to the eruption of vol- 
canoes, at the tips of pointed markings, and 
their variability was attributed to local changes 
in deposition patterns due to wind shifts. 
In 1955, Kuiper reviewed the available evi- 
dence on the surface markings and concluded 
that the dark areas were probably ultimately 
caused by ancient lavas, as on the Moon, but 
possibly covered in part by primitive plants. 
Kuiper argued against McLaughlin's notion of 
active volcanism as the essential cause of the 
changes because terrestrial volcanoes emit large 
amounts of water; volcanism at the rate re- 
quired by McLaughlin would produce orders 
of magnitude more water on Mars than the 
amount observed in the spectroscopic results. 
Such arguments caused McLaughlin's hypoth- 
esis to lose favor in the 1950's. Instead, most 
Two modern terrestrial photographs of Mars showing 
the face of the planet illustrated in some of the early 
drawings in this chapter. Syrtis Rfajor is the darkest 
marking. The bright, pale oval area due south of 
Syrtis Major is the "desert" Hellas. The south polar 
cap and north polar haze are visible. (Lunar and Plan- 
etary Laboratory, IJniversity of Arizona) 
observers agreed at that time with Kuiper's con- 
clusion: 
The hypothesis of plant life . . . appears still the 
most satisfactory explanation of the various shades 
of dark markings and their complex seasonal and 
secular changes. 
We will not continue to detail the myriad of 
new observational material that poured in after 
the beginning of the space age in 1957. This in- 
formation will be presented in the topical 
chapters that follow. However, we will discuss 
two types of research that directly attacked the 
old question of life on Mars. 
The  profound ramifications of the hypothesis 
of plant life on Mars-i.e., the implication that 
life arises on any planet where conditions are 
clement, and could evolve to intelligence-of 
course led to many attempts to confirm or re- 
fute the idea. Clearly, proof of life on Mars 
would be one of the great discoveries of history. 
The first type of research on this problem was 
directly observational. I t  was known that cer- 
tain carbon-hydrogen molecular bonds in vege- 
tation, particularly in chlorophyll, give rise to 
spectral absorptions far in the infrared, near 
wavelengths of 3.4 to 3.5 micrometers. After 
observations in 1956, the American observer 
W. M. Sinton announced confirmation of three 
of these absorption bands in the spectrum of 
Mars. This report, contained in a paper titled 
"Spectroscopic Evidence for Vegetation on 
Mars," caused a flurry of excitement. However, 
a few years later, Sinton, along with astronomers 
D. Rea and B. O'Leary, was able to identify 
two of the three bands as caused not by mole- 
cules on Mars but by molecules of heavy water 
(a rare form of H,O containing an atom of 
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An early conception of the Martian landscape, as painted about 1946 by Cliesley 
Bonestell, 21/2 decades before Mariner 9. The orangish desert and distant dust cloud 
are consistent with modern views, but tlie green tones of tlie foreground are inconsistent 
with recent measurements. (From The Conquest of Spnce by Willy Ley and Chesley 
Bonestell. Q 1947 by Chesley Bonestell. Reprinted by permission of The Viking 
Press, Inc.) 
. . if admit the possibility that Mars once had in9 of the processes occurring on Mars. Investi- 
a more favorable climate . . . we cannot exclude the gation was provide a quantum 
possibility that Martian life succeeded in adapting jump f ~ ~ a r d  and shed new light on the key 
itself to tihe changing conditions and remains there question of water and its behavior on the sur- 
still. face of Mars. 
CHAPTER I1 
Summary of the Changing Face of Mars 
A vast collection of facsimiles and information 
has been amassed. 
-EARL C. SLIPHER, 1962 
Before beginning a systematic topical review 
of the findings of the Mariner 9 mission, we 
must pause to summarize what was known of 
the peculiar, changing markings observed dur- 
ing the hundreds of years of data collecting 
described in chapter I. We will present this in 
the form of a discussion of four types of mark- 
ings and their seasonal changes. We also take 
this opportunity to present several classical and 
recent maps of Mars as constructed by Earth- 
based observers without the benefit of space- 
craft data. This material summarizes pre- 
Mariner knowledge on the basis of which the 
Mariner missions to Mars were conceived and 
planned. The four categories of markings- 
those which greet the observer who first looks 
at the planet with a large telescope-are polar 
caps, dark areas, bright areas, and clouds. 
POLAR CAPS 
At the end of summer on either hemisphere 
of Mars, a vast, whitish, diffuse haze forms over 
the polar region, extending as far as latitude 
40" to 50". The nature of these clouds was un- 
certain prior to Mariner 9. When this veil 
finally disappears at the end of winter, a bril- 
liant white polar cap is exposed. Slowly it begins 
to shrink, and its rate of shrinkage increases as 
spring proceeds. By midspring on Mars, the cap 
begins to break into various sections, divided by 
dark rifts. Isolated patches may appear near the 
edge. Finally the summer cap shrinks to a small 
residual patch. Prior to  Mariner 9 it was widely 
but incorrectly believed that the south cap dis- 
appeared entirely during summer, although de 
Vaucouleurs in 1954 noted that neither cap 
vanished. In late summer the polar haze forms 
again, first as patchy diffuse clouds, later merg- 
ing into a uniform polar haze. The new cycle 
thus begins and repeats the old cycle with small 
variations from year to year. One of the main 
unresolved research questions about the cap con- 
cerns its composition. Clearly it is some frost 
or snowlike material, but in spite of Kuiper's 
1952 assertion that the cap surface showed spec- 
tral features of water frost, later results sug- 
gested a large amount of frozen COz, or a 
mixture, the relative abundance of which was 
a key question for Mariner 9 in order to pro- 
gress toward an understanding of the past avail- 
ability of water on the surface of Mars. 
DARK AREAS 
The dark areas are called "maria" (singular, 
"mare") , the Latin word for seas, because the 
earliest observers thought they were oceans. 
Smaller dark areas are referred to as lakes 
(lacus), bays, etc. Although visual observers 
of the past usually described the dark areas as 
greenish or bluish in color, spectroscopic ob- 
servations in the last decades-such as those by 
the French observer A. Dollfus and by T. 
McCord of MIT-have shown that they are 
merely less red than the bright areas. That is, 
they are brownish, or perhaps occasionally gray. 
Map of Mars by the F m c h  observer E. M. Antoniadi, drawn in 192%. This map 
emphasizes the patdip" nature of the dark markings and 6e3potty "nuclei" of wcch 
they are cornposed as seen vrisually from Earth under the best conditions. 
Fow ,faces of Mars as recorded in composite photographs, prepared by combining single- 
mlos hag@ made with red, gem,  and blue filters. (Lowell Observatory Interaa- 
dona1 Planekq Patro1) 
.egion of Mare Erythraeum, photographed in LY I 1. 
,Lunar and Planetary Laboratory, University of Ari- 
zona) 
The subjective greenish tone may be a color- 
contrast effect caused by the markings being 
placed on an orangish background. Changes in 
the markings included sporadic changes in 
shape or darkness, and seasonal changes. One 
example of a sporadic change is the darkening 
and spreading since 1909 of a curved region 
(called a "canal" complex by some) east of 
Syrtis Major known as Thoth-Nepenthes. An- 
other example is the changeability of the Solis 
~ a c u s  region, which occasionally disappears only 
to re-form at some later date. Many such changes 
have been documented in a photographic atlas 
by E. C. Slipher of Lowell Observatory. Sea- 
sonal changes are just as remarkable. During the 
Martian winter, the markings are faint. As the 
polar cap begins to retreat in spring, a dark 
band is reported nearby, which then spreads 
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A brigh, ,-,-- ., .---- le at right, having formed in the 
Martian evening over the Tharsis area. A bright south 
polar cap is visible in this July 7, 1971, photograph, 
along with a bright south polar cap and some north 
polar haze. (Lunar and Planetary Laboratorg! Univer- 
sity of Arizona) 
toward the equator. Markings darken dramat- 
ically and become more clear and well defined. 
This phenomenon is called the "wave of dark- 
ening." De Vaucouleurs has reported a rate of 
2.0 kilometers per hour (1.2 miles per hour) 
for the general wave, with considerably slower 
rates in certain dark "arteries," such as Helles- 
pontus. That the darkening spreads from the 
polar cap as the cap itself diminishes was, of 
course, responsible for the early belief that 
some material from the cap itself was respon- 
sible for darkening. This led at once to the 
hypothesis that the mysterious material was wa- 
ter or water vapor, and that the darkening was 
a result of its action on vegetation. A counter 
argument is that even the earliest advocates of 
vegetation recognized a color change that ac- 
companied the wave of darkening, and this 
ish dust veils seem to be associated with light 
servatory and T. McCord of MITT have re- 
d frosts are of 
ight area may brighten rather than the dar e that Mariner 
port a common midafternoon brightening of 
e bright areas, suggesting that winds rise in 
the afternoon and stir up dust clouds. Some of re detected on photograp 
these observations suggest, but do not prove, rs-are usually coinciden 
that the bright areas have significant amounts of 
fine mobile surface dust that can be easily stirred 
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graphs in blue light almost always show a nearly the atmosphere for months. The  usual objec- 
blank haze obscuring the surface markings. On tion to this theory is that the clearings occur 
occasion, however, blue photographs show the too fast to correspond to settling of such fine 
markings almost as clearly as photographs made particles. Still another hypothesis discussed by 
with red filters. For some years, many observers S. L. Hess, G. P. Kuiper, and others is that the 
believed this so-called "blue clearing" occurred blue haze is formed by small crystals of frozen 
only at opposition, when Mars was in its full water or GOz. Melting or subliming these could 
phase opposite in direction from the Sun; hence produce sudden clearings. The atmospheric na- 
it was suggested that the blue clearing might be ture of the blue haze is especially indicated by 
related to the phase of Mars. Other observers 1954 photographs in which, during partial clear- 
have discounted this relationship as an effect ings, crude zonal bands formed parallel to the 
of observational selection. Slipher's photometric equator, typical of global atmospheric circula- 
catalog shows examples of blue clearing far from tion patterns. Slipher proposed that because 
opposition. It  has been hypothesized that the these bands are less pronounced in the Martian 
surface markings of Mars are intrinsically low afternoon, afternoon winds disrupted them. 
in contrast in bdue light, accounting for the This idea is carried further by D. T. Thompson 
puzzling "blue haze" without actually invoking of Lowell Observatory, who proposes that part 
an atmospheric haze. However, this hypothesis of the blue clearing is caused by the brightening 
does not account for a blue clearing, in which of bright areas, usually in the Martian afternoon 
most, of the mairkings of a whole hemisphere and following different behavior patterns in dif- 
can become visible in blue light. Alternately, the ferent parts of the planet. Mariner 9 was de- 
blue haze might be caused by the finest dust signed to carry out spectroscopic analysis, tem- 
particles-of diameter less than half a micro- perature sensing, and photography to clarify 
meter-which because of their small size cause the nature of the blue hazes and other cloud 
Rayleigh scattering and remain suspended in phenomena. 
CHAPTER I11 
Early Mariners and the ProJile of 
the Mariner 9 Mission 
. . . man has imagined that Mars, of all the 
planets, most closely resembles Earth. . . . Mariner 
4 abruptly reversed these visions and suggested that 
Mars, heavily cratered and lacking Earth's dense 
atmosphere . . . more closely yesembled the Moon. 
T h e  Mariner 6 and 7 flights have finally revealed 
a unique Martian character, distinctly diflerent from 
that of either the Earth or the Moon. 
[These missions] have raised many new questions 
whose answers await the discoveries o f  future mis- 
sions. 
-S. A. COLLINS, 1971 
On November 28, 1964, an AtlasIAgena 
rocket was launched from Cape Kennedy, car- 
rying atop its second stage a spacecraft desig- 
nated as "Mariner 4," which was destined to 
end the era of Martian studies limited exclu- 
sively to Earth-based observations. Unlike its 
sister ship Mariner 3, which had suffered a cata- 
strophic failure 23 days earlier when the pro- 
tective shroud failed to separate from the space- 
craft after launch, Mariner 4 was successfully 
deployed on its planned course to Mars. The 
spacecraft payload consisted of an array of in- 
struments for measuring particles and fields, 
which were operative throughout the inter- 
- 
planetary journey, and a single television camera 
for photographing the surface of the planet dm- 
ing encounter. In addition, an occultation ex- 
periment was planned, using the onboard radio. 
TO perform this experiment, the spacecraft was 
intentionally targeted to pass behind Mars im- 
mediately after the flyby, thus allowing radio 
signals to pass through the Martian ionosphere 
and atmosphere. The changes in frequency, 
phase, and amplitude of the radio signals result- 
ing from refraction by the atmosphere could 
then be studied and used to ded.uce atmospheric 
pressures, temperatures, and densities. 
On July 15, 1965, at 18 minutes and 33 sec- 
onds past midnight Greenwich mean time, Mari- 
ner 4 shuttered man's first closeup picture of 
Mars. As the spacecraft flew by, 20 additional 
pictures of the planet's surface were shuttered, 
the last two falling completely beyond the ter- 
minator (sunset line) on the dark side. Follow- 
ing the planned occultation, playback of the 
taped pictures and other information began; 
because of the necessarily low data rate capa- 
bility at the tremendous distance involved 
(more than 300 million kilometers), the first 
transmission of all the recorded data was not 
completed until 9% days later, on July 24. How- 
ever, by the time the first few pictures were 
received, it was already apparent that Mars was 
a different planet than that which hundreds of 
years of ground-based observations had led us 
- 
to expect. 
The most significant fact revealed by the Mari- 
ner 4 pictures was the distinctly lunar appear- 
ance of the Martian surface: in the 19 frames, 
several hundred craters were iLdentified. 'Until 
that time, only a few scientists had considered 
the possibility that Mars might. be heavily cra- 
tered, and their predictions were largely ignored. 
In addition, data from the occultation experi- 
ment yielded a 5- to 10-millibar surface pressure 
-much lower than predicted from most previous 
Earth-based observations-and an average mo- 
2 2 
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this was still really not very much data: one 
ordinary snapshot, taken through a good lens, 
contains about 25 times as many information 
bits as the entire set of Mariner 4 pictures. In 
addition, the Mariner 4 pictures, although show- 
ing finer detail than ever before seen, showed 
only a very limited area of the planet, making 
planetwide generalizations extremely specula- 
tive. 
Therefore, shortly after the successfuI Mari- 
ner 4 flyby, NASA authorized a second, more 
ambitious Mariner mission to Mars. Acdord- 
ingly, two spacecraft with improved two-camera 
imaging systems and more complex science pay- 
loads were designed and built for a Mars Ayby 
in late July and early August 1969. Designated 
Mariners 6 and 7,l both spacecraft were success- 
fully launched and deployed on their proper 
trajectories. These trajectories were planned so 
that, although launched more than a month 
apart (on February 24 and March 27, 1969, re- 
spectively) , the two spacecraft would encounter 
ater in Mars 5 days apart. 
Each spacecraft carried both a camera with 
a wide-angle lens and a camera with a telephoto 
, indicative of an atmosphere lens. The telephoto lens covered a field of view 
of carbon dioxide. No sig- one-tenth the size of that covered by the wide- 
he particles and fields meas- angle lens, with a corresponding increase in an- 
gular resolution. In addition to the cameras, each 
spacecraft carried an ultraviolet spectrometer, 
an infrared spectrometer, and an infrared radi- 
ometer. In a complementary fashion, the spec- 
trometers were capable of defecting and measur- 
of information theory, the 1 Mariner 5 ,  a single-launch mission, successfully flew by 
n contained in each of the Venus in 1967. The first two Maliners were also Venus probes 
nearly 20 times that of ,.he launchcd in 1962: Marinel 1 vecred OR course at launch and 
had to be destroyed by the range safety officer, but Mariner 2 
successfully completed the mission. 
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ing many of the atomic, ionic, and molecular passed behind liars, providing four neu- occulta- 
species potentially present in the atmosphere of tion data points f o r .  siil)sec1uellt anal!.sis. 
hiars, including those considered to have biologi= For the most part, the vastly improved JIari- 
cal significance. T h e  radiometer 12~as designed ller 6 and 7 pictures tended to the 
to measure surface temperatures and was bore- somewhat tenuous conclusioll derived from 
sighted with the imaging system, thus covering \Iariner 4 results that !unar]ike craters l\iere 
the same areas as the television pictures. widely scattered on Mars, although they also 
Two new features of the Mariner 6 and 7 revealed that the Martian craters were more 
spacecraft enhanced rheir capability over Mari- heavily modified by erosion processes than were 
ner 4. T h e  first of these, a tu-o-degree-of-freedom those on the \Ioon. In addition. a fen- of the 
scan platform, allox\-ed the instruments to be near-encounter photographs yielded evidence of 
pointed, extending the range over ~vhich the t.ct.0 distinctly different types of terrain: the floor 
planet could he seen during encounter. T h e  scc- of Hellas, near the south po1a:r cap, rvas appar- 
ond innovation l\.as an experimental high-rate ently devoid of craters or any other terraill fea- 
telemetry system ~vhich, ~vhen used in conjunc- tures, and a jumbled, broken type of terrain. 
tion ~vith the then recently completed 64-meter unlike'any known terrestrial or lunar topo<gra- 
antenna at Goldstone, Calif., provided a teleme- phy, was observed in the near-equatorial region 
try capability of 16 200 bits per second, 2000 of Aurorae Sinus. T h e  occultation results ~vere 
times greater than Jlarincr 4. T o  take maximum consistent with the earlier results of Jiariner 4, 
advantage of thesc capabilities, the llariner ti with surface pressures at the four occultation 
and 7 encounters .cvere planned in two phases, points ranging between 4 and 7 millibars. Data 
designated "far encounter" and "near encoun- from the spectrometers confirmed the predic- 
ter," with pictures being taken as early as 3 days tion, based on the Mariner 4 occultation experi- 
before flyby and played back at intervals coinci- ment, that the Martian atmosphere was primar- 
dent with the Goldstone viewing periods. These ily CO,, with only trace amounts of other gases 
far-encounter pictures would allow Martian being observed. Finally, the radiometer data re- 
coverage to provide a "missing link" in resolu- vealed that the temperature of the south polar 
tion between Earth-based and near-encounter cap was consistent with the temperature of 
Mariner pictures. frozen carbon dioxide. 
On  July 29, Mariner 6 began photographing Even as the analyses of these data began, many 
Mars. Late the following day i t  flew by the of the same scientists involved in the task were 
planet after having taken 50 far-encounter and already hard at work in planning for the next 
25 near-encounter pictures. Three days later, on encounter with Mars. While Mariners 4, 6, and 
August 2, Mariner 7 began its operations, suc- 7 had all been successful in fulfilling their mis- 
cessfully acquiring 91 far-encounter and 33 near- sion objectives, each had provided only a brief 
encounter pictures before passing beyond Mars and tantalizing glimpse of the planet's surface. 
on August 4. After their flybys, both Mariners Clearly, scores of such flybys would be needed 
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study the composition, structure, an 
engineers charged with design measure the atmospheric surface pressure o 
Mariner 6 wide-angle view of the cratered terrain of 
Mars. The  region is Deucalionis Regio, photographed 
July 31, 1969. 
'I 
I 
I 
I 
A closeup view of Syrtis Major. This photograph was taken by the A mosaic of three black-and-white views of Mars by 
Mariner 6 telephoto camera on July 29, 1969. The darkest, triangular Mariner 7 taken with different color filters in Augur 
marking is Syrtis Major; the light oval to the south is Hellas. The 1971 produces this color view of a portion of the 
south polar cap is at the edge of the frame at the bottom. Martian disk. (Jet Propulsion Laboratory) 
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Following the Mariner 4 mission, U.S. Geological Survey artist Don Davis, consulting 
with J. McCauley and other Survey astrogeologists, made this painting showing a& 
ters, sand dunes, volcanic flows, and other hypothesized features of the Martian sur- 
face, based on analyses through 1969. (U.S. Geological Survey) 
Like the ultraviolet spectrometer, the in- 
frared radiometer chosen for Mariner 1971 was 
nearly the same as its predecessor on Mariners 
6 and 7. Using refractive optics, infrared radia- 
tion was focused onto two thermopile detectors 
through separate filters, each covering a differ- 
ent wavelength band (8 to 12 and 18 to 25 
micrometers). The source of radiation was al- 
ternated by a digitally stepped mirror between 
Mars, the 4" Kelvin background of deep space, 
and an internal surface of known temperature 
(measured by a thermistor) . Martian surface 
temperatures could thus be derived by compar- 
ing Mars with the two sources corresponding 
to known temperatures. From these data, in- 
formation could be gained concerning the 
thermal properties of the surface materials, 
irregularities in cooling rates, or the existence 
of "hot spots" indicative of internal heat sources. 
Among the major goals of the infrared spec- 
troscopy experiment were the detection and 
measurement of the minor constituents in the 
Martian atmosphere, including the total water 
vapor content, and the temperature of the at- 
mosphere as a function of height. Information 
could also be obtained for the temperature, com- 
position, and thermal properties of the surface 
similar to that obtained by the infrared radiom- 
eter experiment. The interferometer spectrome- 
ter chosen for the experiment had not previ- 
ously been used on interplanetary missions, but 
similar instruments had been flown on Earth- 
orbiting Nimbus satellites. In essence, it used 
a beamsplitter to divide the incoming radiation 
into two approximately equal components that 
were then reflected from two mirrors, recom- 
bined at the beamsplitter, and focused on a de- 
tector. T o  obtain a scan containing spectral 
information, one reflecting mirror was moved 
with respect to the other, causing the two beams 
to travel unequal distances before recombining, 
and resulting in an interference pattern between 
the two beams as the various wavelength com- 
ponents went in and out of phase. This inter- 
ference pattern-called an interferogram-was 
detected and recorded for subsequent conversion 
to an actual spectrum by a complicated mathe- 
matical procedure known as a Fourier trans- 
formation. 
As on the previous Mariners, the S-band oc- 
cultation experiment was based on analysis of the 
distortion of the radio signals passing through 
the Martian atmosphere. However, with the 
multiplicity of occultations provided by an or- 
biter, information could be obtained on the 
shape of the planet as well as variations in the 
properties of the atmosphere with latitude, sea- 
son, and time of Martian day. Like the S-band 
occultation studies, no specific instrument was 
needed for the celestial mechanics experiment 
except the spacecraft radio. Through tracking 
observations of the motions of the spacecraft, 
celestial mechanics information could be ob- 
tained that would help to determine the size, 
shape, distance, and position of Mars and to 
detect any large concentrations of mass (mas- 
cons) on the planet. 
The two spacecraft designed to accomplish 
this formidable set of objectives were similar 
to Mariners 6 and 7, the most obvious difference 
being the large engines needed to place them in 
orbit around Mars. Like all their predecessors, 
they were inertially stabilized with their solar 
panels always facing the Sun and with their roll 
position controlled by a star tracker pointed at 
Canopus. The solar panels were designed to sup- 
ply 350 to 500 watts of power to the spacecraft 
continuously during the missions, excepting 
those periods during propulsion maneuvers 
when the panels were turned away from the 
Sun and the spacecraft battery supplied power. 
The experimental high-rate telemetry system, 
used with great success by Mariners 6 and 7, 
became the standard system for Mariners 8 and 
9. However, it was anticipated that lower data 
rates would be necessary late in the missions to 
compensate for the loss in signal strength due 
to the increasing distance between Mars and 
Earth and the slowly degrading pointing aline- 
ment between the spacecraft's fixed antennas 
and the 64-meter anterina at Goldstone. Thus, 
in addition to the 16 200-bit-per-second rate, 
rates of 8100, 4050, 2025, and 1012 bits per 
second were designed into the Mariner 8 and 
9 telemetry system. 
As the design of the spacecraft and the mis- 
sion proceeded, the ground-support facilities 
were also being designed and organized. These 
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Launch of Mariner 9 from Kennedy Space Center, 
May 30, 1971. 
Mariner spacecraft being readied for launch. White 
shroud protects spaceaaft mechanisms. Television cam- 
eras and other instruments are out of sight at the 
bottom. Solar panels are extended, and technicians in- 
dicate the scale of the spacecraft. (Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory) 
Mariner spaceaaft ready for flight, showing television 
camera and other instruments mounted on scanning 
platform, bottom. 
Goldstone tracking antenna, which received radio sig- 
nals from Mariner 9. From Goldstone the signals were 
relayed to viewing monitors in the Jet Propulsion Lab- 
oratory where scientists made copies and conducted 
analysis. 
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riner 8 was launched on 
t by those who had labore 
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solar day, the new orbital period meant that 
after 17 Martian days and 35 spacecraft revolu- 
tions, the track on the surface of Mars would 
begin to repeat itself under essentially the same 
solar illumination conditions, allowing areas to 
be restudied in a search for variable features. 
The minimum periapsis altitude of 1250 kilom- 
eters was chosen from mapping consideration 
to insure that, when two consecutive wide-angle 
pictures were taken looking straight down at 
periapsis, there would be some overlap. Any 
gaps between pictures taken near periapsis on 
successive orbits could be filled in on the sub- 
sequent 17-day cycles. The 65" orbit inclination 
was a compromise between the higher inclina- 
tion, preferred for mapping and polar observa- 
I 
tions, and the lower inclination, which was more 
favorable for studying variable features and 
time-of-day (diurnal) effects in equatorial re- 
gions. 
Mariner 9 was successfully launched on May 
30, 1971, and 6 days later a trajectory correction 
was made so accurately that no other corrections 
were necessary for the entire 167-day trip to 
Mars. After traveling 394 million kilometers, 
the spacecraft arrived at the planet within 50 
kilometers of the target point, a feat vir- 
tually indescribable by any earthly analogy. As 
Mariner 9 made this precise journey, planning 
for the new mission continued. The new plan 
was destined to be so successful that Mariner 9 
would eventually achieve every objective of 
both former missions, returning over 7000 pic- 
tures and completely mapping the surface of 
Mars. 
CHAPTER IV 
Mars Encounter and the Great Dust Storm of 7971 
Besides the permanent spots, I have often noticed 
occasional changes in  partial bright belts. . . . [These 
may be due to]  clouds and vapors floating in  the 
atmosphere of the planet. 
-WILLIAM HERSCHEL, APPROXIMATELY 1784, 
QUOTED BY S. GLADSTONE 
During prelaunch planning, it was deter- 
mined that Mariner 9 would arrive at Mars dur- 
ing rapid shrinking of the south polar cap, when 
markings in the southern hemisphere would be 
rapidly darkening. The adaptive mission was 
therefore designed on the basis of anticipated 
early detection of interesting surface features. 
However, on September 22, 1971, nearly 4 
months after launch and nearly 2 months be- 
fore Mars encounter, a brilliant whitish cloud 
appeared within a space of a few hours over the 
Noachis region and spread in the next days to 
become one of the greatest and most widespread 
Martian dust storms ever recorded. 
The storm was first photographed in South 
Africa by G. Roberts at the Republic Observa- 
tory. As tracked by observers at New Mexico 
State University Observatory and Lowell Ob- 
servatory in Flagstaff, Ariz., it spread from an 
initial streaklike core about 2400 kilometers in 
length and expanded slowly for 2 days. On Sep- 
tember 24 the storm began to expand more 
rapidly, especially to the west. By September 27 
a large area stretching from the east edge of 
Hellas west across Noachis was obscured, and the 
storm cloud was encroaching on Syrtis Major to 
the north. IJniversity of Arizona 
on September 28 showed a new cloud develop- 
ing in Eos, a region later found to be part of 
the great canyon of Mars. Flagstaff astronomer 
Peter Boyce subsequently reported that the con- 
trast of features as far away from the storm 
core as Syrtis Major and Mare Cimmerium had 
faded in contrast in blue light some days be- 
fore the dust cloud was first seen, indicating 
that Martian dust had been injected into the 
atmosphere before the discrete cloud became 
visil3le from Earth. By the end of September the 
contrast of markings had been reduced substan- 
tially around most of the planet. 
On October 7, 16 days after the storm's onset, 
the principal bright cloud was still expanding 
to the west along the bright corridor of Hes- 
peria, between the dark regions of Mare Cim- 
merium and Mare Tyrrhenum. The original 
cloud and isolated yellowish clouds in other 
areas had now coalesced almost entirely around 
the planet. A zone approximately 12 000 kilom- 
eters long had been obscured in only 16 days. 
This corresponds to an average advance rate of 
30 to 40 kilometers per hour (20 to 30 miles 
per hour), but this speed is not necessarily that 
of the surface winds. Even red photographs from 
Earth showed virtually no detail during most of 
October. Prospects were dim for successful map- 
ping following Mariner 9's encounter with Mars 
on November 14. 
In retrospect, team members realized that a 
major dust storm should not have been totally 
unexpected. In fact, the possibility of such a 
storm occurring coincident with the Mariner 
1971 mission was postulated by Lowell Observa- 
tory astronomer C. Capen in February 1971 be- 
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These images of Mars during summer 1971 show the clarity of its atmosphere before 
the great dust storm set in. From top left, dates are July 18, August 16, August 12, 
August 7, September 3, and August 27. (Lunar and Planetary Laboratory, University 
of Arizona) 
The orbit of Mariner 9 between Earth and Mars. Earth-based color photograph of Mars at the height of 
the dust storm, showing total obscuration of all surface 
detail including polar cap (Lunar and Planetary Lab- 
oratory, University of Arizona) 

The Soviets photograph Mars. This image of the cres- 
cent Mars during the dust storm was obtained by one of 
the Soviet spacecraft that orbited the planet. 
that the spacecraft must have been sent by mis- 
take to Venus, which is perennially obscured 
by clouds. 
Three days before the scheduled orbital in- 
sertion maneuver, a series of preorbital science 
data-gathering sequences began. Originally sci- 
entists had hoped that these far-encounter pic- 
tures of the whole planetary disk would show 
the configuration of global-scale surface features, 
such as dark areas and "canals." Such pictures 
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would help fill the gap between the low-resolu- 
tion views obtained from Mariner 4, 6, and 7, 
and later Mariner 9 mapping Erames. Instead, 
the first preorbital science picture showed a 
nearly blank disk with a faint south polar bright 
area and several small dark spots. Working with 
classical maps, television team members were 
able to demonstrate that one of the spots coin- 
cided with Nix Olympica, a small dark area 
often seen to be occupied by bright clouds or 
frost deposits (hence Schiaparelli's name, "snows 
of Olympus") . From radar measurements it was 
known that the general longitudinal region of 
Nix Olympica was one of the highest areas on 
the planet; Nix Olympica itself was now re- 
vealed as a high mountain protruding through 
the dust pall. Nix Olympica was thus the first 
Martian surface feature, other than the poIar 
cap, identified by Mariner 9 photography. 
The second and third preorbital science pic- 
tures were received on November 12 and 13. 
These, too, showed the Nix Olympica dark spot 
and also three nearby dark spots protruding 
through the dust in the Martian region named 
Tharsis. There was a hint that each dark spot 
contained a crater. 
At the same time, on November 13, the Soviet 
Union announced that its two spacecraft, also 
approaching Mars, would attempt to land instru- 
mented packages on the surface of Mars. The 
timing of these landings, and hence the antici- 
pated surface condition, were not announced. 
On November 14, 197 1 (universal time) , 
Mariner 9's rocket motor was fired for 15 min- 
utes and 23 seconds, successfully slowing the 
spacecraft and putting it into orbit around 
Mars. The initial orbital parameters were- 
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Orbital period . .12 hours, 34 minutes, 1 second 
Inclination to Mars equator . . . . . . . . . . . .64.4" 
Minimum altitude (periapsis) . . I398 kilometers 
The  initial orbital period was intentionally 
made longer than the desired 11.98 hours, be- 
cause the spacecraft arrived at Mars more than 
2 hours too early for optimal coincidence be- 
tween its periapsis pass and the Goldstone view- 
ing period. The longer period effectively de- 
layed periapsis by some 36 minutes on each pass, 
allowing Goldstone to "catch up" on the fourth 
pass after insertion. At that time, a trim ma- 
neuver was made, changing the period and 
periapsis altitude to- 
Orbital period 
11 hours, 58 minutes, 14 seconds 
Minimum altitude (periapsis) . . l387 kilometers 
Computer enhancement of the November 14 
pictures revealed volcanic craters in the sum- 
mits of the four mountains that protruded 
through the dust storm and a 1000-kilometer- 
long curved "wake" in the cloud pattern extend- 
ing behind one of the mountain tops. This un- 
expected information led to the discovery that 
Nix Olympica and the three nearby dark moun- 
tains were enormous volcanoes and that extraor- 
dinarily strong winds were still stirring the 
Martian dust clouds. 
As early as 1954, de Vaucouleurs had shown 
that isolated yellowish dust clouds typically had 
velocities as high as 60 to 90 kilometers per 
hour during the day of their formation, and 
generally slowed to velocities of 5 to 30 kilo- 
meters per hour after a few days. Velocities of 
winds in major dust storms, however, were un- 
certain. C. Sagan, J. Veverka, and P. Gierasch 
estimated in 1971 that windspeeds of up to 250 
kilometers per hour are likely to exist on Mars 
The velocity of sound is less on Mars than or 
Earth, and this velocity corresponds to mach 
0.4 (40 percent the speed of sound). From lee 
wave cloud structures observed near Martian 
mountains an& craters by Mariner 9, experi- 
menters were later able to directly deduce wind 
velocities as high as 180 kilometers per hour 
(mach 028) . 
Early mapping sequences of photographs only 
produced frame after frame of nearly featureless 
dust cloud expanses. Therefore, the mission 
plan was changed and more flexible targeting 
procedures were adapted, to allow repeat photo- 
graphs of areas of interest and to allow study of 
the satellites Phobos and Deimos. 
Although the television imaging experiment 
was hampered, other experiments could get 
valid and interesting data. For example, the 
infrared interferometer spectrometer and S-band 
occultation data gave the temperature as a func- 
tion of altitude in the atmosphere. Under nor- 
mal nonstorm conditions, the ground surface 
would be warmer than the air because the sur- 
hce absorbs the sunlight; the temperature would 
decrease vertically 4" Kelvin for each kilometer 
(2.2" Fahrenheit per 1000 feet) . However, dur- 
ing the storm, dust in the atmosphere was 
warmer than usual and the surface cooler than 
usual because the airborne dust absorbed much 
of the available sunlight. Measures during the 
height of the storm shoved a nearly isothermal 
lower atmosphere; i.e., with air temperature 
constant at all heights. At the same time, the 
infrared radiometer data indicated that the 
range of daily surface temperatures was very 
(- 1 i9" Fahrenheit) just before sunrise at the already shown a depression of several kilometers 
equator to + l o 0  Celsius (4-50" Fahrenheit) in depth in this region; the evidence thus 
near midday were expected on the basis of pointed to an enormous canyon running the 
Mariner 6 and 7 data. The actual excursions 3000-kilometer distance from Coprates to Eos 
went from about -75" Celsius (- 103" Fahren- and having a width of 100 to 200 kilometers. 
heit) to about - 35" Celsius (-31" Fahren- By November 21, crater rims and central 
heit)'. On the second orbit: the radiometer meas- peaks had been discerned dimly through the 
ured the temperature of one of the four dark dust clouds, and unexpected families of streaks 
spots (later found to be extinct volcanic moun- had been discerned in the I-3[ellaspontus-Noachis 
tains) and found it to be much warmer than region. These streaks were later identified as de- 
its surroundings and closer to the temperature posits of material blown out of or around 
expected for a dust-free planet. craters that disturbed the local airflow pattern. 
By November 17, craters in certain regions By November 25, highly detailed B camera pic- 
began to appear on television pictures as light- tures of the summit calderas on Nix Olympica 
colored circular patches, apparently because of and nearby volcanoes had been received. 
longer lines of sight through bright dust in During this period and later, a number of 
the craters. In the same way, an irregular high-resolution pictures of the limb, or horizon, 
bright streak appeared, running along the dark were also taken. These showed the atmosphere 
'kanal7' Coprates, through Aurorae Sinus into in profile and revealed layers of dust in the 
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As the dust cleared, the tops of the four volcanic moun- 
tains became clearer. This photograph, taken on No- 
vember 29, shows the large crater in the summit of the 
southernmost volcano, named Arsia Mons after a nearby 
classical feature seen from Earth. The crater diameter 
is about 140 kilometers. 
atmosphere at heights of 30 kilometers, 50 kilo- 
meters, and more. In late November and the 
first half of December, the dust pall seemed to 
be clearing. However, in mid-December, the 
rate of clearing slowed to a standstill and did 
not begin again in  earnest until the last week 
of December. 
Following the first orbital trim of Mariner 
9, tracking data revealed that the orbital period 
was not constant, but varied sinusoidally with 
a period associated with the movement of the 
periapsis point around the planet. This varia- 
tion was ultimately attributed to an equatorial 
irregularity in the gravitational field of Mars. 
(See ch. XI.) Because the average period of 
the orbit did not correspond to the desired 
The soutll polar cap is visible through the dust pall in 
this photograph taken on December 2. 
11.98-hour period, synchronization with Gold- 
stone was slowly being lost. T o  maintain the 
necessary Goldstone-periapsis coincidence, a 
second trim maneuver was made on December 
30, 1971. During the maneuver, the periapsis 
altitude. was also raised to improve picture 
overlap for the beginning of planetary mapping. 
The new orbital parameters were- 
Orbital period 
11 hours, 59 minutes, 28 seconds 
Inclination to Mars equator . . . . . . . . . . .64.4" 
nilinirnum altitude (periapsis) . .I650 kilometers 
While the dust storm had a significant effect 
on the Mariner 9 mission, its persistence through 
late November had a disastrous effect on the 
mission of the two Mars probes, Mars 2 and 
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This kiew toward the hori7on taken on December 17 sho~vs the west end of the canyon 
sjrtem emerging llom the dust. In  the loucr left, some ~ll.idorvs c'itl be seen in the 
branching latticewolk of cq1n)oll\. (Black dot5 'ire reseau marks allowing geometric 
calibration of photographr.) 
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Artist's conception of swirling dust being raised during the early phases of a Martian 
dust storm. Artist Ludek Pesek collaborated with some members of the Mariner 9 
team during preparation of this 1972 Mars painting for the National Geographic. 
(Painting by Ludek Pesek, O 1973, National Geographic Society) 
parachute (which was supposed to jet out of 
the way) come down on top of the lander? Was 
it damaged on impact, even though it was de- 
signed to withstand a 200-mile-per-hour crash? 
If the suggestion of extremely high wind veloc- 
ities during the dust storm is correct, it seems 
plausible that the lander may have been blown 
over, or been damaged by blowing dust. Ac- 
cording to Soviet scientists, there was no pos- 
sibility that the parachute landed on top of the 
lander. They verified that it landed slowly at 
least in the vertical velocity component, and 
postulated that the two most likely failure modes 
were an uncompensated high horizontal velocity 
or sinkage through Martian quicksand. The 
Mars 3 lander presumably still lies near its 
landing site at latitude -45" and longitude 158", 
Bright clouds lying in faulted valleys of the Valles 
Marineris canyon complex. The crests of the cliffs 
bordering the valley can barely be discerned at the edges 
of the bright dust clouds. (Mariner 9 telephoto view 
taken December 19.) 
ded from spectral features that the dust 
high silicon content, about 60 
ng that substantial geochemical 
as occurred on Mars. This 
icate that the interior of Mars has at 
overed and retur y melted, a conclusion consistent 
sence of large volcanoes. Television 
noted several examples of local- 
dust storms during the general clearing after 
storm. One incident appeared to have 
ted by rapid southern movement of 
wing a cold front identified by 
ristic cloud patterns. In these localized 
as rapidly carried to heights of 
to 20 kilometers, indicating strong convec- 
the air, probably triggered by 
of dusty air masses due to absorp- 
CHAPTER V 
The Classical Markings: To ward an Explanation 
W h y  are the maria shaped and oriented as they 
are? 
T h e  absence of appreciable liquid water greatly 
simplifies the problem. . . . T h e  chief agent o f  
erosion, in  all probability, is windblown sand. And 
winds are the chief, practically the only, agent for 
transportation and sedimentation. 
-DEAN B. MCLAUGHLIN, 1954 
If we agree with [Opik's 1950 suggestion that the 
maria must be continually renewed], then the prob- 
lem is reduced to the identification of the formative 
activity. 
-DEAN B. MCLAUGHLIN, 1955 
Once the dust storm cleared and the normal 
mapping of the planet began, a natural early 
question concerned the nature of the light and 
the dark markings seen by Earth-based observ- 
ers. Years of telescopic observation had pro- 
duced no satisfactory identification of the dark 
material, with hypotheses ranging from substan- 
tial vegetation through lichen-spotted lava out- 
crops to windblown deposits of volcanic ash. 
Mariners 6 and 7 in 1969 had shown the mark- 
ings clearly in global far-encounter photographs, 
but detailed high-resolution frames with reso- 
lution down to 4 kilometers had produced no 
firm diagnostic information as to their ultimate 
cause. Instead, puzzling "chaotic terrain" and 
cratered areas seemed to cross the boundaries of 
classical dark markings, suggesting that the 
markings were not correlated with underlying 
geologic structure. Mariners 6 and 7 also showed 
small dark patches in some craters, but with 
resolution insufficient to distinguish crater-floor 
lava flows-such as appear in lunar craters- 
from aeolian deposits or vegetation patches. The 
markings, as possible candidates for vegetated 
areas, thus remained the most exciting Martian 
mystery. 
Because of the dust storm, Mariner 9's pre- 
orbital far-encounter photographs did not yield 
global views of the dark markings. Very late 
in the mission, a few composite pictures of most 
of the disk of Mars were made from apoapsis 
(the farthest point of the orbit from the planet) , 
but, unfortunately, several of these happen to 
show the hemisphere most devoid of dark mark- 
ings. Therefore little opportunity exists to com- 
pare Earth-based and space observations of 
maria, oases, "canals," and large-scale changes 
that might appear following a major dust storm. 
Thus the frames from the normal mapping 
sequences and certain specially targeted high- 
resolution pictures of dark spots are the best 
Mariner 9 data concerning the classical Martian 
markings. Much of the computer processing 
that has been applied so far to these photo- 
graphs has not been ideal for emphasizing the 
kind of broad, dusky shadings found on classi- 
cal Earth-based maps, however. Thus it is 
important to consider the nature of the process- 
ing before studying the markings. The process- 
ing usually applied is designed to emphasize 
small-scale detail, such as fractures, crater-rim 
shadows, and surface texture in different geologic 
provinces. This processing is analogous to a 
process of photographic printing in which very- 
high-contrast printing paper is used, with "dodg- 
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Much of the northern hemisphere of Mars is shown in this composite of several Mariner 
9 frames taken late in the mission. Although the polar cap ( top)  and several volcanoes 
(bottom) can be seen, this global view does not reveal the nature of the dark markings. 

Patchy dark markings on Rlars. Red, green, and blue filter photographs are combined 
to give this color view of the surface. Precise color reconstruction is difIicult because of 
differences in lighting and viewing geometry between the original frames. (Jet Pro- 
pulsion Laboratory) 
Examples of dark streaks and patches associated with craters. Arrows show inferred wind 
directions. 
Bright windblown streaks emanating from craters near Dark streaks emanating from large craters are promi- 
tke east edge of Syrtis Major are seen in this Mariner 9 nent in this mosaic stretching about 1200 kilometers 
telepl~oto view taken near 294", +4". (1409-195521) across iCIesogaea, near 195", + 5 " .  
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ter. The most pronounced concentration lies on 
the inward-facing slopes of an enormous eroded 
basin centered east of Syrtis Major. What causes 
the streaks? They are evidently associated with 
strong winds, because in the southern hemi- 
sphere the direction of the streak (away from 
crater) is generally the direction of spreading of 
the 1971 dust storm. Furthermore, even prior to 
the Mariner 9 mission, in a meteorological 
analysis by P. Gierasch and C. Sagan, strong 
winds had been predicted in steeply sloping 
areas such as Syrtis Major. Terrestrial experi- 
ence in arid regions shows that wind deposition 
patterns often create long leeward or windward 
alinements of dunes or other disturbances in 
regions with strong prevailing winds. 
, 
These lines of evidence point to the conclu- 
sion that the dark streaks in the Syrtis Major 
area are the result of deposition by strong winds, 
whose patterns are disturbed by craters and other 
topographic irregularities. One would expect the 
resulting deposition patterns to vary from p a r  
to year and perhaps seasonally, because of 
'changes in airflow patterns; indeed, as long ago 
as 1930 the French observer Antoniadi noted 
that the eastern edge of Syrtis Major-the region 
of streaks lying on a steep slope-varied con- 
siderably from year to year by shifting back and 
forth in position. This east-west shift corresponds 
to ,  motion up and down the slope, while the 
west edge of Syrtis Major, which is more stable 
. in position, does not lie on as steep a slope. 
Confirmation that these changes involve pat- 
terns of streaks comes from the discovery dur- 
ing the .Mariner 9 mission of changes among 
the dark streaks in Syrtis Major. 
Another suggestion that changes in streaks 
and splotches combine to produce large-scale 
changes, as seen from Earth, comes from the 
discovery that the densest groupings of streaks 
in some areas, such as Syrtis Major and Solis 
Lacus, correspond approximately to the posi- 
tions of the classical, variable, dark areas. 
The strongest bit of evidence in favor of the 
dark markings being related to deposition pat- 
terns comes from a few high-resolution B 
camera pictures in which certain dark spots in 
the floors of craters can be identified as im- 
mense dune fields, obviously formed by deposi- 
tional effects. These pictures, incidentally, con- 
firm a prediction by F. Gifford in 1964 that 
sand dunes should be found on Mars and predic- 
tions by astronomers E. ijpik, W. Hartmann, 
C. Chapman, J. Pollack, and C. Sagan, based 
on Mariner 4 results, that deposition must be 
occurring in Martian craters. 
Analysis of the geometry of these dune fields 
might be expected to give us new information 
on the winds and dust transport of Mars. The  
most famous study of this subject is a 1941 
book by the English naturalist R. A. Bagnola. 
who observed dune formations in  Africa and 
, 
elsewhere. His work, often cited in Martian 
studies; showed the. complexity and variability 
of dune fields, and the difficulty of predicting 
deposition patterns from wind and topography, 
or vice versa. Recently, an experimental ap- 
proach has been taken by scientists at NASA 
Ames Research center, where sand was blown 
in a wind tunnel across model craters under 
conditions simulating the Martian surface. It 
(Continued on page 54) 
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Artist's conception of a dark streak or "tail" emanating from a distant obstacle that 
interrupts the wind flow. The streak is interpreted by the artist as an alinement of 
dunes. (Don Davis, Morrison Planetarium) 
dwt storm, has the same appearance that it presented 
to Lowell, Schiaparelli, and other early observers. (4168- 
721 
Simulation of Martian windblown streaks near craters 
in wind tunnel tests at Ames Research Center, NASA. 
Photographs D and H are of Martian craters. Additional 
photographs are of wind tunnel test models showing 
evolution as sand is blown across the crater. Photo- 
graphs C and G show simulations of the Martian ob- 
served features. 
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was found that the observed streaks and ac- 
cumulated deposits on crater floors and on lee- 
ward rims can be reproduced vividly. This work 
again supports the assertion that the streaks, 
splotches, and dune fields are depositions or 
scourings of dust. 
These discoveries provide only a general kind 
of solution to the mystery of the Martian mark- 
ings: they are related to, or a product of, deposi- 
tion of fine material carried about by 'high 
winds, especially the winds that produce the 
major dust storms. Thus Mariner 9 has pro- 
vided much of the solution-or perhaps the en- 
tire solution-to the mystery of the Martian 
markings. This solution accounts for the changes 
in the markings observed from Earth from year 
to year, because the patterns are expected to 
change as the winds shift. At the same time, it 
- 
accounts for the long-term stability of the mark- 
ings, because Mars, as Earth, probably has rela- 
tively stable patterns of prevailing winds. These 
assertions are supported by the preliminary evi- 
dence, which suggests correlations between the 
sites of dark streaks and the orientation of local 
steep slopes with respect to the local wind di- 
rection. 
A number of specifics of the problem are not 
yet solved, however. For example, not only dark 
streaks but also light streaks have been revealed 
by Mariner 9. These follow a pattern similar 
to the dark streaks, emanating from craters, hu t  
raise the necessity of accounting for both dark 
and light materials. Mariner 9 photographs 
showed many instances of dark streaks and 
patches changing shape, but no instance where 
bright streaks change. However, new bright 
streaks appeared in the 2-year interval between 
Mariner 6 and 7 and Mariner 9 photographs. 
One hypothesis concerning these facts is that 
Martian materials are sorted by particle size. (It 
is well known that fine powders of rock material 
are usually lighter in tone than coarse powders 
;I  
or the unpowdered rock itself.) According to this 
hypothesis, the dark and bright markings of 
Mars might not be much different in miner- 
alogy, only different in mean particle size, and 
whether local streaks or splotches were darker 
or lighter than the background would depend 
on whether the deposited particles were finer 
or coarser than the background. As Sagan and 
Pollack noted in 1969, the physics of windblown 
dust on Mars dictates that winds of a certain 
minimum speed are required to lift any par- 
ticles, but still higher winds will lift both finer 
and coarser particles as well. The fines might 
be responsible for the light streaks, which change 
only rarely because the necessary high-speed 
winds are rare. 
 his particle-size hypothesis is difficult to 
prove, however, in view of rather crude evidence 
of differences in the spectroscopic and radar 
tests of the dark and bright markings. These 
differences, particularly in color and spectral 
absorption characteristics, could be due to min- 
eralogical differences. Such a suggestion is con- 
sistent with the Mariner 9 infrared spectroscopic 
indications that Mars has undergone at least 
partial melting and differentiation into silica- 
rich and silica-poor rocks. The former are 
usually lighter in color and the latter, darker. 
Similar differentiation has occurred to varying 
degrees on Earth and the Moon. Thus, might 
Martian markings result from uneven distribu- 
tion of light (silica-rich) and dark (silica-poor) 
rock powders. 
(Continued on page 63) 
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Airbrush drawings of three faces of Mars, showing the classical markings superimposed 
on physical relief detected by Mariner 9, appear on this and the following two pages. 
No high degree of correlation is found between markings and terrain type. Compare 
with earlier maps in this book. (Lowell Observatory) 
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North 
Airbrush map of Coprates area showing clazsical tiark "canal." This  dark feature coin- 
_. 7- 
January 8,1972 
The search for changes in Martian markings. Here, a frame from b l a d e r  7 in 1969 
is cornpaxed wit11 &e same region sllown in a mosaic of Mariner 9 frames. Several 
dark spots and srreaks have developed in the intervening 21i/., years. 
Detection of changes on the surface of RIars. This pair of Mariner 9 telephoto pictures 
shows the summit of the volcano Pnvonis AIom on two occasions 77 days apart. XIost 
of the development of the large dafk spot east of the ridge occurred in a 20-day period 
between orbits 154 and 195 of Mariner 9. Tile hypothesis of deposition of windblown 
dust, wl~idl accounts for variatioi~s in mnny dark patches, bas been questioned in this 
case because of the high altitude and low atmosplieric pressure at t h i s  location, (4096- 
80, 426742) 
Region in Promethei Sinus (269", -71") where variable dark patches were noted 
by Mariner analysts. This wide-angle view covers an area about 750 kilometers aaoss. 
Boxes show areas studied in detail; variable features in the small box are shown in 
the next picture, (421 1-9) 
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A third hypothesis combines the other two. 
According to this idea, there is no intrinsic dif- 
ference in petrology between the large and small 
particles that must exist in the Martian dust. 
However, because of their greater ratio of sur- 
face area to volume, the small particles may be- 
come more oxidized, changing their color to a 
brighter and redder hue, and resulting in a 
superficially different petrology. Thus spectral 
and superficial petroIogic differences between 
bright and dark regions might be due to sec- 
ondary differences in geochemical behavior 
caused by the different particle sizes rather than 
to differences in underlying rock type. 
Another unresolved problem is the nature of 
the classical "canals" and "oases." With the ex- 
ception of the extraordinary canyon that appears 
to coincide with the rather stubby "canal" 
Coprates, no other clear-cut features have been 
found to account for the system of canals re- 
ported by many observers. While one of the 
Mariner t? frames shows a patchy streak running 
out of the east fork of the "forked bay" region 
(Meridiani Sinus) of the well-known canals 
called Gehon and Hiddekel, a mosaic of Mariner 
9 frames in this region shows a little detail but 
occasional dark streaks and patches. Similarly, 
neither the near-global Mariner 9 frames taken 
near apoapsis nor the Mariner 6 and 7 global 
far-encounter frames show ally trace of a canal 
network. Clearly the canals are not the kind of 
artificial network once hypothesized, but the 
answer to their nature is not yet certain. C '  m e n  
the variability of markings and the evidence 
for variable subaerial deposition of dust 
splotches and streaks, and given the seasonal 
and other variations in canals reported by early 
observers, one suspects that the appearance of 
Mars presented to Mariner 9 immediately after 
the greatest dust storm on record may not be 
the nominal appearance of Mars. We cannot 
be so hasty as to say that no alinements of spots 
or streaks will ever be found by spacecraft 
photography. Thus, future orbital photography 
of Mars wiII be studied with great interest, but 
the best present evidence concurs with the best 
telescopic reports, which indicate that the 
"canals" are merely rough alinements among a 
myriad of nearly subtelescopic splotches and 
patches. 
The oases, or small dark spots visible from 
Earth, appear to have various causes. While Nix 
Olympics, for example, is the site of a towering 
volcano, Juventae Fons (fountain of youth) is 
found to be a striking irregular depression ap- 
parently caused by collapse and related to the 
nearby Coprates canyon and the chaotic terrain 
discovered in RSariner G and 7 ph~to~graphs. 
Whereas these data rule out the idea that 
"canals" and "oases" are artificial rvater-carry- 
ing networks, Mariner 9 .has forced us to be 
very cautious ~vhen discussing water on Mars 
because one of the mission's most surprising re- 
sults was discovery of evidence for existence of 
rivers at some unknown time in the past. We 
will consider the implications of this in a later 
chapter. 
The shapes of markings and the theoretical 
wind patterns are not the only support for the 
hypothesis that the classical markings are re- 
laled to ~vindhlo~vn dust, Mariner 9 investigators 
have also detected and analyzed changes in the 
patterns that are consistent with variations in 
windblown dust deposits. One obvious experi- 
ment was a comparison of Mariner 9 pictures 
with pictures from earlier Mariner missions. 
These comparisons showed, in some areas, 
changes in the distribution or shape of dark 
and light streaks and splotches. Further study 
also revealed that changes took place dllring the 
Mariner 9 mission. I n  regions such as Promethei 
Sinus, Telephoto pictures showed changes of 
several kilometers in the size of dark markings 
over a period of several days. New dark patches 
were observed to develop during the mission, 
even on the summit of one of the volcanoes. 
T h e  latter example came as a surprise because 
the volcano protruded above much of the 
denser dust storm. Nonetheless, in all there in- 
stances of change, the pattern of markings and 
their ragged edges are similar to patterns found 
on Earth in nature and in the laboratory when 
thin veneers of dust are moved by wind. I n  the 
case of Mars, it is uncertain whether the develop- 
ment of dark patches is due to deposition of 
dark material or removal of light material; dark 
markings seem to be more variable than bright 
streaks and patches. 
I n  summary, the Mariner 9 mission has given 
the first firm evidence that the shapes and varia- 
tions of markings observed on Mars for hun- 
dreds of years have something to do with the 
transport and deposition of fine, windblown ma- 
terial. Whereas these data rule out an interpre- 
tation based solely on advanced forms of plant- 
life as an explanation for the markings, they do 
not rule out the possibility that primitive life- 
forms might have existed in the past or might 
still exist. Indeed, we will see that the discovery 
of riverlike channels raises intriguing possibili- 
ties ahout the past biological environmeiat on 
the planet of Mars. 
CHAPTER VI 
The Ancient Cratered Terrain 
Tlrere is n o  reason to  believe that the Earth and nature remained mysterious. T h e  discovery of 
Moon were sucgled ozit for meteoritic bombardment a surface nearly saturated with eroded craters 
in  pleference to tlce otlrer bodies. Mnrs lies even led many analysts to picture ;Mars as even drier, 
closer to the belt of asteroids . . . hence its chances less active, and more lunarlike than p r e - ~ a r i n e r  
for oireroidal collisions wolild presztnzably be higlzer. models of the planet, 
. . . Distribz~ted widely over both the ocher des~rts  
and the green mc~ria are roztnd dark spotr the After the 1971 dust storm cleared, Mariner 9 
oases, wliiclt conreiziably could mark large cratrrs. . . . began systematic mapping of Rfars and it be- 
-R. B. BALDWIN, 1949 came clear that all three previous Rlariners had, 
by coincidence, spent most of their photographic 
Tlle rozind onses Jotind on Mars cozild be inzpact budgets on only the most heavily cratered parts 
craters ca~lsed by collisions zuitl~ small asteroids. of Mars. Much of Rfars was sparsely cratered 
--A1 I nrnu-rl: u 10 C. W. ' I ' o a f ~ ~ u c n ,  1950 and characterized by extensive plains, spectac- 
ular canyons, riverlike valleys, layered sedi- 
Now,  with respect to tlze possibility of collisions ments, lava flows, mammoth volcanic moun- 
witlt asteroidr, il.1ar.s is in  an especially favorable (or tains, or the so-called chaotic terrain. ~ 1 , ~  
7inbvorab1e, to the viewpoint) position. moonlike \Iars tirat llad pictllred llad 
. . . I t  seems really wortltwl.iile looking for nzeteor been only an all-too-simple generalization. 
craters and meteor impacts on  Mars! 
-E. J. OPIK, 1950 T h e  best simple picture of Mars is that of a 
globe divided into two hemispheres by a great 
circle running at about a 50" inclination to the 
These quotations constitute the first known equator. T h e  hemisphere centered in the south 
pre-Mariner predictions of cratering on Mars. In  is heavily cratered, with maximum concentration 
the 1950's. in the absence of interplanetary of craters near the dusky regions Sinus Sal~aeus 
fright, these speculations could not lead to any and Mare Serpentis and in the desert Aral~ia. 
productive observations; except for some theo- The hemisphere centered in the great volcanic 
retical treatment by iipik, they were largely region near Tharsis has only sparse cratering. 
ignored. I t  thus (came as an undue surprise to the ancient crust having been obliterated and 
Mariner 4 investigators when, in July of 1965, replaced by vast lava flows, volcanic cones, and 
the first few closeup photographs of Mars other disturbances. This second hemisphere 
showed not mountains, erosion patterns, or contains much of the evidence of recent geologi- 
other signs of active geology, but rather a lunar- cal activity on hlars-evidence that had escaped 
like, cratered landscape. Similarly, Mariners G detection until Mariner 9. Superimposed on 
and 7 in 1969 showed heavily cratered terrain, these two hemispheres are more complex varia- 
with only hints of other types of surface struc- tions such as a deficiency of craters in the im- 
ture, such as the "chaotic terrain" whose true mediate polar regions, sheets of "laminated 
65 
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North 
hlap showing topographic features discovered by Rlari~ler 9 with all craters larger 
than 64 kilometers in diameter marked. Craters larger than 90 kilometers are rnarked 
wit11 open circles; craters between 64 and 90 kilometers in diameter are marked ~vitll 
black dots. 'The global asymmetry of Alars is apparent, with northern 1atitudc.i ant1 
the volcanic region around Tharsis (left) deficient in craters. Tlle region marked A 
is the vicinity of Arabia, one of the few bright ancl heavily cratered areas. 
Comparison of crater types on  the hfoon (top row), Mars (middle row), and Earth 
(bottom row). Dtameters are given in kilometers. From the left the columllr sl~ow 
bowl-shaped craters, craters with central peaks, craters with central rings of moun- 
tains, and large basins. T h e  terrestrial craters, from lelt, are the A r i ~ o n a  meteorite 
crater, Sierra Aladera i n  Texas, Clearwater Lake crater in  Canada, and a portion of 
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terrain" in northern and southern latitudes, a recognizable among scattered features of the 
belt of channellike furrows in the equatorial cratered terrain. Usually such volcanic craters 
regions, mysterious arroyolike valleys resembling are recognizable by their positions on the sum- 
dry riverbeds, and other still more localized mits of volcanic cones or their association with 
structures. \Ve will treat these indicators of lava flows, rows of pit craters, faults, or  other 
varied geologic activity in later topical chapters. signs of volcanism. 
T h e  cratered terrain is believed to contain Once assured that the volcanic craters can 
the oldest structures on Mars and is perhaps the be distinguished from the other craters of the 
simplest tenrain to interpret because it has been cratered terrain, Mariner 9 analysts were able 
the least modified since Mars formed. This to pursue the interpretation of this most ancient 
statement is based on the belief that most part of Mars. Because these regions had been. 
craters in this region are ancient impact craters, photogaphed in part by Mariners 4, 6, and 7 ,  
dating back to the early period not long after some interpretation had already been published 
Mars formed, when the solar system was being by scientists such as E. ~ p i k ,  C. R. Chapman, 
swept clean of abundant meteoritic debris, which A. Binder, A. R/Iarcus, G. McGill, D. Wise, and 
collided with planets and cratered their sur- others, as well as Mariner 9 team members. One 
faces. Evidence in support of this belief comes consensus was that erosional effects and regional 
not only from the craters' abundance but also variations were important; hence the history has 
from their similarity to known impact craters been more complicated than the history of the 
on Earth and on the Moon, and from the simi- lunar cratered surfaces. Invoking some degree 
larity between their size distribution and that of erosion was necessary to account for the 
which would result from the fall of known inter- worndown appearance of the Martian craters. 
planetary bodies onto the surface of Mars. T h e  Mariner 9 data support this view and suggest 
best-known example of an ancient, crater-satu- that the oldest craters have been at least partly 
rated surface is the ancient lunar uplands, which filled with loose material, perhaps eroded and 
Apollo rock samples show to be more than 4 transported by the wind. 
billion years old. Hence the question arises as Mariner 9's complete mapping of Martian 
to whether the Martian cratered terrain is as craters allows interpretation of the relative ages 
old and as uncomplicated as the lunar uplands. of different areas. T h e  longer a surface has been 
Before such a question can be answered, one in existence, the more meteorites will have 
must note that many volcanic craters are scat- fallen on it, and the more craters it will dis- 
tered among the impact craters. Hence we must play. This is the basis for the statement that 
distinguish volcanic from impact craters. Be- the heavily cratered areas are ancient. Mariner 
cause the volcano near Arsia Silva has a summit 9 data show that the most cratered regions of 
caldera about 140 kilometers in diameter, vol- Mars are also the rarest, unlike the situation on 
canic craters this large cannot be excluded in the Moon. This suggests that, as on Earth, the 
other parts of Mars; some smaller examples are crust has been so disrupted by the planet's 
evolution that few primeval areas have sur- 
vived. Thus even the oldest, most stable regions 
of Mars are more complex and altered than 
the lunar uplands. 
If the exact rate of formation of craters on 
Mars were known, one could easily calculate 
the time required to form the observed number 
of craters on Mars; that is, the age of the Mar- 
tian surface. Such a "crater retention age" would 
be dependent on the size of the crater because 
multikilometer craters would date back much 
farther than the quickly eroded 100-meter 
craters. Unfortunately, no exact measurement 
of the Martian cratering rate is available, al- 
though the problem is being studied theoretical- 
ly by researchers such as G. Wetherill and J. 
Williams. Using rough estimates and compara- 
tive data such as the dates of lunar rock samples, 
Mariner 9 researchers have estimated the age 
of the heavily cratered regions on Mars as some 
billions of years, whereas the same kinds of 
data give ages as low as 100 million years for 
some structures in the sparsely cratered regions 
of Mars. The latter age is comparable to the 
age and active lifetime of major tectonic or 
mountain-building areas on Earth. 
Among the largest craterlike features are the 
enormous basins of Hellas, Argyre I, and Moeris 
Lacus. At least the first two have been recog- 
nized from Earth as bright, circular patches, al- 
though their identification as giant impact basins 
was not possible until the Mariner missions. In- 
deed, the last decade saw considerable debate as 
to whether these bright areas were high or low 
regions. According to Mariner 9 photographs 
and altitude contours mapped by the infrared 
and ultraviolet spectrometers and radio-occulta- 
tion experiment, the Hellas basin measures 
about 2200 kilometers in diameter in the east- 
west direction and 1800 kilometers north to 
south and has a nearly featureless floor at least 
2 to 3 kilometers deeper than its rim. The 
paucity of detail in the floor of Hellas, the 
obscuration of the detail as late as 50 days after 
the general clearing of the dust storm, and 
Earth-based observations of erratic brighten- 
i n g ~  of Hellas all suggest that the depressed 
floor of Hellas is mantled with dust that is 
easily stirred by the high winds and u.nusually 
high atmospheric pressures existing at that low 
level. 
The basin known as Argyre I, though smaller 
than Hellas, is less degraded and shows char- 
acteristics of an impact basin more clearly than 
Hellas. These characteristics, such as a rugged 
rim and a surrounding field of radiating frac- 
tures, have long been recognized in well-pre- 
served impact basins on the Moon; in most 
Martian basins they appear to have been de- 
graded by the more active atmospheric environ- 
ment of Mars. Ar,gre I was shown as a partic- 
ularly bright spot on maps as old as Proctor's 
187 1 map. 
The basin of Moeris Lacus is of special in- 
terest because its western inner wall is the site 
of the sloping terrain containing the shifting 
edge of the famous dark marking Syrtis Major. 
Earth-based radar showed some years ago that 
Syrtis Major lies on a slope, leading to some 
speculation about a possible crater rampart 
there. Mariner 9 photographs proved that the 
cause of this topography was the remnant rim 
of a large circular baqin. Only the western and 
southern rims of Moeris Lacus are intact, the 
(Continued on page 72) 
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Mosaic of photographs showing the Argyre I basin. These 
show the original light and dark tones, with sunlight from the 
right (east), and washed-out detail in regions of high lighting 
angle as well as in the basin interior where there is probably 
airborne dust. Argyre I has long been noted on Earth-based maps 
as a bright spot roughly 1000 kilometers in diameter. 
Region of Rloeris Lacus basin (right of center, 
featureless circular floor) and Syrtis Major (left 
of center, dark streaks). Tlle most prominent 
streaks in Syrtis Major correspond to the rim 
and wall structure of the VIoeris Lacus basin, 
perhaps being initiated by  topography in that 
region. 
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Martian crater near 260°, +38" wit11 well-formed central penk and radially striated 
ejecta blanket. Tlic hummochy e ~ t c i i o r  ejcct,t bl,tnhct is bclic\cd to bc ;I tlcposit of 
fragmental material thrown out of the crater during its lormation. (1433-210033) 
given names by pre-Mariner telescopic ob- for dust clouds in Hellas, one suspects that 
servers. Two of these craters, each about 470 these craters may be the sites of dust deposits 
kilometers (290 miles) in diameter, occupy the stirred b y  winds, creating brighter-than-back- 
regions of Iapygia and Edom. Iapygia was ground clouds recorded by Earth-l~ased ob- 
shown on Flammarion's map as long ago as servers. Old maps show numerous sncli briglit 
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Unusual pattern of bright ejecta blankets surrounding 
craters near 31°, $60". The explanation might in- 
volve ejection of underlying light material on dark 
surface material, or possible deposition of frost or 
other light material on rough ejecta blanket surfaces. 
(7270-195648) 
A highly eroded Martian crater near 325", $37" with 
a sinuous arroyolike channel winding across its floor. 
- 
This and similar craters testify to various processes 
smoothing, eroding, and obliterating the ancient craters 
on Mars. (1419-154957) 
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are much scarcer on Mars than on the Moon; 
erosional effects must have obliterated them 
during short intervals of past geologic time. In 
fact, positive proof of the effectiveness of Mar- 
tian erosion exists among these small craters 
because they are only about one one-hundredth 
as abundant on Mars as they are on the surfaces 
of the Martian satellites Phobos and Deimos, 
which orbit above the Martian atmosphere. Be- 
cause Phobos, Deimos, and Mars must all be 
subjected to nearly the same rate of bombard- 
ment, the deficiency of craters on the surface of 
Mars must be due to obliterative processes. 
In spite of the evidence for effects of past 
erosion on the smaller Martian craters, a curi- 
ous fact noted during the Mariner 6 and 7 
missions and confirmed by Mariner 9 is that 
the smallest craters are often sharply rimmed 
and bowl-shaped whereas the larger craters are 
often degraded. Craters of intermediate size 
often show radial blankets of ejecta standing in 
relief, as if exhumed or preserved during ero- 
sion by wind. If erosion and cratering were both 
continuing at a constant rate, one would instead 
expect the most noticeable erosive degradation 
on the smallest-scale craters. This situation has 
led to the hypothesis by some Mariner 9 analysts 
that the rate of erosion on Mars is less in the 
recent past than it was earlier. Together with the 
Mariner 9 observations of what appear to be 
dry riverbeds, this state suggests that the en- 
vironment on Mars was once more Earth-like 
than it is now. We will consider this possibility 
in later chapters. 
In  summary, the ancient cratered terrain of 
Mars is a natural recording surface on which 
meteoritic impacts have left their records. Some 
local regions are older than others, alIowing 
analysts to construct at least a crude model of 
ancient Martian history. 
CHAPTER VII 
The Volcanic Regions 
Quite possibly cones as large as M o u n t s  Rainier  with the extent of the volcanism proposed by 
and Shasta have been missed! McLaughlin, although many agreed that the 
--DEAN B. MCLAUGHLIN, 1954 dark markings might be volcanic materials, 
such as lava. It was pointed out that the present 
atmosphere lacks the gases that should be pro- 
The  above quotation reflects McLaughlin's duced by active volcanoes. 
reappraisal of the traditional views that there Whereas Mariner 9 did not confirm the es- 
are no large On Mars. observers sence of McLaugh1in.s volcanic thesis that vol- 
had searched the edges of the planet for fixed canoes located at the pointed tips of dark 
~rotuberances or shadows that might mark high markings erupted clouds of dark ash to renew 
mountain masses. Their failure to find them led the marking, it did confirm decisively his 
to the view that major mountain chains did not sition that previously undetected large cones 
exist on Mars. A common belief grew that high might exist. 
mountains and ranges were altogether excluded, Even while the 1971 dust storm raged at its 
although broad regional elevation differences height, ~~~i~~~ 9 photographed the tips of fotlr 
were not ruled out. large volcanic mountains protruding through the 
Therefore, enormous volcanic peaks were not pall. Each contained summit calderas whose vol- 
among the expected landforms. Some observers canic origins were unmistikably indicated by 
thought the dark areas might mark lava flows. as complex coalescence of small craters, by chains 
011 the Moon. Also, because of the abundance OF of pit craters, by concentric fractures, and by 
small volcanic craters, crater chains, and vol- other features. 
canic cones on Earth and the Moon, few pre- As the dust settled, the flanks of these cones 
Mariner analysts would have ruled out their emerged covered with streams of frozen lava de- 
presence on Mars. Nonetheless, such landforms scending the slopes in radial Patterns reminis- 
were not widely discussed. cent of those on the slopes of the Hawaiian vol- 
McLaughlin departed from traditionalists by cano &fauna Loa and other terrestrial volcanoes. 
Soon traces across these volcanoes became avail- 
asserting that volcanism was an active agent on 
able from instruments such as the ultraviolet 
Mars and was the ultimate source of the ma- 
spectrometer, whose spectra indicated the alti- 
terials in the dark markings, which he took to be tude of the surface. Olympus Mans, tl,e peak 
the sizes and near Nix Olympics, had an astonishing heiqllt: 
shadows of cones like Mounts Rainier and the ms at first estimated to be 27 kilo- 
Shasta, he estimated that, if present on Mars, meters above the planetary base level, defined as 
they would not have been discovered from the level where the atmospheric pressure was 6.1 
Earth. Most other observers did not concur millibars. This meant that the mountain. whose 
(Conti?zverl 0 1 2  i ~ a g e  SO) 
Example of a terrestrial volcano and 
caldera protruding from a cloud 
blanket, showing superficial similarity 
to the Martian case above. (Fer- 
nandina volcano, Galapagos Islands) 
(U.S. Air Force; U.S. Geological Sur- 
vey) 
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The summit of Ascraeus hlons volcano protrudes from the 
Martian dust pall. 
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Mosaic of Mariner 9 photographs sliowing OIympus Rions and the nearby fractured or 
"grooved" terrain. (Jet Propulsion Laboratory) 
base is about as big as the whole State of Mis- 
souri, towered some 88 000 feet above other fea- 
tures on Mars, compared with Mount Everest's 
29 000 feet above sea level, 42 000 feet above 
the mean ocean floor, and 65 000 feet above the 
greatest ocean depths. At first, many analysts be- 
lieved that there must be some calibration error 
in the ultraviolet spectroscopy data. However, re- 
cent analyses by various other techniques, such 
as photogrammetry, converge on a height of 
about 24 kilometers, or about 78 000 feet above 
the 6.1-millibar reference level. This puts the 
summit of Olympus Mons about 100 000 feet 
higher than the lowest places on Mars. Mars 
thus has about half again the total 65 000-foot 
relief of Earth. 
Nix Olyrnpica, as it turned out, had been 
aptly named. When Schiaparelli back in 1877 
named this small dark spot, he was struck by 
its frequent transformation into a bright, cloud- 
like patch. Perhaps conceiving it as a some- 
times snow-covered peak, he named it "Nix 
Olympica,'' meaning "snows of Olympus." So 
the highest mountain on Mars is associated with 
the home of the Greek gods. Because the classi- 
cal names apply in principle only to the bright 
and dark patches seen from Earth, the actual 
volcanic peaks received their own new names 
from a committee of the International Astro- 
nomical Union in 1973; the mountain near Nix 
Olympica was thus named Olympus Mons. 
How has the mountain reached such a height? 
Most of the height is due to the buildup of 
repeated outpourings of lava, as evidenced by 
the flows descending the conical slopes away 
from the summit caldera. Part of the elevation 
of the lower reaches may be due to uplifted, 
fractured blocks because such fractured blocks 
are exposed on the lip of the cliffs defining the 
edge of Olympus Mons. In addition, the whole 
mountain is sitting on the summit of a broad 
uplifted dome or ridge known on classical maps 
as the Tharsis area and distinguished on Mariner 
9 photographs by radiating fractures. The Thar- 
sis dome is about 2500 kilometers in diameter 
and stands about 4 to 8 kilometers above the 
Martian reference level of 6.1-millibar atmos- 
pheric pressure. Thus, about one-sixth to one- 
third of the 24 kilometers of the summit al- 
titude of Olympus Mons is due to very broad 
crustal deformation. 
Olympus Mons and the other major nearby 
volcanoes on the Tharsis dome have been com- 
pared by Mariner 9 geologists with large vol- 
canoes on Earth. They resemble a type of struc- 
ture known as a shield volcano. A typical shield 
volcano on Earth is Mauna Loa in Hawaii, 
which is approximately 120 kilometers in diam- 
eter at its sea-floor base, has a cluster of sum- 
mit calderas ranging up  to several kilometers 
in diameter, and stands about 9 kilometers 
above the sea floor. The Martian shield vol- 
canoes reach much larger sizes. Small examples 
on the Tharsis dome include shields 180 to 200 
kilometers across with large central craters up 
to 60 kilometers in diameter. The three large 
volcanoes that accompanied Olympus Mons in 
protruding above the 1971 dust storm average 
about 400 kilomete& in diameter. The middle 
of these stands about 11 kilometers above the 
surrounding plains of the Tharsis dome accord- 
ing to ultraviolet spectroscopy measurements. 
Geologic analysis reveals an aureole of fractured 
terrain surrounding Olympus Mons as far as 
Telephoto view of the face of the cliff around the base 
of Olympus hfons volcano. (4265-44) 
Example of a preliminary altitude profile derived for 
the volcano Arsia Mons from infrared radiometer meas- 
urements using thermal data and simplifying assump- 
tions to derive local slopes. Uncertainty on the vertical 
scale is 50 percent. 
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Mariner 9 mosaic showing the volcano Ascraeus hlons 
(bottom) and associated fractured or "grooved" ter- 
rain. (Jet Propulsion Laboratory globe) 
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1 to a similar-sized depression 
Surrounding most volcanic 
ars are sparsely cratered plains 
region of Elysium, a circular, bright are ariner 9 analysts have suggested that these 
,%mmit caldera in the v ~ l c a n ~  Olympus Nons show- 
ing multiple fractures. (1406-1647) 
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Summit caldera in Kilauea volcano, in Hawaii, show- 
ing multiple fractures and smaller collapse pits 
analogous to those found in the Olympus hlons caldera. 
(U.S. Geological Survey) 
Summit of shield volcano in central Elysium dome 
showing summit caldera, radial lava channels, and fine 
striations from lava flows on flanks. (4298-39) 
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a global phenomenon, and they point accusing- and forming one border of the "eye of Mars.' 
ly back to the center of focus of the disturbance the Solis Lacus region. (See maps in ch. 11.) 
dome at 82", +31°. (1434-180111) 
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Geologic map of Mars indicating Tharsis ( t )  and Elysium ( e )  volcanic domed regions 
and associated radial fractures. Small letters sliow various geologic provinces, explained 
in chapter 11. 
.no 
The "chaotic terrain," or jumbled craggy low- 
lands discovered by Mariners 6 and 7, lie at 
the east end of Aurorae Sinus, on a line with 
Coprates. As the 1971 dust storm cleared, 
Coprates became apparent not in its usual guise 
of a dark streak, but as a straight, bright, cloud- 
like band. As the atmosphere cleared, it be- 
came evident that this was a dust cloud lying 
in a deep valley. Finally the dust settled out 
of even this lowest part of the atmosphere, and 
the Vallis Marineris was revealed. The canyon 
can be traced in nearly linear band for 4000 
ltilometers from its latticelike, fractured western 
end to the very low, chaotic terrain at its east 
end, a distance of more than one-sixth of the 
planetary circumference. Numerous branching 
tributary canyons enter it. At its widest points 
it approaches 200 kilometers in width and its 
depth reaches as much as 6 kilometers (nearly 
20 000 feet) below its rim, according to ultra- 
violet-spectroscopy-measured altitudes. For com- 
parison, the Grand Canyon is only about 150 
kilometers long, G to 28 kilometers in width, 
and about 2 kilometers (less than 7000 feet) in 
(Co~ztinued or1 page 91) 
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Caldera of a volcano bcated east of Ascraeus Ibians' at 91a, f14". Rim displays upper 
fluted diffs and lower talus sloperr, as well as evidence of mtkltiple collapse. The 
caldera diameter is approximately 60 kilometers. ( 1  434-174452) 
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This view of Mars by Mariner 7 shows the dark stubby 
"canal," Coprates (C) extending from the dark region 
Aurorae Sinus ( A ) .  Mariner 9 revealed a gea t  linear sys- 
tem af canyons, named Valles Marineris, in this area. The 
straiglltest portion of the canyon, apparently containing 
dark deposits (C), has been named Coprates Chasma. 
Mosaic of the linear portions of Coprates Chasma. (Jet Propdsion Laboratory) 
3.0 km-• (1.9 miles) 
0 
I I 
400 
0-0 ' 1 4 
Miles 
Elevation and horizontal dimensions in the Valles Marineris as mapped by the ultra- 
violet spectrometer pressure-mapping technique. (See also ch. XI.) 
Artlst's conception of a view along one of the canyons in the Valles Marineris com- 
plex. (Don Davis, kIorrison Planetarium) 
(a) A portion of the Valles Marineris, a t  84', -8", sl~owing the dendritic pattern 
of tributary canyons. (4144-87) (b) Detail from left side of (a),  showing a plateau 
in the central part of the canyon. (4191-42) 
depth: the Grand associated lateral f r x -  
only a tril~utary cal long rift valleys, or 
Mars. such terrestrial up- 
slo~vly moving currents 
Martian canyon wit th's crust. In  the case of 
the actual compari e central axis is alinecf. 
Tharsis dome, and the 
om the dome center. 
the individual Martian 
he plate tectonics of 
in the filartian crust. s and radial faults that 
the Red Sea (le also clarify terrestrial 
the Riariner 9 ma- 
ly the photographs but 
rim: up  to 2 kilomete try data, have pro- 
reflect activity in the 
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Fracture in Mare Sirenum. This frame shows nearly Fractures in a sparsely cratered plain at 137", 4-20'. 
500 kilometers of the fracture, the total length of which Dark spot at lower right is the shadow of Phobos; i t . ,  
approaches 1800 kilometers. Adjacent fractures in crater the site of a solar eclipse. (See ch. XII.) The  length 
floor (upper right) are unexplained but may relate to of the fracture is approximately 480 kilometers. (21 i- 
volcanism or interaction with permafrost layer in the 4622B) 
crater floor. (4 174-27) 
Arcuate ridge (near 84", -24") south of Valles Marineris complex. Several kilo- 
meters wide, the ridge resembles sites of lava extrusion on the hloon. (211-4644) 
The "elephant skin" fracture complex near the west end of the Valles Marineris 
canyon complex, near 109", -17". 
mantle and crust of hlars. They believe that Alars Itas no oceans to mask the deepest rifts in 
horizontal motions in the hfartian crust are not its crust. Thus Zlars presents a plain clisplay of 
as great as in Earth's crust because Mars does the rciults of forces that terrestrial geologiits 
not display the cr~lmpled and folded mountain have speculaterl about and glimpsed with great 
belts, such as the Rockies, Andes, and Him- difficnlty by means of cotnples cleep-sea esperi- 
alayas, that mark terrestrial sites where crustal ments. One of the main results of the Zlariner 
plates collide. On the other hand, the Martian 'I mirsionunexpecteclly-is thus likely to ire a 
patterns suggest a sort of incipient plate tec- tying together of many loose ends left in ter- 
tonics in ~vhicll ascending hot currents in the restrial geology by the revolution of the last 
Martian mantle disrupt the crust and cause decacle, rrlren, in the face of new eviclence, the 
volcanisai, but perhaps do not last long e n o ~ ~ g h  view of continents as fixed, near-permanent 
to cause full-fledged horizontal drifting of rock twits a l e  way to a view of changing, col- 
crustal blocks. lidins crustal l~locks driven by forces deep in 
T h e  beauty of the hfartian evidence is that Earth's mantle. 
CHAPTER VIII 
Channels and the Eoidence for  Ancient Rivers 
. . . there infist he r laen  0 7 7  11fnr~.  . . . T h e  ???ere layer only 0.002 to 0.005 centimeter deep accord- 
existence of continents and oceans o n  Mays proves ing to Earth-based and Mariner 9 infrared in- 
the  action o f  forces o f  up1leiiaai and o f  depyess io~.  terferometer spectrometer data. Furthermore, it 
There  mzist be volcanic er-ziplions arid eor t l~q~iakes ,  water did accumulate by some tl,e pres- 
modeling and remodeling the  crzist of Alars. Tlizis sure of the air is so low and the temperature 
there must be nzozintains a77d hills, valleys and ra- 
so cold that in most regions of Xlars it would 
vines, watersheds and watercozlrses. 
-R. A. P ~ o c  rorz, 1851 spontaneously boil away or freeze. This behavior 
would occur in all regions having elevation 
. . . spectrographic results and the  . . . indications higher than the Martian reference level, which 
derived f r o m  the  polur caps . . . agree in pointing has an atmospheric pres?ure of 6.1 millibars. 
t o  a mzlclz higher degree of dryness i n  the  b~ ig l l t  This particular pressure, ~vhether on Mars or 
equatorial regions of Mars tiinn in  tile most arid elsewhere, is the so-called triple-point pressure; 
terrestrial deserts. it is the minimum pressure at ~vhich I i q ~ ~ i d  ~va-  
T h i s  extreme desiccation is i n  excellent agreement ter can exist in equilibrium rvith its gaseous 
with tlze whole body of oDser7)crilons. . . . vapor. Thus at lower pressures it boils or freezes. 
-G. DE VAUCOULEURS, 1954 depending on the temperature; at higher pres- 
sures it can exist as a liquid in equilibrium, but 
I n  terms of fitting Mariner 9's new informa- it evaporates if the atmosphere is dry enough. 
tion to pre-Mariner 9 information, the most At exactly 6.105 millibars and 2173.01" Kelvin 
astonishing discovery was that of widespread (32" Fahrenheit) , the three phases of ~vater- 
channels that bear every resem- gas, liquid, and solid-can all exist together in 
blance to dry riverbeds. They are not the linear eqnilibrium; hence the name "triple point." 
"canals" that were once shown on maps nor do Locations on Mars at elevations helow the 
they coincide with them except in a few in- reference level at 6.1 millibars-i.e., location5 
stances; rather, they are prominent, meander with greater atmospheric pressure-could have 
sinuously, and include short branching tributary liquid water that ~vould not spontaneo~~sly 11oil. 
systems. T h e  idea that these really are riverbeds Nonetheless, temperatures above 273" Kelvin 
seems at first glance to fly in the face of all in- would be required for liquid water, and such 
formation about the current state of Martian temperatures exist only on the ~varmest after- 
climatology. As for present-day conditions, de noons in summer near the equator. If liqt~icl 
Vaucouleurs was right in. the introductory quo- water does Occur, evaporation collld he rapid, 
tation. For example, the total amount of water On the local and water 
vapor in the Martian atmosphere is so small vapor Pressure in the atmosphere. According to 
that if all the water on a typical clay precipi- calculations by physical chemist C. E. Farmer, 
tated in the form of rain, it would make a the evaporation rate under summer afternoon 
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Enlarged mosaic of Vallis Maadim showing tributary system at soutll end. (4167-18, 
41 67-24) 
Channel in Xanthe-Chryse area near 45", -5" named 
Vallis Shalbatana. Downhill slope is north (top) to- 
ward low region of Mare Acidaleum. Note finer sinuous 
diannels, left. The length of the channel is about 1200 
kilometers. (Jet Propulsion Laboratory mosaic, 21 1- 
4646) 
Enlarged mosaic of VaIlis Nirgal in illare Erythraeum 
showing details of the tributary system and central 
meandering portion. 
Te!zphoto view of braided channels associated with 
Vallis Mangala, in the Amazonis region near 150°, -6". 
Such deposits are normally attributed to sediments 
dropped during meandering stream flow. Nortli is at 
top; each frame measures about 30 by 40 kilometers. 
(4258-35; 4258-39) 
Terrestrial example of braided deposits in the Sagavani~,  
tok River, Alaska. Note truncated downstream ends of 
bars (flow toward top). Compare with Alartian example 
at left. The width is 2 kilometers. (U.S. Navy photo- 
graph BAR 2830955, U.S. Geological Survey) 
Martian temperatures would be about 2 centi- 
meters per hour. A foot-deep rivulet might evap- 
orate between dawn and dusk even in those parts 
of Mars where liquid water is favored. 
So the proposition of rivers on Mars was 
greeted with skepticism on two counts: it seems 
to require a miracle to get large volumes of 
water on the surface of Mars and it seems to 
require another miracle to keep the water there 
long enough to erode a river channel. 
Faced with this dilemma, the initial reaction 
of Mariner 9 scientists was to consider the alter- 
natives. Could lava flows cut the channels? The 
braided deposits in their floors suggested that 
the fluid carried sediments unlike lavas, and the 
channels were not limited to highly volca~lic 
terrains. Could the channels be cut by somr 
liquid other than water? No suggestions were 
forthcoming on what such an abundant liquid 
could' be; liquid carbon dioxide, for example, 
would require five times the atmospheric pres- 
sure that exists at Earth's surface. Could they 
be, cut by some sort of exotic fluidized suspen- 
sion of dust particles in the wind? In terrestrial 
volcanic eruptions of a certain type, the hot 
volcanic gases can trap fine ash particles creat- 
ing a fluidlike mass that floxvs down mountain- 
sides and spreads across plains. Such a mass- 
known as a nziee ardente-was responsible for 
destroying the city of St. Pierre, Martinique, 
with the loss of 30 000 lives in 1902. Such sys- 
tems, however, are not known to erode winding 
riverlike systems with tributaries. In view of the 
low atmospheric pressures on Mars and the lack pothesis to 
of good terrestrial analogs, the hypothesis of no evident 
windcut "river channels" seemed unsupportable. ter, analysts 
T h e  more careful the scrutiny of the chan- tiom in the 
nels, the stronger the conviction became that the mere e 
they were similar to dry arroyos cut by sedi- eral other 
rnent-carrying waters in terrestrial arid regions. of Mars mi 
For example, the major channel crossing the formation 
Amazonis area, west of Tharsis, contains a com- 
plex of l~raided channels and bars of the type 
that develop when sediments build deposits in 
meandering rivers and subsequent meanders of 
the flowing channel then cut across the already indicate that they formed in the past but not in 
formed bars, Named TTallis, this channel as a the extremely distant past. Also, the low tem- 
whole is about 350 kilometers in length and ~era tu res  prevailing on Mars now mean that 
consists of a complex of individual large amounts of water would, if they euisted, 
Geomorphologists studying the orientation of be mostly frozen somemrhere on the planet. 
the streamlined and truncated bars in the chan- "Somewhere" could mean in the permanent 
nel suggest that the flow directioll \,ras from polar caps, in mixed layers of dust and ice de- 
south to north. A similar situation applies in posited in the polar regions (which are oh- 
the channel complex of the Chryse region, served to contain layered terrains-see later 
east of Tharsis. T h e  flow direction appears to chapters) buried  vides spread ice deposits re- 
run about 1200 kilometers from the chaotic sembling permafrost deposits in  terrestrial tun- 
terrain at the east end of the Val]is Marineris dra, or other unknown forms of ice deposits. In 
toward the broad featureless plains near Mare SuPPort of this, spectrophotometric data from 
Acidalium. This is consistent with the altimetry Earth-based observers such as T. R/lcCord, A. 
data in the area, which show that the latter Binder, J. Houck, and others have led to sug- 
regions are lower than the former, althollgh such gestions of Water frosts mixed ~ v i t h  Martian 
evidence is not conclusive hecause crustal de- surface soils, perhaps to about 1 percent by 
formation might have altered the topography weight. Also, theoretical work such as that of F. 
since the channels formed. T h e  geornorphologi- Fanale suggests abundant water should be avail- 
cal analysis of the channels indicates that they able on Mars. 
were cut by a high-density, low-viscosity, sedi- T h e  permafrost hypothesis is supported by the 
ment-carrying true liquid confined to the chan- existence of the hhrtian chaotic terrain, which 
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Tributaries to a channel in Moab, near 33g0, +No. 
The width of the channel is about 5 kilometers. (1417- 
Terrestrial example of a channel cut in an extremely 
dry region in the coastal desert of Peru. Typical of 
arroyos in arid regions is the stubby tributary system 
Artist's conception of the appearance of a Martian chan- and multiple cllannel Pattern On the floor. 
nel showing braided deposits. (Ludek Pesek, O 1978, Ge~lo&al 
National Geographic Society) 
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- Sinuous channels --/ Broad channels a Channel networks 
Distribution of channels on Mars showing classification into three general types. 
resembles collapsed, rugged terrain produced 
when deposits of subsurface ice melt by some 
source of heat, such as local volcanic or geother- 
mal activity, or seasonal or secular climatic 
warming. Such collapsed areas appear on a much 
smaller scale in arctic regions of Earth and are 
known as thermokarst topogaphy-from the 
term "karst," referring to a collapsed pit. This 
channels" frequently appear to emanate from 
the regions of chaotic terrain. One is led to spec- 
ulate that under some warming condition in the 
past, underground permafrost melted, causing 
collapse of surface layers and release of a flood 
of water that rushed over the surface, cutting 
channels through'loose, windblown deposits. 
Mariner 9 geologists and geomorphologists 
who have studied the structures at the edges and 
"sources" of the channels have pointed to frac- 
tured and slumped terrain that suggests not only 
stream cutting and collapse from below but an 
additional process known as ground-water sap- 
explanation of chaotic terrain, which was first 
suggested by geologists R. Sharp, L. Soderblom, 
B. Murray, and J. Cutts in their analysis of 
is further strongly 
upported by the fact that the Martian "river 
I '  
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Gullied slopes on a volcano in Alba, near 116", $45". The dendritic pattern is similar 
to erosion patterns on alluvial slopes in arid terrestrial regions. 'The frnnle width is 
about 60 kilometers. (4182-96) 
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Channel complex in Lunae Palus, near 65O, 
f 22". Flow direction is east (right) toward 
the Mare Acidalium area. Note isolated frac- 
tures and chaotic terrain in northwest. Box 
marks location of additional fractured terrain 
shown in telephoto view below. (Jet Propul- 
sion Laboratory mosaic 211-4653) 
Dendritic canyon and fracture system near west end of 
Lunae Palus channel, near 73", +22". The pattern sug- 
gests extension of the canyon along fractures widened by 
removal of material. Note ejecta blanket of crater, upper 
right, which has withstood erosion. The frame width is 
about 50 kilometers. (4297-8, 4297-12) 
'1 
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bordering the channel at the east edge of the strophic discharge of Lake Missoula, whose ice 
Tharsis region. dam broke, releasing a torrent 70 times the 
T h e  shape of several other Martian channels average discharge rate of the Amazon River. 
supports the idea that they are enlarged by This torrent produced the Mars-like erosional 
ground water or ice sapping. For example, sev- landform known as the Channel Scablands in 
era1 of the "small" tributary canyons to the great the State of Washington. 
Vallis Marineris are similar in size and appear- Clearly we have passed from the realm of 
ance to the Grand Canyon of the Colorado direct photographic discovery to a realm of dif- 
Kiver, Each has stubby side canyons ending at ficult interpretation by analogy and inference. 
steep headwalls. T h e  Grand Canyon is known Mariner 9 analysts believe they have located 
to involve ground-water sapping by artesian important pieces of the channel puzzle-flowing 
springs that undermine the headwalls; a simi- water, past warmer climates and greater atmos- 
lar process may cause the similar forms on Mars. pheric pressure, ground ice or permafrost, re- 
A long narrow channel of quite different form moval of debris by water or wind, and sporadic 
occurs on Mars in the Rasena region. I n  its flow-but the pieces have not yet fallen into 
lower reaches it resembles the sinuous rilles of place to produce a satisfying picture. 
Association of Vallis Simud channels and chaotic ter- Detail of channel near Chryse near 32", -So, showing 
rain, near Chryse, centered near 35", -4". The  frame association with chaotic terrain. The  frame height is 
height is about 1250 kilometers. The lower part of the about 480 kilometers. (7350-165312) 
frame includes the east end of the Valles Marineris 
complex. (Jet Propulsion Laboratory globe) 
The clues go far beyond the striking sugges- present less erosive conditions on Mars. More 
tion that Mars was more Earth-like in the past. exciting is the fact that these questions may re- 
They raise the questions of the cause of the flect on ancient terrestrial con~ditions. 
changes of climate, of whether there was one or An approach to the problem lies in the origin 
more changes, and of whether the changes were and atmospheric behavior of the water on Mars 
long-term slow changes or sudden catastrophic and Earth. How'did the atmospheres and water 
changes. These questions have stimulated much content of Earth and Mars originate? It  is widely 
theorizing about Mars. For example, studies of believed that a massive primitive atmosphere of 
the small uneroded craters, in contrast to the gases such as hydrogen, methane, and ammonia 
large eroded craters, suggests a geologically sud- must have been left after planet formation. This 
den transition from past erosive conditions to atmosphere is believed to have dwindled over a 
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Association of channels, fractures, and chaotic terrain 
alang contact between cratered regions @ottom) and 
northern plains (tap), near P95", +%8'. Nme fractured 
crater floor, lower right. The kame width is approximately 
1260 kilometers. (Jet Propulsion Laboratory globe) 
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period of time because the light hydrogen atoms 
easily escape, but simultaneously the atmosphere 
was replaced by gases exhaled from the plane- 
tary interior through volcanoes. The most com- 
mon of such gases on Earth are water vapor and 
carbon dioxide, according to chemical analysis 
of volcanic gases. On Earth, the water vapor has 
ended up  in liquid oceans, polar caps, and the 
air; and much of the carbon dioxide has been 
dissolved in the oceans and found its way into 
carbonate rocks. These observations suggest a 
possible explanation for the great amount of 
carbon dioxide in the Martian atmosphere and 
at the same time suggest that there ought to be 
water somewhere on Mars if the atmosphere was 
so produced. Where is this water now, and what 
is its relation to the channels? 
One line of reasoning advanced by some Mari- 
ner 9 analysts is that the youthful volcanoes of 
Mars, such as Olympus Mons, indicate that the 
interior is becoming more active (perhaps as 
heat from radioactivity builds up, as on Earth) 
and that volcanoes are now building a new at- 
mosphere through their exhalations. Conceiv- 
ably, bursts of volcanic activity might add 
enough water vapor to cause precipitation and 
eventual channel formation. Subsequently the 
water might be trapped in the form of ice at 
the polar caps or in underground permafrost. 
Between volcanic eruptions (the current condi- 
tion) there would be no appreciable liquid wa- 
ter available. 
Another line of reasoning, proposed by other 
Mariner 9 scientists, involves the possibility of 
releasing all the frozen materials in both polar 
caps at once. Even prior to the Mariner 9 mis- 
sion and the discovery of the riverlike channels, 
C. Sagan speculated in 1971 about the possible 
consequences if both caps should simultaneously 
melt, perhaps because of changes in the Martian 
seasonal patterns due to Martian precession. 
Early studies suggested that the atmospheric 
pressure and temperature would then rise be- 
cause of the release of frozen GOa. Recent stud- 
ies suggest that the pressure might reach 0.1 to 
1.0 bar, compared to 1.0 bar on Earth. If much 
water were so released, it could thus exist in 
liquid state for appreciable periods. 
Spurred by Mariner 9 discoveries, recent stud- 
ies have focused on possible sources of past cli- 
matological variation that might allow melting 
of both caps. These can be divided into two 
groups: variations that would affect only Mars 
and variations that would affect the other plan- 
ets including Earth. 
In the first group were discoveries by dynam- 
icists working with the Mariner team of sev- 
eral periodic variations in the Martian orbit. 
These would cause changes in the input of solar 
energy on Mars, but it seems doubtful that these 
changes could be large enough to radically af- 
fect the Martian climate, and they appear to 
occur on too short a time scale to explain Mar- 
tian features. For example, variations in Martian 
eccentricity affect the temperature with 95 000- 
example of another change would be a deposit 
of dust on the polar caps causing the polar re- 
flectivity to remain low for many decades. In this 
case the absorption of sunlight by the caps 
would be increased and the caps might sublime 
or melt, increasing the atmospheric pressure. 
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However, because the caps receive a fresh de- 
posit of snow or frost every year, such a mecha- 
nism seems doubtful. 
The second group of possible variations in- 
volves changes in the radiation output of the 
Sun. Recent astronomical discoveries, such as 
neutrino studies described by A. Cameron and 
others, suggest that the Sun may have radi- 
ated more heat in the past. If the radiation flus 
were high enough (about 15 percent higher 
than at present), the caps would melt, increas- 
ing the atmospheric pressure, which in turn 
would increase the polar temperature and 
cause a geoXogically quick conversion of Mars 
to a planet having a different climate with much 
higher atmospheric pressure and conditions al- 
lowing liquid water. 
The most important consequence of this last 
model is that it would affect Earth. The hypo- 
thetical increased solar radiation in the past 
would have caused Earth to be warmer, more 
humid, and cloudier. Because the hypothesis is 
based on a model (of cyclical solar variation hav- 
ing a period of several hundred million years, 
it would predict that both Earth and Mars were 
warmer some few hundred million years ago. 
Some Mariner 9 scientists have speculated that 
the recent ice ages of Earth and the possibly 
warmer conditions that favored the ascendancy 
of cold-blooded reptiles on Earth during the 
Triassic and Jurassic periods about 200 million 
years ago might reflect such solar variations. 
This speculation demonstrates the fresh look 
at long-lived terrestrial mysteries stimulated by 
the discoveries on Mars. Clearly it would be a 
profound triumph of space exploration if the 
first global reconnaissance of Mars could not 
only explain Martian phenomena but also lead 
to new understanding of the ice ages and bio- 
logic revolutions of Earth, problems that have 
remained unsolved after a century of scientific 
sleuthing. 
A second profound effect of the climatological 
studies stemming from the discovery of Martian 
channels is that they raise the possibility of gross 
instabilities in planetary climatology and geol- 
ogy. Modern terrestrial geology is based on the 
principle of uniformitarianism-the principle 
that past geology can be interpreted on the basis 
of processes continuing today. This principle, 
almost universally assumed, has been developed 
primarily from the fossil stratigraphic geologic 
record, which extends only back to the Cam- 
brian period, some 500 million years ago-about 
a tenth the history of Earth. The Martian stud- 
ies suggest a somewhat different viewpoint: as 
we push farther back into ancient planetary his- 
tories, rue must be prepared to meet with con- 
ditions substantially different from the present 
conditions. This idea, if confirmed, could alter 
our philosophic approach to terrestrial geology. 
The discovery of riverlike channels on Mars 
has led to a study of the possibilities for past 
water, and this in turn has led to consideration 
of the polar caps and atmosphere. The stage is 
now set for a more careful analysis of the polar 
regions where more clues may be found about 
the nature of past climatic, erosional, and deposi- 
tional processes. TiVe will describe the search for 
these clues in the next two chapters. 
CHAPTER IX 
Polar Caps and Layered Terrain 
Before the discovery that water exists on  Mars, 
it was perhaps somewhat bold to pronounce that 
these [polar] spots [are] ice fields around the Mar- 
tian poles, resembling those which exist around the 
poles of the Earth. Sir Will iam Herschel, indeed, 
with that confidence which he always showed when 
he had a trustworthy analogy to guide him, came 
to this conclusion on  the strength of the correspond- 
ence between the  changes of the two spots and the 
progress of the Martian seasons. 
-R. A. PROCTOR, 1871 
Snow caps of solid carbonic acid gas . . . hy- 
potheses each more astounding than its prede- 
cessor. . . . 
-PERCIVAL OWELL, 1895 
T h e  conclusion is that the Mars polar caps are 
not conzposed of CO, and are almost certainly 
composed of H,O frost at low temperatzire (much 
lower than 0" C). 
-G. P. KUIPER, 1952 
Insofar as frost preservation is a function of 
vapor-pressure relationslzips, i t  is consistent with the 
conclusion, now strongly supportecl by infrared 
radiometer and infrared spectrometer obsematio~zs, 
that the Martian polar caps are conzposed pr ima~i ly  
of CO,. 
-R. SHARP, B. MURRAY, R. LEIGHTON, 
L. SODERBLOM, AND J. CUTTS, 1971 
For the beginning telescopic observer, the 
first and perhaps only discernible features on 
Mars are the polar caps. They are by far the 
most prominent features on the planet and were 
recorded in some of the first drawings of Mars 
by Cassini in 1666. Herschel, at the beginning 
of the 19th century, was the first to note that 
the caps varied in size in a rhythmical sense 
with the Martian seasons. This observation, com- 
ing at a time when the existence of life on Mars 
was widely accepted in the scientific community, 
was immediately interpreted in terms of an Earth 
analogy as evidence of the existence of water on 
Mars. Water ice and snow were obviously re- 
sponsible for the polar caps on Earth, and it was 
at least intuitively clear that these caps, if viewed 
remotely, would appear to advance and recede 
in accordance with the seasons. It  was therefore 
natural to assume that the appearances and dis- 
appearances of the Martian caps were associated 
with the freezing and thawing of liquid water. 
As was indicated in chapter I, Lowell eventually 
postulated that the reason for the existence of 
"canals" on Mars was to transport this water 
from the melting caps to the arid midlatitudes 
for purposes of irrigation. 
In 1830, W. Beer and J. H. Madler reported 
the presence of a dark band around the receding 
north cap, but this phenomenon received little 
further attention until Lowell observed a simi- 
lar band around the waning southern cap in 
1894. Lowell described the band as "deep blue" 
in color-referring to it as a "badge of blue 
ribbon about the melting cap." Other observ- 
ers described the band variously as brown or 
black, and some called it an optical illusion, 
thus creating another Martian controversy. 
At about the same time, an additional con- 
troversy arose as a result of independent sug- 
gestions by A. C. Ranyard and G. J. Stoney that 
the caps were composed of solid carbon dioxide. 
The early proponents of this view were few in 
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number, largely because of the lack of informa- 
tion concerning the atmosphere and surface of 
Mars and the consequent tendency to interpret 
all observations in terms of Earth analogies. It  
was not until 50 years later that astrophysical 
studies were undertaken to discern the true na- 
ture of the polar caps, first by Kuiper in 1948 
and later by Dollfus in 1950. Both experiments 
were based on the reflective properties of the 
cap material, and in each case the experimenters 
concluded the material was water ice. Whereas 
Mariner 4 did not view the polar cap in 1965, 
the occultation data showed the atmosphere to 
be essentially carbon dioxide at a few millibars 
pressure, and this led to strong new arguments 
by Murray, Leighton, and Leovy as well as others 
that the caps were primarily carbon dioxide. 
Mariner 7 made the first closeup observations 
of the south polar cap in 1969, and whereas the 
temperatures measured by both the infrared 
instruments were consistent with a frozen car- 
bon dioxide cap, the data were insufficient to 
settle the question. Mariner 7 seemed to dim 
the prospects for a polar "melt band"; no dark 
area of any kind was observed around the re- 
ceding cap. 
Mariner 9 photographed the south polar re- 
gion of Mars from November 1971 until March 
1972. The  time at which the spacecraft arrived 
corresponded to early summer in the southern 
hemisphere of Mars, and the polar cap was in 
the late stages of its retreat. I n  contrast to pic- 
tures taken by Mariner 7, the first Mariner 9 
pictures showed the cap edge to be sharply de- 
fined, with very few isolated frost patches out- 
side the cap or "windows" in the cap. This im- 
plied that the cap's boundaries were determined 
by underlying terrain that was relatively smooth 
and free from topographical irregularities. These 
boundaries continued to retreat for about 3 
weeks after Mariner 9's arrival, but changed 
very little during the remainder of the mission. 
Earth-based observations had never unam- 
biguously established the presence of a residual 
cap in the southern hemisphere of Mars, and 
the observation of a stable cap remnant during 
the 1972 opposition was a significant result of 
the Mariner 9 mission. Calculations made by 
Mariner 9 scientists studying the cap suggested 
the evaporation rate of solid carbon dioxide 
might be too high during the Martian southern 
summer to permit a residual cap of this ma- 
terial to survive. On the other hand, the vapor 
pressure of water ice at the polar temperatures 
would be quite low, and the slow evaporation 
rate of a cap composed of water ice would per- 
mit it to survive indefinitely. Thus the Mariner 
9 experimenters proposed that the primary cap, 
which comes and goes with the seasons, is mostly 
carbon dioxide, but that the residual cap left 
each year is possibly water ice. If this view is 
correct, it goes a long way toward answering the 
question raised in the preceding chapter as to 
the location of the "missing" water on Mars: 
it may be locked in residual ice caps that do not 
melt now, but may have melted under warmer 
conditions in the geologic past. Some experi- 
menters suggested the water ice caps may have 
originally formed because of a large atmospheric 
influx of water vapor during some past epochal 
event such as the formation of the large vol- 
canoes mentioned in the previous chapter as 
possible sources for water vapor. The  persistence 
of the caps through the Martian spring and sum- 
mer, during the time when entrained water is 
being released by the subliming carbon dioxide, 
Four views of the shrinking south polar cap showing the development of a residual 
cap during 37 days of Mariner 9 photography. The  first view sllows the cap shrouded 
in dust from the 1971 dust storm. By day 14 this dust has cleared, b11t the cap's out- 
line, about 300 by 350 kilometers, changes little thereafter. (P12803) 
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may also imply they are slowly growing through 
a process of accretion of this water vapor from 
the atmosphere. This growth process may in 
turn be modified or reversed by long-term cyclic 
changes in conditions on Mars associated 
with precession of both its own spin axis and 
its perihelion, or point of closest approach to 
the Sun, during the planet's orbit. Although 
these ideas are still unproven, they indicate that 
we are probably close to a final answer to the 
long-debated question of the composition of the 
Martian polar caps. Future research will be di- 
rected in  earnest toward the Martian polar caps, 
which have emerged as a result of the Mariner 
9 mission as key features in the Martian envi- 
ronment. 
In 1969, during the Mariner 7 photography, 
the south polar cap was in a very extended early 
spring stage. The arrival time and orbital pa- 
rameters selected for Mariner 9 were nearly 
ideal for high-resolution frostfree coverage of the 
region that had been frost covered. Special in- 
terest attached to this region because Mariner 7 
had shown hints of an unusual type of sparsely 
cratered terrain there. Mariner 9 photographs 
more than justified this interest. The early Mari- 
ner 9 pictures revealed a vast area of terrain in 
the region of and encompassing the pole with a 
relatively smooth, uncratered surface, ending in 
a graceful, sinuous staircase of slopes descending 
to the apparently more ancient terrain below. 
The layers were stacked like saucers of various 
sizes, and their edges defined curving contours 
around the residual cap. The descriptive term 
"layered" was adopted for this terrain, and sub- 
sequent mapping proved it to exist at both the 
The south polar cap of Mars in color, in a reconstructed 
view using photograpby with different color filters. The 
terminator, or sunset line, slants across the bottom of the 
picture. (Jet Propulsion Laboratory Image Processing 
Laboratory 21 1-4641) 
north and south poles, but to be unique to the 
polar regions. 
The presence of the layered terrain on Mars 
was an intriguing discovery, perhaps comparable 
in significance to the subsequent discoveries of 
riverlike channels and the great crustal disturb- 
ances of the volcanic province. What caused 
the layered structure? What were the layers com- 
posed of? How was the material transported and 
deposited? Could the Martian dust storms be 
involved? Considering these questions, some 
members of the Mariner 9 television team drew 
the initial conclusion that formation of the lami- 
nated terrain involved either water or carbon 
dioxide, or both, because the phenomenon was 
son of features in res it11 the same features in the 
ercd cap photographe (b)  . Although (b)  shows a 
darker tone to sho.ihi features 
eatures, labeled A to E,  may be ridges rclxted to 
eriod of 95 000 years, and this peri- 
tion of the Martian seasons was 
being responsilble for the layered 
deposits and their resultant thick- 
be entrained by volatiles condensing there ness. 
into stratified deposits; subse- Other Mariner investigators disagreed with 
that the 95 000-year cycle was re- 
laxer formation, arguing that the 
nesses of the individual layers rep- 
nts of material far in excess of 
Id be transported and deposited 
ions in such a geologically short 
ditional periodicity occurs in 
a 2-million-year cycle, and these 
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Possible terrestrial analog of Martian laminated terrain. 
Freezing conditions in Kelso dunes, southern California, 
led to wind etching of stratified layers within the dunes. 
Width between main dark bands is about 2 meters. 
(Robert P. Sharp) 
investigators considered this period to be more 
compatible with the time necessary to form the 
observed layers. They proposed that the varia- 
tion in insolation at perihelion associated with 
the 2-million-year cycle modulates the occur- 
rence of global-scale dust storms, and that this 
modulation is responsible for layer formation. 
An entirely different hypothesis concerning 
layer formation was proposed by one Mariner 
scientist, based on the triple point of carbon 
dioxide. He proposed that a process much like 
glacier formation on Earth could occur in the 
carbon dioxide deposits at the Martian poles 
once the deposits became heavy enough. Under 
the proper conditions, liquid carbon dioxide 
could be formed at the bottom, flow out, and 
subsequently refreeze. 
These ideas, whereas they might account for 
the formation of layers, left a number of other 
mysteries unanswered. For example, the edges 
of the layered deposits tended to define contour- 
like arcs not only with different sizes but with 
apparently different centers. Why did the arcs 
of different radii seem to have different centers? 
One early published analysis by Mariner 9 in- 
vestigators suggested that Mars undergoes polar 
wandering-a phenomenon known on Earth-by 
which the polar position, and hence the point 
of symmetry for layered deposits, changes. This. 
might cause each cyclic layer to be deposited 
with a different center. 
Whereas the ultimate origin of the polar lay- 
ered terrain is less than certain, the processes 
modifying these units have been clarified by 
studies of television photographs and theoretical 
analysis of Martian winds near the poles. The 
surfaces of these units are frequently scoured 
with fine parallel striations a few hundred 
meters in width and many kilometers long. The 
units are also pitted with irregular depressions, 
or "etch pits," many kilometers in diameter. 
Study of the striations revealed that they were 
generally oriented nearly radially to the pole, 
but with a spiral pattern centered at the pole. 
These patterns are similar to theoretically pre- 
dicted patterns for Martian polar winds, and it 
is believed that they represent wind erosion 
patterns. Similarly, the irregular pits are inter- 
preted by many observers as deflation basins, 
excavated when loose material at some point in 
one of the layered units is blown out by the 
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Unumd rectilinear 8tructufe associated with .south polar pitted terrain, near MO, -8.00; 
Informally dubbed the "Inca CityJ- it i a  probably the result 61 wind ddacisn of de- 
posits from underlying (faulted?] roagh ternin. Individual "sells" are about 4 ta 5 
kil~ableters in width. (1417-16&41] 
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peared to increase in the order of layered, etch- 
pitted, and cratered. Subsequent analysis showed 
that the etch-pitted areas were divided into 
"blankets" that could. also be differentiated in 
terms of their age. 
Some Mariner analysts, noting the relation- 
ships between the etch-pitted and layered units, 
concluded that they may indicate an episodic 
history in the polar regions, alternating between 
periods of erosion (etch pits) and deposition 
(layers) by the polar winds. It  was speculated 
that such episodic behavior might be associated 
with the cyclic perturbations in the Martian 
orbit, previously described. 
Throughout most of the standard mission of 
Mariner 9, the north polar cap was shrouded by 
the darkness of winter and the haze of the polar 
hood. Also, while the south cap was clearly visi- 
ble throughout this part of the mission, most of 
the seasonal deposition had disappeared before 
the spacecraft arrived. The  decision to extend 
the Mariner 9 mission was thus a welcome one 
to the scientists involved because it afforded 
them the opportunity to monitor the north 
cap at intervals throughout its recession and 
to make detailed comparisons between the two 
polar regions. Unfortunately, it was not possi- 
ble to plan the extended mission of Mariner 
9 as a simple, continuous extension of the 
standard mission. Shortly after the standard mis- 
sion ecded in March, the changing geometry 
between the orbits of the spacecraft and planet 
caused Mariner 9 to pass into the shadow of 
Mars during each revolution, obstructing the 
spacecraft's view of the Sun. Because the solar 
panels were unilluminated and incapable of 
generating power during these periods, it was 
decided to keep the science instruments inactive 
until June, when the orbital geometries would 
no longer cause solar occultation of the space- 
craft by the planet. Additional science data 
acquisition was then possible until Mars began 
its passage behind the Sun relative to Earth 
in early September. This is called superior con- 
junction, and the proximity of the Sun to the 
telemetry beam made radio communication be- 
tween the spacecraft and Earth impossible dur- 
ing this period because of interference from 
the solar corona. After superior conjunction, 
additional data could be gathered, but it was 
anticipated that this period would be short be- 
cause of the rapidly diminishing amount of atti- 
tude-control gas on the spacecraft. Because the 
spacecraft used this gas to maintain its fixed 
position in space, its final depletion would ulti- 
mately terminate the mission. 
Intentional maneuvering of the spacecraft or 
the scan platform accelerated the loss rate of the 
spacecraft's attitude-control gas. To minimize 
this, the television teams planned the imaging 
sequences carefully for the extended mission, 
attempting to get the maximum amount of infor- 
mation possible from a minimum number of 
pictures. In the north polar region, the strategy 
adopted was to initially map the entire areas 
with wide-angle pictures, and then continue 
monitoring the cap's recession from high alti- 
tude with single frames. Using the information 
contained in the mapping coverage, the remain- 
ing frames could then be critically targeted to 
get as much information as possible about the 
terrain types and the relationships between 
them. 
At the beginning of the extended mission in 
(Continued on page 122) 
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"Fretted" terrain, near 333", +44", characterized by isolated Mosaic of north. polar latitudes showing relation of dif- 
hills believed to originate by recession of scarps due to ferent terrain units. Top shows residual cap (left) and 
ice evaporation.At top is a wide-angle view, and at bottom polar haze. Middle shows relatively featureless plains 
is a telephoto view of the boxed region in the top photo- with dark deposits. At bottom can be seen craters and 
graph. (4212-69, 4212-72) isolated hills, or "fretted units. 
North polar cap showing formation of residual perma- 
nent cap with spiral lanes and surrounding dark annulus, 
possibly related to the "melt band" long reported by 
Earth-based observers. (4297-46) 
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North polar cap showing craters and other interior de- 
tail during retreat. (4296-102) 
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June, the north cap had already begun its rece 
sion. Thus Mariner 9 began monitoring the cap 
As we have pursued the Martian volatiles, 
particularly water, to their possible reservoir in 
the Martian polar caps, it has become clear that 
e must consider the Martian atmosphere and 
important roles as transport medium for 
volatiles, modifier of the surface material, and 
repository for clouds and hazes. This topic will 
be taken up in the next chapter. 
CHAPTER X 
The Atmosphere 
I believe it will be possible in the future to  fore- 
tell, with something approaching the certainty of 
our esteemed weather bureaus' prognostications, not 
indeed what the weather loill be on Mars-for, as zue 
have seen, it is more than doubtful whether Mars 
has what we call a weather to prognosticate-but the 
aspect of the planet at any given time. 
-PERCIVAL OWELL, 1895 
When Herschel and the other scientists of 
the early 1800's were providing Mars with a 
population through hypothesis, they did not fail 
to endow the planet with an atmosphere much 
like that of Earth. This was an assumed ne- 
cessity, because life as we know it is markedly 
dependent in many ways on the specific con- 
stituents of our atmosphere, as well as the rela- 
tive abundances. Liquid water is a fundamental 
necessity to the life process on Earth, and while 
the presence of water vapor in the atmosphere 
does not necessarily signify the existence of 
liquid water on the surface, the absence of 
water vapor is a positive indication that no 
liquid water is present. With the exception of 
some lower life forms called anaerobes, free 
molecular oxygen is also required to sustain 
Earth's living organisms. Thus it was no coin- 
cidence that the first crude attempt by Janssen 
and Huggins at spectroscopic analysis of the 
Martian atmosphere was performed primarily 
to determine the presence or absence of molec- 
ular oxygen and water vapor. 
radiation. In  the case of Earth, this function is 
performed by the ozone layer in the strato- 
sphere: the ozone completely absorbs all of the 
short-wavelength radiation and dissipates it in 
a dissociation-recombination process that ulti- 
mately converts the ultraviolet light into other 
harmless forms of energy. In the absence of an 
ozone layer or its equivalent for shielding the 
surface, life forms on other planets would have 
to have evolved within themselves some protec- 
tion mechanism, or be perennially restricted to 
an existence that avoided direct contact with 
sunlight. 
In addition to deriving protection and sus- 
tenance from the atmosphere, life forms may 
also contribute to its content. For example, the 
ammonia, methane, and other small hydrocar- 
bon molecules present as trace constituents in 
Earth's atmosphere are all there as a result of 
present or past life processes. Thus, a great 
deal of excitement was generated among those 
present at a press conference shortly after 
Mariner 7 had flown by Mars when it was 
announced that preliminary analysis of the data 
from the infrared spectrometer experiment re- 
vealed two small spectral features attrihntahle 
to methane and ammonia. However, subsequent 
analysis did not support the initial conclusions: 
the spectra containing the two features had 
been recorded in the vicinity of the south polar 
cap and were ultimately identified as two seldom- 
seen absorption hands of solid carbon dioxide. 
A more indirect but equally necessary atmos- Whereas the biological implications that can 
pheric function for sustaining terrestrial life is be inferred from atmospheric studies have a 
the screening out of the Sun's lethal ultraviolet strong popular appeal, they represent only a 
Photographs from Earth in blue light sllow bllartian experimenters were able to measure the atomic 
atmospheric features such as clouds and hazes. This ex- hydrogen concentration in the upper atmosphere 
ample shows two bright clouds near the positions of the 
volcanoes Olympus Mons (top) and Arsia Mons (bot- of Mars and calculate the rate at which it was 
tom). (August 12, 1971; University of Arizona Lunar from the planet- The 
and Planetary Laboratory) the escape rate was 2 X 108 atoms. per second per 
square centimeter through an imaginary sur- 
face at the top of the atmosphere. If the only 
source for hydrogen atoms on Mars is water, 
small fraction of the total information such this represents a loss of water from Mars of 
studies provide with regard to the planet itself. about 1 million gallons per day. If Mars has 
The atmosphere, after all, provides the surface lost water at this rate since its formation, the 
environment and affects surface processes. An total water that has escaped would he sufficient 
accurate knowledge of the present state of a to cover the entire surface of' the planet to a 
planet's atmosphere, including the types of depth of 5 meters! Projecting this escape rate 
species present and their abundances, atmos- into the future, an amount equivalent to the 
pheric temperature profiles, the photochemical total water vapor now present in the atmosphere 
processes occurring, and the formation and will be lost in less than 100 000 years. 
movement of clouds and dust storms, is of ines- Does this imply we have begun our closeup 
timable value to scientists who are attempting to observations of Mars only to lea.rn that the planet 
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Martian spectrum obtained by Mariner 9 infrared 
spectrometer on December 29, 1971, during final clear- 
ing of the dust storm. Dips are caused by absorptiolis 
due to dust particles. Shape of absorption dips can be 
related to particle size, indicating airborne dust par- 
ticles about 2 to 20 micrometers in diameter. Other 
spectra revealed data on atmospheric pressure and com- 
position. 
is in the final stages of dehydration as suggested 
by Lowell? Probably not. There is unquestion- 
ably water ice stored in the polar caps and in 
the form of permafrost, and the volcanoes may 
provide an additional source of water vapor to 
the atmosphere. Also, the assumption that water 
vapor is the sole source of atomic hydrogen in 
the Martian atmosphere is based on the lack of 
evidence to the contrary, rather than positive 
evidence that such is the case. Two alternate 
but unlikely sources of hydrogen atoms have 
been suggested: the thermalization of solar- 
wind protons (hydrogen ions) in the upper 
atmosphere or the presence on the planet of a 
continuous source of molecular hydrogen, a 
molecule neither spectrometer would have been 
able tr, detect. Qne factor arguing mildly against 
the water vapor hypothesis for the source of 
escaping hydrogen-again assuming the hydrogen 
atom escape rate has been constant throughout 
the history of Mars-is the amount of oxygen 
that would have been produced in the photolytic 
process. The present concentration of molecular 
oxygen in the atmosphere is only a few mil- 
lionths ofi the amount that would have been 
generated. However, it is possible that a great 
deal of this oxygen could have been used up 
in surface oxidation; astrophysicist Michael 
McElroy has also suggested a possible mech- 
anism for the escape of atomic oxygen through 
recombination reactions of the major ions in 
Mars' ionosphere. 
The  ionospheric region of an atmosphere is 
characterized by the presence of charged spe- 
cies, or ions, that are produced as a result of 
interactions between the neutral atmospheric 
species and high-energy photons and electrons 
from the Sun. The  base of the region is defined 
by the depth to which these photons and elec- 
trons can penetrate; and the top, called the 
exosphere, is considered to be that region above 
which collisions between particles no longer oc- 
cur because of the extremely low densities. 
Thus, particles passing outward through the 
ionosphere with sufficient velocity to overcome 
the gravitational forces of the planet will prob- 
ably escape the planet permanently. The highly 
energetic processes continuously occurring in the 
ionosphere cause temperatures higher than 
those in any other region of the atmosphere; at 
the exosphere, temperatures begin to fall off 
rapidly. This ionospheric environment was 
probed by various Mariner instruments. 
Using a combination of data from the ultra- 
violet spectrometer, occultation results, and 
laboratory experiments, the Mariner 9 ultra- 
violet spectroscopy investigators were able to 
construct a model of the Martian ionosphere 
consistent with the hypothesis that all of the 
species present except atomic hydrogen are there 
as a direct or indirect result of the impinge- 
ment of solar ultraviolet photons and electrons 
upon a pure Con atmosphere. In their model, 
the temperature in the Martian ionosphere is 
in the region of 300" to 350' Kelvin, and the 
neutral species present, in order of their abun- 
dance, in addition to carbon dioxide, are atomic 
oxygen, carbon monoxide, and molecular 
oxygen. The primary ions present are 02+ ,  
Con+, and 0 + ,  in that order. (These represent, 
respectively, an oxygen molecule, a carbon 
dioxide molecule, and an oxygen atom, each 
of which has lost an electron.) At first glance, 
the relative abundances of molecular oxygen 
O2 and the corresponding ion 02+ may seem 
inconsistent because O2 is the least abundant 
neutral species and 02+ the most abundant ion. 
However, most of the 02+ is formed by a fast 
reaction between COz+ and atomic oxygen; 
there is no direct dependence on the O2 con- 
centration. When either of the two major ions 
(02+ or C02f)  recombines with an electron 
without a third particle present to absorb the 
energy released in the reaction, the recombined 
molecule wlil immediately dissociate into 
neutral particles with excess kinetic energy; 
these are the reactions that McElroy proposes to 
account for the loss of the oxygen initially pro- 
duced by the photolysis of water vapor in the 
lower atmosphere of Mars. 
That sufficient water vapor exists in the Mar- 
tian lower atmosphere to account for the hydro- 
gen atom escape rate was confirmed by the 
infrared interferometer, which continuously 
monitored the water vapor content throughout 
the Mariner 9 mission. The infrared investiga- 
tors found that the water vapor in the mid- 
latitudinal regions remained fairly constant at 
10 to 20 precipitable micrometers (the depth 
of the liquid layer that would result if all the 
water could be precipitated on the surface), 
while the concentration in the polar regions 
showed a strong seasonal effect. During the mid- 
summer season in the southern hemisphere, the 
water vapor abundance in the south polar region 
was about the same as that in the midlatitudes, 
but no water vapor was observed in the north 
polar area. As the Martian seasons progressed to 
late spring in the northern hemisphere, 20 to 30 
precipitable micrometers were detected over 
the north polar cap region, while the measurable 
water vapor in the southern polar area declined 
to zero. These measurements are consistent with 
the theory that at least some water vapor is 
frozen and trapped as water ice in the polar 
caps and seasonally transported between them. 
The total abundance of water vapor over the 
planet as determined by the infrared inter- 
ferometer was considerably less than that meas- 
ured from Earth in previous oppositions. The 
infrared investigators have suggested this may 
be due to adsorption of the vapor onto the dust 
particles during the planetwide dust storm. The 
data tend to support this hypothesis because the 
total abundance was observed to decrease as the 
dust settled and then increase once again as 
the surface warmed up. 
In addition to water vapor, Mariner 9 also 
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detected ozone in the lower atmosphere of Mars. 
Ozone had previously been seen by the ultra- 
violet spectrometer on Mariner 7 in the region 
of the south polar cap, and in view of its biologi- 
cal significance as an ultraviolet shield, specific 
modifications were made to the Mariner 9 
spectrometer to enhance its capabilities for de- 
tection and characterization of the molecule. As 
a result of these modifications and the extended 
viewing period provided by the orbiter, the 
ultraviolet investigators were able to show con- 
clusively that ozone does exist on Mars, but 
mostly in the polar regions and with a marked 
seasonal variation in its concentration. They con- 
cluded that in early summer, there is no ozone 
in the atmosphere anywhere in the hemisphere 
associated with the season. In later summer 
and early fall, ozone began to appear both over 
the polar cap and in association with the forma- 
tion of the polar "hood," a cloud cover asso- 
ciated with the polar cap. In winter, the entire 
polar region from 45" latitude to the pole is 
covered by the polar hood, and it was at this 
time that the maximum amount of ozone was 
observed over the polar cap. As the season pro- 
gressed, less and less ozone was detected until 
by early summer ozone had once again disap- 
peared from the entire polar region. 
It is quite probable that the seasonal varia- 
tion observed in the ozone concentration is di- 
rectly associated with the water vapor variation, 
which peaks as the ozone declines. From labo- 
ratory photochemical studies, ozone is known to 
be destroyed rapidly by reaction with the prod- 
ucts of water photolysis, and it is a reasonable 
assumption that this process, or a closely as- 
sociated one, is responsible for the cyclic be- 
havior of ozone in the polar regions. The forma- 
tion of ozone in the midlatitudes would thus 
be precluded by the relatively continuous 
amount of water vapor present there, and ozone 
is not, in fact, observed in these regions. 
Among the most striking observations of the 
lower atmosphere of Mars were television pic- 
tures of the Martian clouds. Pressures and 
temperatures in the lower Mars atmosphere cor- 
respond to those at heights of 30 to 40 kilo- 
meter in Earth's atmosphere, and cloud forma- 
tions at these altitudes on Earth are relatively 
rare. Nonetheless, clouds do occasionally occur 
on Mars, and their nature has long puzzled and 
fascinated planetary scientists. 
Both carbon dioxide and water vapor can 
freeze out under favorable conditions in the 
Martian atmosphere. Although, as previously dis- 
cussed, the water vapor concentration is ex- 
tremely small compared with that in Earth's 
lower atmosphere, it is about 100 times as large 
as that in Earth's stratosphere, and the average 
relative humidity is actually fairly high. Thus 
water ice clouds can form whenever the atmos- 
phere is intensely cooled by lifting or by emi& 
sion of radiation. Extreme cooling, to tempera- 
tures in the neighborhood of 146" Kelvin, can 
cause carbon dioxide clouds to form. 
Cooling to very low temperatures takes place 
in the polar regions during winter, and regular 
seasonal brightening between the poles and 45" 
latitude occurs. During spring, the boundary of 
these polar bright regions is sharp and it retreats 
slowly and regularly toward the pole. Mariner 7 
observed the south polar region during Martian 
spring in 1969 and showed that the region below 
60" south latitude was covered by a surface cap 
Bright clouds or fog on lower west slopes of the volcano 
Ascraeus Mons at about 4 p.m. local time. (1296-62) 
volcanic mountains in the Tharsis-Olympus Mons area. Bright clouds or fog on lower west slopes of Olympus 
On the sketch map, bright clouds are shown by stippled Mons at about 2 p.m. local time. Puffy clouds about 
areas. This photograpl was made during orbit number 10 to 20 kilometers in diameter lie above the caldera. 
676, late in the extended mission. (4298-82) (429658) 
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e and tvere not thick enough to 011- 
radiometer and spectrometer data showed that such as these require surface westerly win 
the temperatures in this region were close to the probably in the range of 10 to 40 meters pe 
146" Kelvin frost point of carbon dioxide, and second (22 to 88 miles per hour) of 60 meter 
Between 45" and 55" or 60" north latitude, de- phere are driven by differences in temperatur 
viously produced by deflection of the airflow peratures derived by the infrared investigator 
Brightening around eastern base of cliffs surrounding Olympus ~ o n s  (caldera lies at lower right). Patchy structure is be- 
Mons at about 10 a.m. local time. Brightening may be due to lieved to be the result of convective structure, as occurs in 
local topographically controlled fog althougl~ photometric cumulus clouds on Earth. (4298-78) 
properties of soil on the cliff face might be-a factor. Such 
brightening of the cliff may contribute to the bright ring 
around Olympus Mons that puzzled analysts of Mariner 6 and 
7 p h ~ t o ~ r a p l ~ s .  (See ~ a r i n e r -  7 view of ;his bri- 
u 
78.) (4288-91) 
Radiometric temperature tracing across a bright cloud in the 
region Alba, 100.8", +42.3". The temperature of the cloud 
is about 7 K lower than that of the surroundings. (Local time I- 8443089 8443124 8443159 8443194 
is 16.311; base temperature is 202 K.) DAS time 
showed that the temperature drop between 40" 
and 60" north latitude was extremely large, 
about 50" Celsius, so that the strong west winds 
inferred from the cloud structure and the tem- 
perature distribution were quite consistent with 
each other. 
The small cloud wavelets that were observed 
usually appeared to be much closer to the sur- 
face. They may also have been formed by flow 
over topography, but there is no obvious rela- 
tionship between these waves and surface fea- 
tures, and it is more likely that they are formed 
by overturning air at the interface between a 
slow-moving layer of air and a relatively rapidly 
moving higher one. Temperatures in the 45" to 
55" north latitude zone were high enough that 
both the long wave clouds and the shorter cloud 
wavelets should have been made of water ice 
rather than carbon dioxide ice, and the in- 
frared data showed that water ice was present 
in the region. 
Day-to-day variations in northern clouds re- 
vealed fronts and large-scale storm systems like 
those that occur at middle and high latitudes 
on Earth. According to one of the investigators 
on the television experiment, a typical sequence 
of events was the following. The edge of the 
cloud pattern began north of its usual position, 
and was quite diffuse. Evidently, relatively warm 
air had been displaced unusually far north. 
Then the lee-wave activity began to intensify 
along the edge of the hood, and one or more 
broad bands of bright wave clouds formed, 
oriented from southwest to northeast, parallel to 
the wind. The most prominent band narrowed 
and began to move southeastward as the zone 
of strong temperature contrast became orga- 
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nized into a well-defined cold front. At this stage, 
the low-level short-wavelength clouds were wide- 
spread, and they often indicated northwesterly 
winds near the surface. On the northern side 
of the frontal cloud band, regular lines of clouds 
developed in the lowest 1 or 2 kilometers. These 
clouds were caused by heating of the very cold 
air as it moved southeastward over warmer 
ground'and were probably made of carbon 
dioxide ice. (Clouds formed in a similar way 
are responsible for heavy snowfalls in some 
places on Earth, for example, around the Great 
Lakes, and it is possible that these clouds cause 
carbon dioxide snowfalls on Mars.) As the cold 
front moved southward, streamers in the carbon 
dioxide clouds behind the front showed marked 
curvature in the cyclonic (counterclockwise) 
sense, indicating the presence of a large low- 
pressure area in the cold air, perhaps 2000 to 
4000 kilometers in diameter. As the front moved 
southward past 45" north latitude, the air be- 
hind it warmed and the clouds evaporated, but 
winds remained strong. On several occasions 
dust storms were observed in the 35" to 45" 
north latitude zone, apparently due to the strong 
surface winds behind such a cold front. The  
frontal cloud bands moved southeastward from 
500 to 1000 kilometers per day. The entire proc- 
ess described above took about 2 or 3 days and 
was repeated at frequent intervaIs around the 
polar periphery. 
Storm systems in terrestrial middle latitudes 
behave in a similar fashion, although they are a 
little longer lived and smaller in size than those 
on Mars appear to be. These storm systems are 
very effective in transferring heat and moisture 
to the polar regions. On Mars, this heat transfer 
(Continued on page 135) 
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I Details of wave cloud associated with a double-ring crater 
about 218 kilometers in diameter, near 327", +52". Waves 
are roughly 30 kilometers apart. (1649-125842) 
Artist's conception of a lee wave cloud formed over a frost-rimmed crater seen from 
the Martian surface in the polar latitudes. (Painting by Ludek Pesek, Q 1973, Na- 
tional Geographic Society) 
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Two views of lee wave clouds over the RIartia11 region of Tempe. Left view sliows 
the clouds as billowy structures in profile on the horizon. The greatest heights are 
30 kilometers; there is a thin dust layer at about 45 kilometers. Riglit view shows 
the wave clouds from above (upper right), where shadows suggest that they 1ia.r.e a 
typical height of about 20 kilometers. (P-12795) 
may well limit the rate at which carbon dioxide 
can freeze out onto the surface polar cap, and 
the moisture transfer rate may determine how 
much water is frozen out into the caps as they 
grow. 
Not all of the condensation clouds observed 
were easily interpretable in terms of familiar 
terrestrial processes. As the northern summer 
progressed, a different type of cloud was seen 
to develop each afternoon over the west slopes 
of Olympus Mons and the three great calderas of 
the Tharsis dome. Clouds have often been seen 
in this region by astronomers, but the reason for 
their regular seasonal and diurnal occurrence re- 
mains a mystery. Infrared data showed the clouds 
to be made of ice crystals, and their seasonal ap- 
pearance may coincide with the period when the 
water vapor released from the northern polar 
Telephoto views of clouds associated with craters. Left: February 11, 1972; near 347O, 
+6t0, showing crater with rim apparently frost covered. Right: February 19, 1972; 
near 270°, +60°. (7063-160935, 1431-193240) 
Telephoto views of cumuluslike clouds. In  right view, filamentary streamers are a few 
kilometers apart. Both views were made February 28, 1972; photographs have sirni- 
lar scales. Left: near 177% +54". Right: near 17S0, +60°. (1391-231015, 1391-232557) 
cap reaches its maximum concentration in the 
atmosphere. The diurnal recurrence may be due 
to the daily heating and rising of this moist air 
up the slopes of the volcanoes. As previously 
mentioned, there may also be more water vapor 
in the atmosphere near the calderas than else- 
where. 
Even more puzzling were some of the clouds 
observed near the retreating north polar cap 
during the summer. These long clouds, seen 
streaming off the cap toward the southwest, 
may have been due to water vapor subliming 
from the cap and recondensing in the atmos- 
phere. They were quite unlike anything known 
in Earth's atmosphere. 
At the turn of the century, when Lowell was 
writing, it was imagined that the Martian atmos- 
phere might be like Earth's, which has a sur- 
face pressure of 1000 millibars. In 1909, Flam- 
marion's book contained reasoning by the 
British astronomer Maunder leading to an esti- 
mated Martian surface pressure of 140 milli- 
bars. By the 1950's a number of techniques con- 
verged on a value around 85 millibars for the 
Martian surface pressure. As late as 1962, E. C. 
Slipher was able to comment that "numerical 
values reported for the surface pressure of Mars 
are remarkably concordant in spite of the many 
doubtful assumptions introduced." Slipher pro- 
posed a "most probable value" of 83 to 89 milli- 
bars, based on the various published results. At 
about the time of the Mariner 4 flight, new 
ground-based spectra lowered the estimated 
value to about 15 to 25 millibars. Within 
months, data from the Mariner 4 occultation 
experiment lowered the value still further to 
about 5 to 8 millibars. This value, less than 1 
percent of Earth's surface pressure, has been 
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confirmed by subsequent Mariner experiments 
and ground-based techniques. I t  means that the 
surface air density on Mars is equal to that at 
an altitude of 100 000 feet or more above Earth, 
an altitude three times that of most commercial 
jet flights. Thus Mars has been found to have 
an atmosphere much more rarefied than that 
assumed by early advocates of life on the planet. 
Mariner 9, using data from the radio-occulta- 
tion experiment and the two spectrometers on 
board the spacecraft, was able to accurately 
measure the surface pressure over most of the 
planet. The occultation experiment obtained 
262 data points scattered over the entire sur- 
face, each of which provided an accurate pres- 
sure at that point. These pressures ranged in 
value from 2.8 millibars in the Cloritas and 
Tharsis areas to 10.3 millibars in the region 
of the north polar cap. It was then possible to 
normalize the spectrometer data to these points, 
resulting in a reasonably accurate surface pres- 
sure map covering most of the planet. The com- 
bined data indicated that some very low areas, 
such as the floor of Hellas or the bottom of the 
Vallis Marineris, may have pressures as high as 
12 millibars or more. Recalling that the triple- 
point pressure above which liquid water can 
exist is 6.1 millibars, it appears there are many 
areas on Mars low enough to sustain liquid 
water provided it becomes available under tem- 
perature conditions high enough to prevent 
freezing. 
The determination of the topographic shape 
of Mars, both from atmospheric and other in- 
formation, raises the possibility of determining 
information about the internal structure of the 
planet. This information will be considered in 
the next chapter. 
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S~acecraft orbit 
\ Mass ano&ly / 
Schematic diagram showing gravitational effects of a 
surface mass anomaly on the motion of the spacecraft 
orbiting Mars. 
zone, isostatically compensated by a layer of less 
dense material beneath the mountains. Such 
high terrain could be responsible for the optical- 
ly observed oblateness without affecting the 
validity of the dynamic flattening measurements. 
Data from the Mariner 9 radio-occultation ex- 
periment determined that the equatorial radius 
was about 19 kilometers greater than the polar 
radius, and the photographs indicated low- 
latitude uplifted volcanic domes in Tharsis and 
Elysium. At the same time, the Mariner 9 celes- 
tial mechanics data verified the value for dy- 
namic flattening derived from the motion of the 
Martian satellites. Data from both of these ex- 
periments also indicated quite early in the mis- 
sion that the shape of Mars was much more com- 
plex than anyone had anticipated. 
After the first orbital trim of Mariner 9, track- 
ing data revealed that its orbital period was 
not constant but was oscillating sinusoidally in 
18-day cycles. This behavior indicated that Mars 
was not only meridionalIy but also equatorially 
noncircular in shape-a result unanticipated by 
the Mariner scientists. Analysis of the tracking 
data by the occultation and celestial mechanics 
teams showed that the long axis of the equator 
ran through the Tharsis region, site of the high 
volcanoes. Tracking data also showed that this 
region represented a gravity anomaly 17 times 
greater than any observed on Earth. Apparently 
the slowly acting tectonic forces that shattered 
the crust and produced the volcanism in the 
Tharsis area also contributed to an irregularly 
shaped planet. Thus, in geometric terms, the 
shape of Mars is somewhat better defined by 
a triaxial ellipsoid than the oblate spheroid rep- 
resentative of Earth's shape. 
Analysis of several different measurements of 
the shape of Mars, such as ultraviolet spectros- 
copy altimetry and radar data, gives values for 
the radius of Mars through three axes. March 
1973 averages are as follows: the longest equa- 
torial axis (10.5" longitude) , 3396 kilometers; 
the equatorial axis at right angles to the longest 
equatorial axis, 3394 kilometers; and the polar 
axis, 3376 kilometers. It will be noted that the 
longest equatorial axis lies on a line through the 
longitudes of Syrtis Major and the highly ele- 
vated Tharsis region. 
The Mariner 9 occultation data revealed still 
another anomaly in the shape of the planet: 
averaging over large regions the northern polar 
area was found to be lower (closer to the Mar- 
tian center of mass) than the southern polar 
area by an average of about 3.4 kilometers. How- 
ever, some investigators suggested that the sur- 
faces of the northern and southern polar layered 
Mariner 9 add a striking third dimension to the Martian 
map. T o  obtain such data, the infrared spec- 
trometer made use of the absorption properties 
of carbon dioxide, the principal constituent in 
Mars7 atmosphere. By monitoring the strength 
of GOz absorption features, infrared interferorn- 
eter spectrometer analysts were able to rneas- 
ure the changes in total carbon dioxide density 
and convert them to altitude differences cor- 
related with topographical features in the in- 
strument's field of view. This method was 
limited to some extent by its sensitivity to atmos- 
Schematic illustration showing correlation between pheric requiring and de- 
Martian relief and light intensity received by ultraviolet tailed analysis of each spectrum. The ultraviolet 
spectroscopy experiment, which measures ultraviolet light spectroscopy technique was somewhat easier, 
scattered by the Martian atmosphere. being based on scattering properties of the 
atmosphere, which are temperature independ- 
ent. Molecules in the Martian atmosphere cause 
deposits were at about the same altitude, indicat- Ra~leigh scattering, a strong effect at ultraviolet 
ing that the layered deposits were considerably of the amount of 
thicker at the northern pole. ~h~ additional Rayleigh scattering at ultraviolet wavelengths 
burden represented by this increased thickness indicate the gas in the 
is consistent with the hypothesis, mentioned in line of sight, and hence the elevation of the 
an earlier chapter, that regional tectonic read- ground, in terms of a reference level. By choos- 
justment may have occurred in the north after ing a narrow-wavelength region in the ultra- 
the laminated deposits formed, accommodating violet portion of the spectrum that was free of 
their weight. Data on the absolute altitudes in any absorption or emission features, ultraviolet 
layered terrain are relatively poor and this prob- spectroscopy analysts were able to correlate the 
lem will bear further study. measured intensities with the topography as 
As described earlier, both infrared and ultra- viewed by the television cameras. 
violet spectral instruments aboard Mariner 9 Additional topographical information was ob- 
gathered data concerning the Martian surface tained from the Mariner 9 data by the use of 
pressure, which can be converted to topographi- stereoscopic techniques. Obtaiining stereoscopic 
cal information by use of barometric equations coverage of the Martian surface was not a spe- 
with suitable corrections. These data tie together cific objective of the Mariner 9 mission, but 
the widely spaced but more geometrically direct during the great dust storm many pictures were 
occultation measurements of topography and taken from different viewing angles of the few 
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Martian topography determined by the ultraviolet spectroscopy experiment showing the 
high Tharsis volcanic area (left) and depressed Hellas basin (lower right) as prominent 
features. (University of Colorado) 
North 
South 
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through the crater A;~-O, named after the astronomer who defined the prime mkridian 
of Earth. 
Rlnrth 
Examples of points identified for use in tlle control net defining Rlartian latitude and 
longitude, Tllese points (circles) are mostly small craters in the Thar5is volcanic 
region. 
ggested that density irregula 
olutionary significance. Assumption 
regularities in the gravitational field that in- 
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of the Moon as well as Mars have raised ques- 
tions about the sequence of temperature changes 
and chemical differentiation. These questions 
are now open, but it is widely believed that com- 
parative data on Martian and other cases may 
produce a new understanding of the structural 
evolution of planets. 
Mariner 9 mapping of shape and gravity ir- 
regularities of Mars led to better interpretation 
of the surface geology than could have been 
possible from the pictures alone. For example, 
the knowledge that Tharsis and Elysium are 
elevated and the measurement of the.depths of 
the Vallis Marineris or the Hellas basin help 
to sort out physical and structural characteris- 
tics of these terrain units from superficial char- 
acteristics such as dark veneers of dust. After 
review and synthesis of the photographs and 
other data, Mariner 9 geologists have named 4 
broad categories of units and 14 types of specific 
geological units. 
Unit 
M=P 
abbrevtation 
(1) Densely cratered: 
(a) Cratered deposits, undivided (ancient surface) . . .  cu 
(b) Cratered deposits, mantled (ancient areas with 
younger deposits) ............................. cm 
(c) Mountainous deposits (rims of large basins). ..... m 
(2) Plains-forming materials (generally volcanic and 
eolian) : 
(a) Heavily cratered plains material (old lava plains) pc 
(b)  Moderately aatered plains material (Tharsis 
and Elysium lavas) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Pm 
(c) Sparsely aatered plains materials (very young 
Tharsis and other lavas) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  PS 
(d) Mottled cratered plains materials 
(polar plains with eolian deposits) ............. PP 
(3) Volcanic (excluding plains-forming units) : 
(a) Volcanic materials (shield volcanoes, domes, 
etc.) ........................................ v 
(b)  Grooved terrain materials, coarse (near 
Nix Olympics, fractured?) ..................... gc 
(c) Grooved terrain materials, fine (from 
Nix Olympics) ............................... g f 
(4) Other: 
(a) Channel deposits (riverbedlike deposits) . . . . . . .  ch 
(b) Channel deposits (floor of Vallis Marineris, 
................................ for example) Y 
(c) Chaotic deposits (low, collapsed (?) units) ...... h 
(d) Knobby deposits ("fretted" terrain, isolated 
hills) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  k 
These units are used to divide the map of Mars 
into geologic provinces for more detailed study. 
They represent a finer subdivision than em- 
ployed in the earlier chapters, where we noted 
such terrain types as cratered terrain, volcanic 
units, chaotic terrain, and channels. 
The densely cratered and plains-forming units 
can be thought of as characterizing the two dis- 
similar hemispheres of Mars, mentioned earlier 
in this book. The other two groups of units con- 
tain the isolated, somewhat anomalous features, 
such as large volcanoes, channels, and chaotic 
terrain. 
These units can be arranged in a stratigraphic 
age sequence based on estimated relative ages 
and related to Martian processes, as shown in 
the following diagram: 
Plains- Volcanic Other Processes 
forming units units 
units 
Eolian 
erosion 
Volcanisn~ 
Local collapse 
Fluvial 
erosion 
(episodic?) 
Uplifts 
Impact craterins 
I Fracturing 
Volcanism 
................................................. 
I Densely cratered units Intense impact cratering 
North 
South 
Example of simplified mapping of geologic units (mantled versus unmantled terrain) 
on the airbrush map of Martian structural features. Rlantled units occur at high lati- 
tudes and probably result from transport of dust to polar regions. 
Geologic map of Mars, showing distribution of geologic provinces discussed in the 
test. This map is a synthesis of a great variety of Rlariner 9 data and analyses. (U.S. 
Geological Survey) 
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North 
Proposed division of Mars into "quadrangles" for detailed mapping program, superim- 
posed on map of classic features. 
Numbering and shapes of quadrangles proposed for m;~pping progl-am to ~)rotluce maps 
a t  a scale of 1 : 5  000 000. 
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The story told by this diagram is the history 
of Mars, sketched in rough outline. Looking 
at the present planet we see the results of the 
current dust storms and the results of relatively 
recent processes such as the lava flows and vol- 
canism near Olympus Mons, the production of 
chaotic terrain, and the formation of the chan- 
nels at a time when more water may have been 
available. At an earlier time, fracturing must 
have occurred, as well as early volcanism, that 
gave rise to the major canyons, fault patterns, 
and lava plains. Throughout this period and 
stretching back to the earliest eras, meteorite 
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impacts created craters as Mars swept up  debris 
from interplanetary space. The most densely cra- 
tered units contain the earliest surviving record, 
but even they have ben altered by Martian ero- 
sion and other localized disturbances. 
T o  search for the least-altered evidence of 
early processes involving Mars, we need to es- 
cape from the influence of the Martian atmos- 
phere and internal evolutionary processes. For- 
tunately, nature has provided two small satellites 
above the Martian atmosphere, and these may 
contain clues to very ancient events, as described 
in the next chapter. 
CHAPTER XI1 
Phobos and Deirnos 
[ T h e  astronomers of Laputa] have . . . discovered 
two lesser stars, or satellites, which revolve about 
Mars, whereof the innermost is distant from the 
center of the primary planet exnctly three of his 
diameters and the outermost five . . . 
--DEAN SWIFT, 1720, in Gulliver's Travels 
. . . [five German mariners setting forth] to find 
out whether it is true that on July 10 of this year 
117441 the plnnet Mars appeared with a satellite 
After years of searching by various astrono- 
mers Asaph Hall finally discovered satellites 
near Mars at the Naval Observatory in Washing- 
ton in 1877. There were two of them and they 
were small bodies, too faint to be seen by such 
earlier astronomers as Herschel, who had 
searched for satellites as early as 1783. Careful 
reading of the quotations above reveal the curi- 
ous fact that literary writers were alluding to 
the two moons of Mars 150 years before they 
were discovered. This coincidence, which would 
seem to belong in a book on astrology, can be 
explained through further historical research. 
Johann Kepler, who discovered the laws of 
planetary motion about 1610, was something of 
a believer in numerology or, as he called it, the 
harmony of the spheres. When the telescopic ob- 
servations of Galileo revealed that Jupiter, the 
next planet beyond Mars, had four satellites, 
Kepler and others speculated about the possi- 
bility of Martian satellites. The argument went 
that, in order out from the Sun, Venus had no 
moons, Earth had one, Mars was uncertain, and 
Jupiter had four. Two moons for Mars seemed 
the proper assumption to fit the mathematical 
progression. 
This speculation was probably read by Swift 
(who is known to have been familiar with Kep- 
ler's laws) and Voltaire, who worked it into 
their fiction. As for Swift's prediction of the 
orbital distances being three and five Martian 
diameters, the correct numbers as discovered by 
Hall are about 1.4 and 3.5 Mars diameters. 
After Hall discovered the satellites, a number 
of possible names were suggested, but Hall chose 
a suggestion by Madan, of Eton, England, who 
CHRISTIAN KINDERMANN, 
ie Geschzuinde 
f dem Lutft-Schif 
ern Wel t ,  QUOTED BY
MARJORIE NICOLSON 
. . . our travelers crossed a space of about a 
hundred million leagues and reached the planet 
Mars. They saw two moons which wait on this 
planet, and which have escaped tlze gaze of astron- 
omers. I know well that l'abbt Castrel wrote against 
the existence of these two moons; but I agree with 
those who reason from analogy. These good philoso- 
LASAPH ALL, 1877, ON THE 
DISCOVERY OF THE MARTIAN 
SATELLITES 
he orbits of Phobos and Deimos. 
their appearance. Until that moment, no one 
had known what the surface of an asteroidal- 
sized body would look like. Would it be polished 
smooth by countless micrometeorite impacts 
acting like a sandblasting process? Or would it 
be pitted with large craters? Would there be a 
layer of dust, as on the Moon? Or would the 
dust have been knocked off by impacts, exposing 
bare rock? Would the surhce be coherent or 
highly fractured? Could it be proven that the 
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satellites were rocky, or could they possibly be 
metallic (as are iron meteorites) or even loose, 
sandy agglomerations of particles? Lurking in 
the back of investigators' minds was a hypothesis 
advanced a few years ago by the Soviet scientist 
I. Shklovskii, who reasoned from certain un- 
usual characteristic~ of Phobos' orbit that it 
might be an artificial satellite launched by a 
Martian civilization. (Some of the assumed or- 
bital peculiarities on which this hypothesis had 
been based had been discounted by the time 
of the Mariner 9 mission, so the idea was 
scarcely viable.) 
The first telephoto photographs of Phobos 
and Deimos revealed them to be heavily cratered 
bodies with about as many craters per unit area 
as the most densely cratered parts of the Moon. 
This discovery, supported by numerical calcu- 
lations of crater formation rates, indicated that 
Phobos and Deimos are probably billions of 
years old and may date back to the formation 
of Mars. 
Phobos was observed by the infrared radiom- 
eter on board Mariner 9 as it emerged Erom the 
eclipses produced when it passed through the 
shadow of Mars. Measurements of the tempera- 
ture as Phobos passed into sunlight indicated 
the rate of warning of the satellite surfaces and 
hence allowed an estimate of the amount of 
insulating dust on the surface. It was found that 
the satellites have a very thin layer of dust, per- 
haps millimeters thick. This evidence was sup- 
ported by University of Arizona astronomer Ben 
Zellner, who, at about the same time, obtained 
~hobos, silhouetted against Mars, in a preorbital view 
' polarization measures of Deimos with Earth- 
by Mariner 9 taken about 150 008 kilometers from based telescopes indicating that the surface of 
~hobos. (P-12679) Deimos was not bare rock, but had a dust cover. 
The first closeup view of Phobos, from 5720 kilometers, showing the satellite's cratered 
- 
surface. The largest visible crater is about 5 kilometers in diameter. The "notcl~" in 
the edge of Phobos, upper left, is the site of a larger crater, about 9 kilometers in 
diameter. Phase angle (Sun-Phobos-spacecraft) , 59". (83-235921) 
Phobos. The largest visible crater is about 5 kilometers in diameter. Somewhat below 
it, middle right, is an alinement of small craters, wllicll may mark an internal fracture 
in Phobos. Range, 6460 kilometers; phase angle, 57'. (DAS 4 215 690) 
The fact that Phobos and Deimos display dis- 
crete impact craters and retain some dust pro- 
duced during these impacts places interesting 
and useful constraints on our knowledge of what 
happens when small interplanetary bodies col- 
lide in space. The results cannot be extrapolated 
directly to asteroids, however, because dust 
knocked off Phobos and Deimos remains in orbit 
around Mars and can be swept up by them 
later, as shown by Berkeley dynamicist Steven 
Soter. 
Measurements of the Mariner 9 pictures have 
revealed the sizes and shapes of the two satel- 
lites. Preliminary measurements show that the 
satellites can be thought of as roughly potato 
shaped, with three main axes having the follow- 
ing diameters: 
Phobos Deimos 
Longest diameter, 
kilometers 28 16 
Intermediate diameter, 
kilometers 23 1 2 
Shortest diameter, 
kilometers 2 0 10 
The 8-kilometer crater, largest on Phobos, is prominent 
in the lower left in this view from 10 400 kilometers; 
phase angle, 4 5 O .  (1581-1 14434) 
For each of these measurements, the estimated 
probable error is about 1 kilometer. Because the 
shapes are so irregular, another way of express- 
ing the satellite sizes is to give the diameter of 
a sphere having the same projected area as the 
average projected area of the satellites. For 
Phobos the diameter of the equivalent sphere 
would be 21.8 kilometers; for Deimos, the diam- 
eter would be 11.4 kilometers. Thus the two 
satellites are indeed "flying mountains," about 
14 and 8 miles in diameter. y 
Dynamic studies of elongated satellites by 
scientists such as Joseph Burns of Cornell Uni- 
versity and Steven Soter of the University of 
California at Berkeley indicated prior to the 
Mariner 9 mission that they should be alined by 
tidal forces so that their long axes point toward 
the primary planet. The same is true for Earth's 
Moon, which explains the fact that it keeps one 
face toward Earth at all times. Detailed photog- 
raphy of the surface features of these satellites 
permitted Mariner 9 scientists to test this predic- 
tion and it was found to be correct. Phobos and 
Deimos keep one side toward Mars at all times. 
This indicates that no large impact has dis- 
rupted the tidal locking or set the moons to 
spinning within the last 100 million years or so. 
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Both Phobos and Deimos have very dark sur- 
faces, as dark as the darker regions of the Moon. 
This low reflectivity is equivalent to that of 
dark basaltic lavas or certain types of very primi- 
tive meteorites (carbonaceous chondrites) and 
darker than Mars or such terrestrially familiar 
rocks as granite. 
The  fact that Phobos and Deimos have been 
struck by many crater-forming meteorites leads 
to the idea that they might be highly fractured 
internally. The largest clear crater on Phobos 
is about 8 kilometers in diameter, which ap- 
proaches the radius of Phobos itself; obviously 
Phobos could not have sustained a much larger 
impact without being blown apart. The  energy 
required to form the 8-kilometer crater is be- 
lieved to be about loz5 to loz6 ergs, equivalent 
to 10 000 to 100 000 atomic bombs of the Hiro- 
shima size, or equivalent to perhaps 1000 bombs 
of megaton size. Mariner scientists have analyzed 
the effect of this energy dissipation in Phobos 
and the probability of Phobos' withstanding im- 
pacts of still larger size. From these studies it 
appears that Phobos (and presumably Deimos) 
must be composed of relatively well-consolidated 
material; it is believed that this material is 
probably rock interlaced with fractures caused 
by the impacts. 
All of these discoveries and conjectures about 
Phobos and Deimos-perhaps seemingly unre- 
lated-point back to the early history of the solar 
system, because they all suggest that the satel- 
lites have been cratered for a long time and have 
not been recently captured or disturbed. What, 
then, is the origin of these two small moons? 
A direct attack on this question leads to frustra- 
tions. For example, the simplest idea, that they 
are merely captured asteroids, encounters dif- 
ficulties because of the satellites' orbits. Cap- 
tured bodies would be expected to have rather 
"irregular orbits9'-i.e., with high eccentricities 
and/or high inclination to the plane of Mars' 
equator. Yet Phobos and Deimos have circular 
orbits lying in the plane of Mars' equator. Dy- 
namicist S. Fred Singer has shown that such 
orbits might result from tidal forces, but only 
if the satellites were hundreds of times more 
massive than Phobos or Deimos. Alternatively, 
one could invoke a whole swarm of minisatel- 
lites that, through collisions, would cause drag 
forces that might produce such orbits, but then 
one is faced with the problem of accounting 
for the present whereabouts of the minisatellites. 
View from a perspective somewhat different from the 
view on the facing page, showing tlie lateral valley or 
scarp on Phobos. Range, 12 500 kilometers; phase angle, 
18 O.  (1 570-1 63600) 
The closest available photograph of Deimos, from 5470 kilometers. 
The phase angle is 6 5 O .  Several craters ranging up to about 2 kilo- 
meters in diameter can be seen. (1599-201 122) 
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Deimos, seen from 7780 kilometers and with phase angle 73". 
Note saddle-shaped valley at bottom edge. (951-220924) 
Two views of Phobos from a direction within 20' of Phobos' south pole. The  re- 
producibility between this and other pairs of pictures shows that Phobos is locketl in 
syncllronous rotation with Mars, as the Moon is with Earth. (820-00205, 937-103305) 
on Phobos, showing fractures beneath the crater and at kilometers. An observer inside the shadow would see 
the antipodal point, based on laboratory experiments an annular eclipse, with Phobos passing across, and 
with rock samples. obscuring part of, the Sun. (P-12868) 
Phobos and Mars, showing the cratered satellite, the Martian canyonlands, and the volcano 
Ascraeus Mons. (Painting by Don Davis, 1972, courtesy of the U.S. Geological Survey and 
Morrison Planetarium, San Francisco) 
ally dark surfaces (independently captured 
asteroids would probably have surfaces of dif- 
ferent reflectivity). On the other hand, if the 
satellite was large enough to produce 22- and 
1 I-kilometer fragments, where is the predictable 
multitude of smaller fragments that should have 
formed during its disruption? 
The final solution to the intriguing puzzle 
of Phobos' and Deimos' origin will require care- 
ful study of the dynamics of these bodies and 
of particles interacting with them. In addition 
to advancing the science of celestial mechanics, 
such studies will shed new light on the condi- 
tions in the primeval solar system. 
The problem of the origin of Phobos and 
Deimos also raises exciting possibilities concern- 
ing the future exploration of the solar system. 
The question of how Earth and other planets 
formed 4.6 billion years ago has prompted a 
search for so-called genesis rocks, which could 
be chemically analyzed to reveal the process of 
planet formation. No terrestrial rocks date back 
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this far, although a few approach 4 billion years 
in age. Some meteorites date to this period, but 
most of them appear to have been chemically 
altered by heating inside larger parent bodies, 
and no one is sure in what part of the solar 
system they originally formed. The search for 
genesis rocks on the Moon was hampered by 
similar chemical alterations associated with 
lunar volcanism, although the Apollo astronauts 
brought back numerous ancient samples in ex- 
cess of 4 billion years. Therefore, the existence 
of two satellites that appear to be very old, the 
fact that they are closer to Earth than most 
asteroids, and the demonstrated feasibility of 
placing spacecraft into orbit around Mars all 
raise the possibility of eventual collection and 
return of samples from Phobos and Deimos. 
Phobos and Deimos, which are comparable in 
size to the bodies assumed to have formed the 
planets, might thus become keys to the eventual 
understanding of the formation of the planets 
and satellite systems. 
CHAPTER XI11 
Summary: New Horizons 
. . . Mariner 9 has made Mars one of our first 
orders of business for the next hundred years or 
SO. 
-ARTHUR C. CLARKE, ON NATIONAL 
PUBLIC RADIO, MAY 1973 
. . . as you are anxious to know what one looks 
for in that land, or why one goes there at such 
great peril, it is that one is moved to do so by the 
. . . character of human nature [one part of which] 
is the thirst for knowledge: for in man's nature lies 
that inclination to explore and see things of which 
he has before been told, in order to know whether 
it is as he has been told or not. 
-ANONYMOUS, regarding coloni- 
zation of Greenland and America 
in The  King's Mirror, 13th- 
century Norwegian document 
If Mars is empty, . . . we zuill fill it. But still tlze 
voice of Mr. Burroughs calls out on nights when we 
pace our lawns and eye the Red Planet: "All the 
evidence is not in! Maybe. . . . 
-RAY BRADBURY, commenting on 
the manuscript of T h e  New Mars 
During the summer of 1972, Mariner 9 cir- 
cled Mars on its extended mission, and data 
were radioed back to Earth for several months 
at a reduced rate of transmission. Eventually, on 
Friday, October 27, 1972, the spacecraft ran out 
of attitude-control gas; therefore, it could not 
be rotated and stopped on command, nor retain 
its orientation with respect to the stars, in view 
of the small perturbing forces. During the final 
radio contact with Mariner 9 on October 27, it 
was slowly tumbling with a period of 51 min- 
utes. Such tumbling reduced the solar radiation 
on the solar panels, and consequently the energy 
stored in Mariner 9's batteries was depleted on 
the same day. 
At the end of its highly successful 516-day 
mission, Mariner 9 had performed usefully in 
orbit around Mars for 349 days, four times the 
duration of the minimum acceptable 90-day 
nominal mission. It  transmitted 7329 pictures of 
Mars and its satellites. In terms of the language 
of information theory, it transmitted 54 billion 
bits of scientific information, 27 times as much 
information as transmitted by all three of the 
preceding Mariner flyby missions combined. 
These are indicators of Mariner 9's success 
as measured against engineering design specifi- 
cations. Its success is just as dramatic if meas- 
ured against our knowledge of Mars. Mariner 
9 provided a knowledge explosion about the 
eni,patic planet. 
When Mariner 9 was approaching its destina- 
tion, Mars was no longer the curious Victorian 
planet pictured by Percival Lowell, H. G. Wells, 
or Edgar Rice Burroughs, but rather had be- 
come in our minds a relatively dry and less in- 
teresting place. The craters that had been pho- 
tographed a few years before suggested a Moon- 
like Mars; whatever erosive processes were active 
seemed insufficient to change the surface struc- 
ture much since the planet formed. Measure- 
ments of about 20 micrometers of precipitable 
water in the atmosphere indicated the planet 
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was too dry to support life, and the photographs scope, the dark markings could have been 
of ancient crater fields suggested that there never thought to be oceans, but afterward, there were 
had been much liquid water on the surface. questions of how desertlike the planet was. Be- 
After three Mariner flights, absence of evidence fore Lowell, there could have been a dying civ- 
for folded mountains or major volcanoes again ilization, but after sophisticated spectroscopy we 
suggested little geologic evolution. In view of learned there was neither enough air or water, 
the atmosphere and polar caps, there were dis- and there were questions about whether any de- 
cussions of whether Mars should be considered gree of life could survive. After Mariners 4, 6, 
more Moon-like or more Earth-like, but these and 7 we knew there were at least some ancient 
terms were never very clearly defined. Some cratered areas, but there were questions about 
said that the planet was Mars-like, but such a how universally they covered Mars. 
statement did not allow much in the way of Like other areas of human endeavor, science 
prediction of what would be found there. does not progress ideally and sure-footedly, with 
Now we can assess the impact of continued each footstep falling closer to the truth than the 
exploration. What has been revealed is a new last footprint. There is a bit of shuffling around. 
Mars. We advance by learning which tentative steps 
With Mariner 9 now in orbit around Mars are in the wrong direction, as much as by sight- 
and its cameras forever shut off, it is appropriate ing the distant truth. While individual hy- 
to list some of the discoveries and speculations potheses may be proven false, we have history's 
that the mission has produced, and to show how evidence to support the contention that each 
these have modified our earlier views and will decade's position is likely to be closer to the 
.lead on to futur~e exploration. But before pro- truth than that of the previous decade. 
ceeding, it is useful to comment on a common The question we have been addressing is, 
misconception raised by reports of new dis- "What is Mars like?" The Mariner experience 
coveries in many fields. It has become a clichC in general has led to some confirmations and 
of science reporting that new questions are raised some revisions of earlier ideas, and to the first 
as fast as old questions are answered. How, then, clear pictures of the surface and the surface 
can a voyage of discovery be worthwhile? The conditions. Mariner 9 in particular extended 
answer lies in the existence of a hierarchy of our coverage, discovered a number of hitherto 
questions. Ideally, the early questions are first- unseen phenomena, and forced us to come to 
order questions, and as they are answered, we grips with the possible failure of an old idea- 
proceed to finer levels of detail. Later questions the often assumed but rarely stated idea that 
are, ideally, more subtle. Before Galilee, Mars Mars' present condition resembles its past 
could have been considered to be a point of conditions. 
glowing light. After Galileo discovered that it The following lists summarize Mariner 9's ac- 
was a globe, there were many questions about complishments. Among Mariner 9's space ex- 
its resemblance to Earth. Before the spectro- ploration "firsts" are the following: 
(1) First orbit of another planet 
(2) First complete mapping of another planet 
(3) First detailed study of another planet's 
satellites 
(4) First detailed observations of a Martian 
dust storm 
The major discoveries based on Mariner 9 
data include the following statements: 
(1) The shape of Mars is substantially tri- 
axial. 
(2) Mars has a "rough" gravity field, com- 
pared to Earth's. 
(3) The longest axis and gravity anomalies 
are associated with a 4-kilometer bulge in the 
Tharsis region. 
(4) The Tharsis region is dominated by 
shield volcanoes larger than terrestrial exam- 
ples, with associated lava flows. 
(5) A pattern of radial fractures extends 
over much of the hemisphere centered on 
Tharsis. 
(6) The Tharsis formation is not unique, 
Elysium being a smaller example with dornical 
topography, volcanoes, and radial fractures. 
(7) The hemisphere opposite the Tharsis 
area is relatively heavily cratered and, in gen- 
eral, displays the oldest surfaces of Mars. Mars 
thus has a crude hemispheric asymmetry asso- 
ciated with neither the equator nor the me- 
ridians. 
(8) Craters are a less predominant landform 
than suggested by Mariners 4, 6, and 7. 
(9) An immense canyon lies along stubby 
"canal" Coprates and extends into the chaotic 
terrain of Eos; it is part of the Tharsis radial 
fracture system. 
(10) Winding arroyolike channels, often with 
tributary systems, appear, especially in the equa- 
torial regions. 
(11) The arroyolike channels are often asso- 
ciated with chaotic terrain; smaller channels 
may be associated with volcanoes or other fea- 
tures. 
(12) Laminated or stratified terrain units ap- 
pear in polar regions. 
(13) The pattern of classical light and dark 
markings appears to be in large part associated 
with deposition of windblown dust by prevail- 
ing winds. 
(14) At least one dark patch has been clearly 
resolved into a dune field, and other dunelike 
formations have been detected. 
(15) Streaklike "tails" emanate from some 
craters and other irregularities because of dust 
deposition in high winds. 
(16) There is no evidence for linear or arti- 
ficial features corresponding to the "canals" on 
many classical maps. These features were ap- 
parently caused primarily by the presence of 
complex patterns of dark patches and "tails" 
just beyond the resolution of Earth-based tele- 
scopes. 
(17) No direct evidence has yet been found 
for present-day life on Mars. 
(18) The atmospheric surface pressure has 
been refined from a nominal mean of about 6 
millibars to a range from about 3 to 11 milli- 
bars, dependent on topography. 
(19) Vertical atmospheric temperature pro- 
files during the major dust storm were nearly 
isothermal in the lower atmosphere. 
(20) Daily variations in temperature, humid- 
ity, and other "weather" indicators have been 
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detected and monitored at different latitudes (3) Large quantities of water are probably 
and seasons. tied up in surface minerals in the form of water 
(21) Dust on the Martian surface has a high of hydration. 
enough silica content to imply that geochemical (4) Ice in underground permafrost layers 
differentiation has been important. sublimes or melts to cause collapse and erosion; 
(22) Temperature and recession behavior of this forms chaotic terrain. 
the polar caps suggest that the seasonal caps (5) Martian polar layered deposits and arcu- 
are predominantly CO,, with some H,O not ate landforms around the poles may be related 
excluded. to periodic variations in the Martian orbit. 
(23) Permanent residual caps exist at both (6) Martian polar regions act as a trap for 
poles; they may be H,O, CO,, or mixed deposits. eroded dust, leading to formation of stratified 
(24) The white clouds of the W formation, dust and ice layers. 
and some other white clouds are orographic (7) Martian craters and basins such as Hellas 
clouds of H,O ice crystals. act as a repository for dust, leading to formation 
(25) Polar hazes are mists of condensing CO?. of relatively featureless plains. 
(26) Yellow clouds of blowing dust contain (8) Martian erosion and deposition rates are 
particles 1 to 201 micrometers in diameter. much lower today than they were a few hundred 
(27) Phobos and Deimos are cratered satel- million years ago. 
lites of natural origin and ancient appearance. (9) In the past, Mars had atmospheric pres- 
In addition to the factual discoveries listed, sures as high as 30 to 1000 millibars, during 
Mariner 9 data have led to a number of proposed either long eras Or short episodes. 
hypotheses, which are serving as groundwork for (10) At some time (s) in the past the Martian 
continued research. These proposals have come polar caps melted simultaneously, providing a 
from a variety of scientists in different disci- more massive atmosphere. 
plines. Some of the hypotheses may be refuted (1 1) Gaseous products of Martian volcanism 
and others confirmed by future work, Some greatly modified or zidded to the Martian at- 
hypotheses are incompatible with others. Their mosphere. 
range suggests the breadth of the impact of (12) Martian dust storms are governed pri- 
Mariner 9's voyage of discovery. The hypotheses marily by solar radiation input, occur primarily 
include the following: at perihelion. and may involve locally hyper- 
(1) Residual ice caps may contain in frozen sonic winds. 
form most of the water assumed to cause the (13) The Sun may be periodically variable in 
channels. luminosity to such an extent that it periodically 
(2) Large quantities of frozen water may changes planetary environments. 
exist in permafrost layers tens, hundreds, or (14) Past changes in Earth's environment, 
thousands of meters under the surface. This may such as major ice ages, may be caused by the 
sometimes melt and cause ephemeral rivers. same solar variations hypothesized to affect 
Mars; such changes may have affected Earth's 
biological evolution, such as the transition from 
reptile to mammal ascendancy. 
(15) The interior of Mars is geologically and 
seismically active. 
(16) Martian crustal fractures and disrup- 
tions are signs of incipient plate tectonic ac- 
tivity. 
(17) Mars falls between Earth and the Moon 
in geological activity and evolutionary state. 
(18) Martian satellites are relics from the 
period when the planet itself formed. 
(19) The Martian satellites are probably 
composed of basaltlike fractured rock. 
(20) The contrast difference between classi- 
cal dark and light markings is due mainly to 
petrological differences in the materials. 
(21) The contrast difference between dark 
and light markings is due mainly to particle 
size differences in the materials. 
(22) Advanced life forms on Mars are un- 
likely, but primitive life forms cannot be ruled 
out. 
(23) Past conditions on Mars may have been 
more suited to origin and evolution of life than 
present conditions. 
These wide-ranging hypotheses provide fertile 
ground for future work of scientists in many 
disciplines including geology, chemistry, astron- 
omy, meteorology, and biology. Much of the 
future work will be done in Earth-based labora- 
tories. These programs would include computer 
calculations of Martian interior and atmosphere 
conditions, measurements on Mariner 9 photo- 
graphs, further comparison of data sets from 
different Mariner 9 instruments, telescopic stud- 
ies, and continued radar mapping of Martian 
topography. 
In addition to these techniques, new methods 
of space exploration will be brought to bear on 
Mars. Orbiting instruments in manned stations 
such as Skylab or unmanned probes such as the 
Orbiting Astronomical Observatory have the 
ability to probe Mars without the effects of 
Earth's intervening atmosphere, which blurs 
images and absorbs radiation at certain wave- 
lengths. 
Finally, and most direct, will be the future 
spacecraft sent to the vicinity of Mars. The next 
announced project is the Viking program. In 
this program, two launches are planned, each in- 
volving a probe similar to Mariner 9 in orbit 
around Mars, and each in addition to land an 
instrumented package on the surface of Mars. 
The Viking launches are planned for 1975 with 
arrival at Mars planned for summer 1976. 
Between the 197 1 172 Mariner 9 mission and 
the scheduled 1975176 Viking mission, one close 
approach of Mars occurred in 1973, when an- 
other major dust storm was observed. Four So- 
viet probes were launched toward Mars in 1973, 
and Western observers were quick to speculate 
that a repeat of the Soviet Mars 2 and Mars 3 
landing missions was planned. It turned out 
that two of the probes were intended as orbiters, 
and two as landers. However, a number of mal- 
functions cut the eflectiveness of the program. 
One lander missed Mars. On March 12, 1974, 
Mars 6 parachuted into the atmosphere, and 
transmitted measures of a higher water-vapor 
content than anticipated. However, radio con- 
tact was lost prior to the landing, as was the 
case with the Mars 2 lander, and no data were 
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returned after contact with Mars. The orbiters 
produced some photographic coverage. The 
landing was near 25" W, 24" S. 
All three of the spacecraft so far landed on 
Mars have terminated transmission within min- 
utes before or after landing, raising questions 
about possible sievere wind or dust conditions 
an the planet, Soviet and American scientists 
are currently exchanging data on Mars and on 
unmanned landing sites, and the cooperative 
program calls for further data exchange. No 
commitment by any country has been made for 
manned flights. 
The U.S. Viking spacecraft is currently under 
construction and the scientific programs are be- 
ing designed by a group of 68 scientists, divided 
into 13 teams. These teams represent the ex- 
periment areas for each of the two missions: 
(1) Three mapping experiments from the 
orbiter vehicle 
(2) One atmospheric investigation conducted 
during entry of the lander 
(3) Seven analyses carried out on the surface 
of Mars 
(4) One radio and radar experiment 
The surface experiments will include photo: 
graphic reconnaissance of the immediate landing 
area, various biological analyses of soil scooped 
- 
up by a sampler, molecular analyses of soil Sam- 
ples, meteorologic analysis of atmospheric con- 
ditions near the lander, seismometry, magnetic 
studies of the surface material, and physical 
properties of the surface (for example, soil 
strength and coherence) . 
Mariner 9 data are crucial in determining 
the design of these experiments, planning the 
conduct of the nominal 90-day Viking missions, 
and in selecting the Viking landing sites. 
In summary, in Mariner 9 we have witnessed 
a historic voyage of discovery. Whereas the 
- 
famed voyages of Columbus and the other 
- 
Renaissance navigators touched only the fringes 
of the western continents, Mariner 9 has mapped 
a whole planet in the course of a single year. 
Mariner 9 has changed Mars from an astronomi- 
cal object into a place, and has opened not a 
single frontier but an entire varied globe to fu- 
ture exploration by man. 
APPENDIX A 
Availabilip of Mariner 9 Photographs 
The National Aeronautics and Space Admin- 
istration makes available for public use and 
research copies of data obtained on space mis- 
sions. These are released through the- 
National Space Science Data Center 
Code 601 
Goddard Space Flight Center 
Greenbelt, Md. 20771 
Mariner 9 pictures have been identified by 
several different systems of code numbers. The 
system used here most frequently refers to a 
negative roll number assigned by the Jet Pro- 
pulsion Laboratory, for example 1636-2 145 17. 
An additional system using the prefix DAS re- 
fers to a spacecraft counter, as in DAS 4 215 690. 
Mariner 9 television pictures and related 
data are now available as described in NSSDC 
Bulletin 73-03, available from the above ad- 
dress. Normally a charge is made to cover the 
cost of preparation of the requested data, al- 
though the Director of NSSDC may waive this 
charge in some cases for small amounts of data 
requested for certain scientific or educational 
purposes. 
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